"Henry, don't just stand there! Run over and find out how to make one of those dar-r-r-ling radio controlled boats."

ATTENTION NOVICES ... BEGINNERS!
Complete Amateur Station in Kit Form for Only $44.95
Learn while you build these easy-to-assemble kits which really perform. Hundreds of Amateurs and Novices are on the air with these fine units. Each kit is complete with all parts and punched chassis. Kits may be purchased separately. Send for full particulars.

WAR-25 Novice Receiver Kit.
Shpg. Wgt. 4 lbs.
Net $13.41

WAT-25 Novice Transmitter Kit.
Shpg. Wgt. 4 lbs.
Net $17.31

WAP-25 Novice Power Supply Kit.
Shpg. Wgt. 12 lbs.
Net $14.23

All prices f.o.b. St. Louis - Phone: Chestnut 1-1125

Walter Ashe Radio Co.
1125 Pine St., St. Louis 1, Mo.

Send free NOVICE KIT Circular.
RUSH copy of new 1955 catalog.

Please ship following merchandise:

Name
Address
City
State

Note: Include sufficient postage. We refund unused amount. 20% of total purchase required on C.O.D. order.
I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME FOR GOOD PAY JOBS IN RADIO-TELEVISION

America's Fast Growing Industry Offers You Good Pay—Bright Future—Security

I TRAINED THESE MEN

"Started to repair sets six months after enrolling. Earned $12 to $15 a week in spare time."—Adrian Kramkin, Jr., Sunbury, Pennsylvania.

"Try to our series in Radio-Television work. Four other NR men work here. Am happy with my work."—Glen Yettem, Bradford, Ont., Canada.


"Am with WCOC; NR course can't be beat. No trouble passing 1st class Radio-telephone license exam."—Jesse W. Parker, Sheridan, Miss., Illinois.

"By graduation, had paid for course, car, testing equipment. Can service toughest jobs."—E. J. Bowermaster, New Boston, Ohio.

My Training Is Up-To-Date

You benefit by my 40 years experience training non at home. Well illustrated lessons give you basic principles you need. Skillfully developed kits of parts I send (see below) "bring to life" things you learn from lessons.

You Learn by Practicing with Parts I Send

Nothing takes the place of PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE. That's why NRI training is based on LEARNING BY DOING. You use parts I furnish to build many circuits common to Radio and Television. As part of my Communication Courses, you build many circuits, including high power transmitter shown at left. You put it "on the air," perform procedures required of broadcast operators. With my Servicing Course you build modern Radio, etc.; use Multimeter you build to test money lugging sets in spare time while training. You can stay at home, keep your job, learn Radio-TV in spare time at low cost. Mail coupon for book showing other equipment you build and keep.

The Tested Way to Better Pay!

Start Soon to Make $10, $15 a Week Extra Fixing Sets

Keep your job while training. I start sending you special booklets the day you enroll, that show you how to fix sets. Multimeter built with parts I send helps you make $10, $15 a week extra fixing sets while training. Many start their own Radio-Television business with spare time earnings.

Television Making Good Jobs, Prosperity—Even without Television, Radio is bigger than ever. 115 million home and auto Radios are big market for servicing. 3600 broadcasting stations use operators, technicians. Government, Police, Ship, Microwave Relay, Two-way Radio Communications for buses, taxis, trucks, R. R. are growing fields. Television is moving ahead fast.

Radio-TV Needs Men of Action—Mail Coupon

Without obligating you in any way, I'll send an actual lesson to prove that my training is practical, thorough. 64-page book to show good job opportunities for you in Radio-TV. Terms for NRI training are as low as $5 a month. Many graduates make more in two weeks than total cost of training. Mail coupon now. J. E. SMITH, President, National Radio Institute, Dept. 4MD1, Washington 9, D.C. OUR 40TH YEAR.

Good for Both—FREE

MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 4MD4 National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.

Mail me Sample Lesson and 64-page Book. FREE. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

Name ____________________________________________
Age __________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ Zone __________ State __________

The ABC of SERVICING

2 FREE BOOKS SHOW HOW MAIL COUPON

TVS -- exhibit at New York-offer free causes to salesmen.}
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS
It's New! 3 Years in Development
-NOW READY FOR YOU!

New Equipment! New Lessons! Enlarged Course!
SPRAYBERRY PRACTICAL TRAINING IN
RADIO-TELEVISION

3 NO OBLIGATION TRAINING PLANS

You have NO MONTHLY PAYMENT CONTRACT to sign
...pay for this outstanding training as you learn!

Mail the coupon at once for my big all-new 56
page FREE CATALOG and FREE Sample Lesson.
Get the full story of this remarkable new Training
Plan. Read about my 3 NO OBLIGATION PLANS
of "packaged unit" instruction. I can prepare you
in as little as 10 MONTHS to take your place as a
Trained Radio-Television Technician. You take no risk in enrolling for
my Training because you DO NOT SIGN A BINDING TIME PAY-
MENT CONTRACT. I have been training successful Radio-TV tech-
nicians for 22 years...I can prepare you, too, to get into your own prof-
itable Service Shop or a good paying job. Full information FREE
and without any obligation. No salesman will call.

PRACTICE AND TRAIN AT HOME
WITH 25 NEW KITS OF EQUIPMENT

You get valuable practical experience in con-
struction, testing and shop practice. You build
a powerful 2 band superhet radio, the all-new
18 range Sprayberry multimeter, the new
Sprayberry Training Television receiver, signal
tracer and many other projects. All equipment
is yours to use and keep. All your training is
IN YOUR HOME in spare hours. I help you
earn extra spare time money while you learn.

Rush coupon below for all the facts—FREE!

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO
111 NORTH CANAL STREET, DEPT. 105-R
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

FREE CATALOG AND SAMPLE LESSON

Rush coupon for my catalog
How to Make Money in
Radio-Television. PLUS an
actual sample Sprayberry
Lesson without obligation—ALL
FREE. Mail coupon NOW!
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Raytheon Transistors are neither expensive nor hard to get. As a matter of fact for the price of a tube you can use this newest electronic development in your rigs. And Raytheon Transistors are so practical and popular you’ll find many transistorized circuits available.

Your nearest Raytheon Tube Supplier has Raytheon Transistors in stock. For a free characteristics chart, write to Department P.

Raytheon MFG. CO.
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Newton 58, Massachusetts
RELIABLE SUBMINIATURE AND MINIATURE TUBES
SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES AND TRANSISTORS
NUCLEONIC TUBES
RECEIVING AND PICTURE TUBES - MICROWAVE TUBES
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(Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N.Y.)
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(Hastings Products, Inc., 171 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass.)
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(Tentenna, Inc., 122 E. 42nd, N.Y.C., distributor)
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TV-Telephone Intercom .......................................... 97
(Kay Lab, Inc., 1070 Morena Blvd., San Diego 19, Calif.)
"Smallest Relay in the World" ................................ 109
(G. M. Giannini & Co., Inc., East Orange, N.J.)
If you are unable to find these listed products locally, write direct to the manufacturers at the addresses given.
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Voice-Operated Model Train Control
Miniature Lighted Christmas Tree
"Detective's Special" Amplifier
A Photoelectric Rifle Range
Transmitter for Model Control
Train Speed Controller
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IN THIS MONTH'S
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS
(November)
Choosing Your Hi-Fi Loudspeaker
Junk Box "Sending Iron"
The Practical Switchless Intercom
The Poor Man's "3D" Converter
A Four-Channel Audio Mixer
A Simple-Yet Good Quality-Preamplifier
A Transistor Power Supply
Servicing Record Changers
Transistor Amplifier for Meters
All-Purpose Enclosure for 12" Speakers
HOW TO MAKE YOUR TIME WORTH $95 AN HOUR!

Here's part of a letter we got from an I. C. S. student—

"Every spare-time hour I spent earning my I. C. S. diploma has been worth $95 to me! My position, my $7000 a year income, my home, my family's happiness—I owe to I. C. S."

Hardly a day goes by without a letter like this coming in from an I. C. S. student... from men and women of all ages who, in their spare time, at home, pulled themselves out of the small-pay rut and put themselves on the road to success.

Take the case of I. C. S. student Frank B. "I was making $152 a month when I signed up with I. C. S.," he writes. "My present income is $395.25 a month."

I. C. S. is the oldest and largest correspondence school.


3 FREE BOOKS—a 36-page pocket-size guide to advancement, a gold mine of tips on "How to Succeed." Also a big catalog outlining opportunities in your field of interest and a sample I. C. S. lesson text.

For Real Job Security—Get an I. C. S. Diploma!

I. C. S., Scranton 9, Penna.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 2551-B, SCRANTON 9, PENNA.

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW TO SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field before which I have marked X (plus sample lesson):

ARCHITECTURE and BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
- Air Conditioning - Refrigeration
- Architecture
- Building Contractor
- Building Maintenance
- Carpenter and Mill Work
- Estimating
- Heating
- Painting Contractor
- Plumbing
- Reading Arch. Blueprints
- Steamfitting

ART
- Cartooning
- Commercial Art
- Fashion Illustrating
- Magazine Illustrating
- Show Card and Sign Lettering
- Sketching and Painting

AUTOMOTIVE
- Auto Body Rebuilding
- Auto Electric Technician
- Auto Engine Tune Up
- Automobile Mechanic

AVIATION
- Aeronautical Engineering Jr.
- Aircraft & Engine Mechanic
- Business
- Air Conditioning - Refrigeration
- Aviation
- Bankkeeping and Accounting
- Business Administration
- Business Correspondence
- Certified Public Accounting
- Creative Salesmanship
- Federal Tax
- Letter-writer
- Letter-manipULATION
- Managing Small Business
- Office Management
- Retail Business Management
- Sales Management
- Steamship - Secretarial
- Traffic Management
- Chemistry
- Analytical Chemistry
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry, Lab. Technician
- General Chemistry
- Natural Gas Prod. and Trans.
- Petroleum Engineering
- Plastics
- Pulping and Paper Making

CIVIL, STRUCTURAL, AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
- Architectural Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Construction Engineering
- Construction Management
- Highway Engineering
- Reading Drafts - Blueprints
- Sanitary Engineering
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Drafting
- Architectural Drafting
- Structural Drafting
- Electrical Drafting
- Mechanical Drafting
- Mine Surveying and Mapping
- Ship Drafting
- Structural Drafting
- Electrical Engineering
- Electrical Maintenance
- Electrician
- Contracting
- Lineman

HIGH SCHOOL
- Commercial
- Good English
- High School Subjects
- Mathematics

LEADERSHIP
- Foremanship
- Industrial Supervision
- Leadership and Organization
- Personnel-Label Relations

MECHANICAL AND SHOP
- Gas-Electric Welding
- Heat Treatment - Metalurgy
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Machine Design-Operation
- Machining and Automation
- Machine Shop Practice
- Mechanical Engineering
- Quality Control
- Reading Shop Blueprints
- Refrigeration
- Sheet Metal Worker
- Tool Design
- Toolmaking

RADIO, TELEVISION
- Electronics
- Practical Radio - TV Engineering
- Radio and TV Servicing
- Radio Operation
- Television - Technician

RAILROAD
- Air Brakes
- Car Inspector
- Diesel Locomotive
- Locomotive Engineer
- Steam Engineer

STEAM AND DIESEL POWER
- Construction Engineering
- Diesel - Electric
- Diesel Eng's
- Electric Light and Power
- Stationary Engineer
- Stationary Steam Engineering

TEXTILE
- Carding and Spinning
- Cotton, Rayon, Woolen
- Finishing and Dyeing
- Lawn Fitting
- Textile Designing
- Textile Engineering

TRAVEL
- Tourism
- Traveling
- Touring

TRAVELEURS
- Domestic Refrig. - Heating
- Marine Engineering
- Nautical Navigation
- Radio Engineering
- Shellington
- Short Story Writing
- Typewriting

For Canadian residents send: "Canadian Correspondence Schools, Montreal, Canada, 7. Special tuition rates to members of U. S. Armed Forces.

NAME ____________________________

Address ___________________________

City ____________________________ State __________ Zip. __________

Occupation ____________________________

Age ___
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**Trav-Electric CONVERTERS**

**House Current Anywhere**

—from battery in car, truck, boat. At the beach-picnic grounds—at cabin—on trips—anywhere! Easy. No installation! Just plug Trav-Electric into cigar lighter on dash.

Trav-Electric Operates:

- Tape Recorders
- Electric Shavers
- Radios
- Soldering Irons
- Dictating Machines
- Small Electric Drills
- Portable Phonographs
- Etc., etc., etc.

6 Models — 10 to 100 Watts

A Size for Every Need

- **"MIDGET"** Model 6-1160
  - 10-15 Watts. About as small as a pack of cigarettes.
  - List $11.95

- **"JUNIOR"** Model 6-110
  - 115 Cycles. 30-40 Watts.
  - List $12.95

- **"SENIOR"** Model 6.1160
  - Size 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 4 1/2.
  - 35-40 Watts.
  - List $15.95

- **"MASTER"** Model 6.51160
  - 40-50 Watts.
  - Size 4" x 5" x 6".
  - List $27.50

- **"SUPER"** Model 6-71160
  - (Shown at top of ad.) 60-75 Watts. 4" x 5" x 6".
  - List $37.95

- **"CHIEF"** Model 6-81160
  - 75-100 Watts. Automatic On-Off Switch.
  - List $49.95

See your Electronic, Hardware, or Automotive Jobber or Dealer

**This Month's Cover**

THE fascination of free-flight model planes has captured the imagination of young and old alike but sooner or later the radio control "bug" bites every modeler and the fun begins!

The model plane, the "Maybe," shown on this month's cover with its pilots, Larry Nuesslein (left), Pete Hartzell (center) and "aid" J. Higgenbotham (right), started life as a free-flight job and was recently converted to R/C operation.

As converted, the plane incorporates a home-built "Mac II" 5-watt transmitter and a Lorenz 2-tube receiver. While 5 watts is more power than required in this application, the reserve power is handy to have.

The receiver employs RX61 and XFG1 tubes. It is characterized by good sensitivity, long tube life, and positive relay action. The design is one dreamed up by that pioneer radio controller, Ed Lorenz.

In R/C flying there is no substitute for careful installation. The builders have mounted and cushioned the receiver with generous amounts of foam rubber to protect the equipment in case of a crash.

Before each flying session, batteries are tested under load and the receiver checked for proper tuning to get maximum dip in plate current for the first tube when the signal is transmitted.

(Ektachrome by Jay Seymour)
ABOUT MY TRAINING —

HAS OWN BUSINESS

I have a shop at home and have been working on radio and TV after working hours of my regular job. I average $50 a week for this part time work. RTTA training helped me in making extra money and giving me experience in the electronic field.

Richard Nennits, Little Rock, Ark.

ELECTRICAL TESTER

RTTA training has helped me understand TV and many variations of simple circuits. The course covers all subjects very clearly. I am now an Electrical Tester for Western Electric Co. at $83.42 a week.

Raymond Lapon, Burlington, N. C.

AIRCRAFT INSPECTOR

With RTTA training and through repairing radios and television for the right people at the right price, I was able to make the right contacts. I am now an Inspector for Douglas Aircraft at about $125 a week.

Hugh Maddox, Los Angeles, Calif.

LOOKING FOR JOB SECURITY AND SUCCESS?

LET MY STUDENTS AND GRADUATES TELL YOU —

ABOUT MY EQUIPMENT

YOU GET ALL THIS EQUIPMENT AND MORE

SUGAR-HOT Radio Receiver

Public Address System

RF Signal Generator

Combination Voltmeter, Ammeter-Chronometer

C.W. Transmitter

“...a money making little gem.”

I have completed Kit No. and was amazed at how it works. I showed it to a friend of mine and he asked me to set it up for one of the picnics his social club was having. That sure is a money making little gem.

John Fernandez, Fresno, Calif.

“We get excellent pictures ...”

I would like to compliment you on an excellent and complete course. We get excellent pictures on my TV set from WSB (Atlanta, Georgia) approximately 110 air miles away. The set is working good and I have had to replace only three tubes since I assembled it two years ago.

Larry H. Smith, Kingston, Ont., Canada

“...very good reception ...”

I have really enjoyed the course and have gained a long way in TV servicing. I am getting very good reception on my TV station considering that the nearest VHF station is 120 miles.

J. W. Hamlin, Jr., Henderson, Texas

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Mr. Leonard C. Lane, President

RADIO-TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION

230 East 19th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Lane: Mail me your NEW FREE BOOK, FREE SAMPLE LESSON, and FREE姑 that will show me how I can make BIG MONEY IN TELEVISION. I understand I am under no obligation and no salesman will call.

(Please print plainly)

Name:

Address:

City:

Please check:

[ ] Radio-Fm-Tv Technician Course
[ ] Fm-Tv Technician Course
[ ] Tv Camera & Studio Technician Course

I am interested in:

VETERANS

Check here for Training under RW

G.I. BILL
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Radio Television Training Association

52 EAST 19th STREET • NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Licensed by the State of New York • Approved for Veteran Training

L. C. Lane, B.S., M.A.

President, Radio-Television Training Association, Executive Director, Pierce School of Radio & Television.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OA2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6AC7M</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>6L6</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>7S7</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6AF4</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>6L7M</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6AG6</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>6NF8</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>147V</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6AH4</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>6Q7</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>147Y</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6AH6</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>6R7</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>147Z</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZ4M</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6A85</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>6S4</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>147L</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6A85</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>6S7M</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>12A6</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A8GT</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6AK6</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>6SBGT</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>12A5S</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1AX2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>6AL5</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>6SATG</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>12AQS</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B3GT</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>6AM8</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>6SDGT</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>12AT6</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1CS</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6AQ5</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>6SGGT</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>12AT7</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6AQ6</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>6SHGT</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>12AUE</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1H4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6AQ7</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>6SIHTGT</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>12AU7</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HS8T</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6ARS</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>6SKGT</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>12AV6</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6ASS</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>6SLGT</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12AV7</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LA4</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6AV6</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>6SN7GT</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12AX4</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LB4</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6AV7</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>6SQGT</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>12AY6</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LC5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6AV8</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>6SRGT</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>12AZ7</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LD5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>6AW6</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>6SSGT</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LG8</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6AWGT</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>6ST4</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LH4</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6AX4GT</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>6ST8</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LSN</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6BX4</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>6SU5</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HS8T</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6BY4</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>6SV6</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P5GT</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6BY6</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>6SVG6</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Q5GT</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6BS5</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>6SX4</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>6BSF</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>6SXGT</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S4</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>6SB8</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S5</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>6BG6</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1TA4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>6H6</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>6H6</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1U4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>6I7</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1U5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>6I7</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1V</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>6L87GT</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X2A</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>33N6</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>39Q8GT</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3FL4</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Q6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Q6GT</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3S4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3V4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A24</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5U4G</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5W4GT</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y2GT</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y4</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Z3</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A6</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A7</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A8</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A8GT</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6ACS</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>6BFF</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>6BQ7</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>12BA6</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please send full remittance — allow for postage and save C.O.D. charges! We refund all unused money.*
From room-to-room or house-to-house you can broadcast your voice or recording with this miniature transmitter.

By LOUIS E. GARNER, JR.

YOU can have a lot of fun conducting your own "radio programs" with this compact home broadcaster. It is inexpensive and easy to build. Since it is battery-operated, you can use it anywhere there is a broadcast receiver to pick up its signals.

The best way to have fun with your friends in using this broadcaster is not to tell them you have it; let them find it out. Go "on the air" unknown to them and put their names into a gossip program. You know the type: "Who was the young lady who was seen with Humphrey Gable at which night club doing you know what at 2:57 this ayem?" The results should be particularly interesting if Humphrey Gable (or your friend, whatever his name is) happened to tell his wife he was out of town on business and she hears your "item." After a little of this, the riot squad and the ambulance should arrive.
This would be a good time for you to be out for another case.

When you get back, if you have any friends left (those who were not mentioned by you and who were not battle casualties), try the next step. Put yourself on a regular program: sing with a band, heckle a political commentator, add your own sound effects. Make your contributions short and time them to fit into natural gaps in the program, as when a speaker stops for breath or dramatic effect. You can keep this up until someone says, “It sounds just like that so-and-so,” meaning you. Soon after that everyone will catch on to what has been happening.

You can now appear and show just how the thing works. Then some brave character will step forward and say, “Let’s you and him try it,” pointing to two other people. If no one volunteers, you can use a little psychology. Say, “I don’t think Witherspoon would like to do it; Bumstead would probably be better.” They’ll both want the first turn, although for different reasons. That will get everyone started and all you’ll have to do is emcee—or referee.

If you would rather put your friends on the radio unknown to themselves, that can be arranged too. Put the broadcaster behind a sofa or some other piece of furniture where interesting events are likely to occur, wait until a couple of promising but unsuspecting “actors” approach it, then gather the “audience” before the radio in another room to listen in on the “drama.”

You can even have professional singers and orchestras broadcast for you if you substitute a phonograph for the microphone. With a tape recorder you can re-broadcast regular radio programs, complete with authentic station announcements. This might win you a bet or two on when a certain program is aired, provided you leave out the original time signals.

There are just two small obstacles to your fun: First, using this gadget could get you arrested, even if you confine your transmissions to such unslanders as “testing, one, two, three, four.” It can radiate a signal healthy enough to travel to radios several blocks or miles away. There ought to be a law against that—and there is. Be sure to adjust your antenna length so that you can reach your own radio and no more.

The second hitch is that, before you can
**External view of completed broadcaster.** The antenna can be removed when unit is not in use.

**Inside view of broadcaster with the two parts of the cabinet separated showing all of the parts mounted and wired.**

**Diagram:**
- **Antenna Jack (Insulate from Cabinet)**
- **Tuning Capacitor 65-340 μf/2 (C4)**
- **100 μf/2 (C2)**
- **100 μf/3 (C5)**
- **100 K (R3)**
- **Oscillator Coil (L1)**
- **Ground Lug**
- **Printed Circuit (PC)**
- **DPST Toggle Switch (S)**
- **1.5 Volt "A" Battery (B1)**
- **2-45 Volt "B" Batteries (B2)**
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use the broadcaster, somebody has to build it. It isn't hard to do, so you might as well do it yourself.

A standard Bud "Minibox" is used for the case. The large opening for the microphone can be made by cutting a hole slightly smaller than 2" diameter and filing until a snug fit is obtained. The banana jack hole for the antenna on top of the case is made with a 1/4" drill, then enlarged slightly with a tapered reamer to accommodate the insulating washer. After the front panel is drilled, decals may be used to identify the controls. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for applying the decals and spray on two or three coats of transparent plastic after they are dry.

To make the main chassis, an ICA No. 290802 aluminum chassis base is cut down, then drilled and punched. The only critical dimensions are for the holes in the front apron, used for the mounting screws.

The microphone, power switch, trimmer capacitor, and antenna jack are mounted on the front and top of the case. Mount the microphone using the rubber ring furnished with the cartridge. If desired, rubber-to-metal cement may be used to insure a secure mounting. Be sure to use an insulating washer when mounting the antenna jack.

The complete schematic diagram and a pictorial for the home broadcaster are given on these pages. Only one ground lug is used, mounted under one of the nuts used on the 1U4 tube socket. No terminal strips are needed. You'll find it easier to wire as much of the chassis as possible before mounting. Front panel connections and battery leads are left hanging free. Attach the partially wired chassis to the front panel using two 3/8" #6 sheet metal screws and make the final connections. The oscillator coil is mounted by soldering it to the trimer capacitor lugs. Use enough solder to insure a strong joint. A standard, commercially available, printed circuit plate is used for coupling the 1U4 preamplifier tube and the 1R5 oscillator-mixer. However, you can use individual parts here if you wish. These parts values are given on the schematic.

Once the wiring is completed, double

Views of the front part of the cabinet and of the chassis, showing the various steps in metal cutting and drilling, mounting the parts, and wiring.
check each connection for possible errors. Mount the batteries in the back of the case by simply wedging them in position with narrow pieces of cardboard, then connect them to the chassis and switch with at least 6" leads. The two 45-volt batteries are connected in series to deliver 90 volts. The removable "whip" antenna is made up by mounting a banana plug in the end of half of a pair of TV "rabbit ears." An old auto radio antenna may be used instead, if preferred. Finally, place the tubes in their respective sockets and fit the two halves of the case together.

To adjust the broadcaster, place the antenna in its jack, but don't extend it. Turn on a broadcast receiver and tune it to some "dead" spot near the middle of the broadcast band (700 to 1200 kc.). Throw the power switch on and, whistling or counting into the microphone, gradually adjust the tuning control with a screwdriver until you can hear yourself in the receiver. Adjust for best reception. You can now back away from the receiver gradually, extending the antenna slightly and readjusting the tuning if necessary. But remember: don't extend your range too far; the FCC will get you if you don't watch out. Have fun!

---

A Code Practice Set
—the simple way

By ARTHUR TRAUFTER

While commercial code sets are nice to have, don't put off learning Morse just because you haven't one. Build this one from spare parts.

SINCE a neighbor lad wanted a code practice outfit and since neither he nor I had a buzzer and I had no vacuum-tube code practice oscillator on hand, I decided to see what I could make out of my radio scrap box.

I plugged an old 2.5 volt filament transformer into the 117-volt line and taped the three secondary leads to prevent shorting. I connected an old half-pound spool of #24 silk-covered magnet wire, a key, and a pair of 2000-ohm phones in series and set the spool of wire on top of the transformer.

The spool of wire picks up a.c. hum from the transformer by induction and when the key is pressed, a pleasant low-frequency hum is heard in the phones. The volume of the hum depends on the location of the spool of wire in relation to the transformer. If the hum is too loud for comfort with the spool placed on top of the transformer, place the spool somewhere else but close to the transformer.

If the key clicks are bothersome, connect a .05 or .1 µfd fixed capacitor across the phone terminals. This cuts the high-frequency response of the phones and gives a beautiful low-frequency hum almost entirely free from clicks.

There is no shock hazard when using this outfit and you won't bother the other members of the family while practicing code.

A bell-ringing transformer can be used instead of the filament transformer and a choke coil can be substituted for the spool of wire as the pickup coil if desired. END
An All-Wave Receiver Kit

IT IS a rare occasion when one is able to find complete construction details on a tuner that is home-built from scratch. The reason for this is that most publishers believe that the home design of a set, such as a tuner, lacks some essentials which characterize good design. In addition, it is a well-known fact that by the time the home builder goes out and buys the various component parts to make up such a unit, the cost far exceeds that of commercially available kits. It is, therefore, obviously foolish for anyone to build such a tuner rather than buying the kit. The kits, irrespective of manufacturer, are well-designed, include complete details, large-scale drawings, etc., so that anyone, even a novice who has not touched a soldering iron, can build it without trouble. Most manufacturers will give technical assistance, if necessary, after you are through.

Today's kit manufacturers are displaying a degree of ingenuity and foresight that staggers the imagination. Almost any piece of electronic gear anyone could desire is now available in kit form!

One example of such a kit is the Heath AR-2 communications receiver. This 6-tube set, although designed primarily for short-wave listening and amateur use, will also tune the standard AM broadcast band.

The receiver covers the range from 550 kc. to 35 mc. in four bands. The six tubes include a 12BE6 local oscillator and mixer; a 12BA6 i.f. amplifier; a 12AV6 second detector and first audio amplifier; a 12BA6 beat frequency oscillator; a 12A6 power amplifier; and a 5Y3 rectifier. The set operates from line voltages ranging between 105 and 125 volts a.c., 50 or 60 cycles. The set draws 45 watts.

A cabinet to house the receiver measures 11½" wide, 5¾" high, and 6¾" deep.

As shown in the photographs on these two pages, the kit comes complete with all of the components needed to build the set, a pre-punched chassis, and complete instructions for assembling the kit.

If you can read and follow instructions accurately, you too can build this compact and professional-looking receiver that will give you hours of listening pleasure and open new world-wide vistas via the short-wave programs and amateur radio bands you can tune.
The entire waveband switching assembly, including the bandswitch, the six coils, and six trimmer capacitors, is assembled and wired by the home builder as a separate unit—then mounted on the chassis and wired in.

Under chassis view of completed AR-2 communications receiver. Before installing in a cabinet, align the receiver according to instructions provided in the handbook accompanying the kit. Set is then ready for use.

Rear view of the completed receiver chassis. Receiver may be used "as is" or installed in cabinet available from the kit manufacturer. If builder prefers, he can obtain a cabinet elsewhere or build one.
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THE use of television in military operations has now reached the state of development which indicates that the day is not too far distant when area command posts will be equipped with TV receivers and monitors as part of the necessary gear for mounting a successful attack.

A practical demonstration of the tactical use of television was recently staged by the U.S. Army Signal Corps, the Second Army, and Radio Corporation of America. Employing current black-and-white combat TV equipment, a simulated armored and amphibious attack was staged by elements of the Army's Third Armored Cavalry Regi-

A military maneuver recorded by color camera.

A compact RCA Vidicon camera is shown in operation at demonstration of TV for warfare.

The hand-carried Vidicon is used to spot an "invading force" during mock battle at Ft. Meade, Md.
Gen. Matthew Ridgway, Army Chief of Staff, sights through the view-finder of RCA combat-type Vidicon while Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff of RCA looks on.

Coverage in the combat area was provided for the unit by RCA “Vidicon” TV cameras, each carried by a single cameraman and feeding back to a transmitter built into a 3½ ton truck. From each truck, the TV image was transmitted by microwave relay to a larger monitoring truck located near headquarters. The airborne system comprised two larger RCA cameras mounted in an L-20 reconnaissance plane—one of the cameras being fixed to cover the terrain directly below the plane and the other set on a movable mounting to permit oblique views of the surrounding areas. Information from the airborne cameras was transmitted directly from the plane to the mobile monitoring unit. Two-way radio facilities permitted instructions to be sent from headquarters or the monitoring truck to the camera locations.

The command post in this exercise was set up in a large tent arranged to represent the field headquarters of an armored cavalry regiment equipped with full combat TV facilities. As combat cameras in the field, including an airborne unit, covered their assigned areas of action, scenes from various parts of the simulated battlefield appeared on small monitors giving the commander a true “picture” of the entire action.

Part of NBC’s mobile color unit used to cover the maneuvers. This unit, the only one of its kind, was designed by NBC engineers to provide coverage of outdoor features and remotes.
AM I TOO OLD TO LEARN TELEVISION?

By JACK WILSON
Pierce School of Radio-TV

"WHEN I was a young fellow of forty-five, we didn't hear much about television. If we did we didn't think much about it. I guess it was like when radio first came in, not too many people took it seriously. But now things are sure different than they were then. Television is here to stay and is America's fastest growing industry. The way I figure it is: I want to learn as much as I can during my lifetime. I don't want something new to happen and I miss out on it. So I am in training for TV. A lot of my friends said I was too old to start learning about television, and this sunk in and I tossed the thought around in my mind for several weeks before getting started. As far as I'm concerned I wasted those weeks, because I could have been well advanced in training instead of just starting."

Not one, but many men over fifty are joining the ranks of TV service people. Some are learning TV in order to have a hobby when they retire from their jobs, some want to start a small servicing business when they complete their training, and others just don't know yet what they will do with it, but they are eager to gain knowledge.

Here at Pierce, we had two fellows in one class who were well past the fifty year mark. They completed the course and near the end of their training they opened a small shop in Brooklyn. They now have three younger graduates working for them and are getting more than their share of business. It is interesting to note what these men did for a living before learning TV. One was a musician in a symphony orchestra and the other had retired after forty years with an oil company.

You might say at this point, "How can I compete with the younger fellows?" I will answer that by saying that people naturally have more confidence in the mature man. When a technician is called in to look at a set, and he is a mature person, the set owner immediately feels he is more capable than a young fellow of twenty-three or so. Now I am not saying that the young fellow is not a good technician, nor am I saying he does not know as much if not more than the older fellow, but let's face it, maturity does have an edge over youth in this case.

One father and son team who graduated from our school are in business together. The father makes all of the house calls and if a set has to be pulled out for repair, the son is the bench mechanic.

A fifty-five-year-old cabinet maker commenced training recently. He had been making custom TV cabinets for some time and gradually became interested in the set itself. He plans on combining both skills upon completion of his course.

The manager of a drug store in one of New York's major hotels had always been interested in radio and television, but had never received any formal training in either. He decided to go to school in the evenings and on weekends he serviced a few sets in his neighborhood. Upon completion of TV troubleshooting he obtained the job of servicing all the radio and TV sets in the hotel. After a few months he was offered a more lucrative position in another large hotel. One day he was called in to look at a set and the guest in the room happened to be an important TV dealer from Canada. He offered the technician almost twice the
money he was presently making if he would come to Canada and take charge of his service department. This former drug store manager not only changed his vocation, but changed his whole life and he was fifty-two when he started training in television.

It seems that when a fellow passes forty he sort of gives up and feels he hasn’t a chance of starting anything new. When these men come in to see me they are immediately on the defensive. The first thing they say is: “I know I am too old, I haven’t been to school in a long time and I know I can not keep up with the younger fellows in theory and all of my friends say I shouldn’t waste my time and money on a course in television, but I want you to tell me your candid opinion of a man my age and his chances of getting into TV servicing.” I ask the applicant to follow me and I will let men older than he is answer his questions. We take a tour through the shops and he talks to several of the older men who are busily constructing radio or TV receivers. Shortly he is no longer on the outside looking in, but is one of them. Some men forget that several years of living can produce more knowledge than a hundred textbooks. If a person has enough interest he can learn anything.

In my opinion, the man over fifty should not say: “Am I too old, but am I interested, do I want to learn television?” If the answer is “yes,” then to heck with the age. That is secondary because the will to learn has no age limits.

Some men in their late forties and early fifties who have qualms about starting to learn our business, would kick themselves for putting it off after talking to men who are ten and fifteen years their senior and making money in television. One fellow in training now is and has been in a furniture factory ever since he can remember starting to work. After graduation, he is not retiring, but quitting his job and moving his family to Florida where he plans on setting up a TV service shop of his own. He is so interested in his new field that he subscribes to three trade journals and reads everything he can get his hands on about television. Over weekends he sets up shop on the kitchen table and makes a few extra dollars by servicing and repairing his neighbors radio and TV sets. This extra money, he says, will pay his expenses to Florida. He celebrated his sixtieth birthday in June.

People from all walks of life enter the television profession and do not necessarily give up their previous job or business. They merely combine TV servicing with their present work. One enterprising fellow I know has a fleet of five taxicabs. Upon graduation from training, he set up a shop in his basement at home and serviced sets in his spare time. His business gradually grew and he employed an assistant. Now he hands out business cards to his fares and has the four other drivers pass out the cards also. The number of people who respond to this small investment in business cards is amazing. It is a different approach and the passengers respond by giving their business to the fellow who was farsighted enough to learn TV and have two businesses going for him instead of just the one, and more than doubling his income. He celebrated his fifty-second birthday in October.

About five minutes ago while writing this, a fellow came into the office for a transcript of his records. He graduated on June 3rd. Before coming to Pierce he was a manager for a large restaurant chain in New York City. He entered the TV field because he felt that it offered unlimited opportunities for a man, no matter what his age. He is now a lab technician for a major television company. He is just as excited about his training as an eighteen-year-old entering a beginner’s class for the first time. There is, however, some difference in the ages, but no difference in the enthusiasm and the urge to learn a new field. He was fifty last January.

So, if you are a young man past forty and you have been toying with the idea of learning television, consult a school offering this training and meet and talk to students who were pedaling their own bicycles before you were even born.
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END
Choosing Your TV Antenna

By CHARLES TEPFER

Rabbit ears, trombone, yagi or what? Here are the facts to help you find the best antenna for your area.

There are at the present time more than 50 different types of television antennas, all designed to do the same general thing—capture a TV signal from the air and send it on its way to the TV receiver. What's the reason for so many variations?

You're wrong if you think that most of them are dreamed up by frustrated ladies' hat designers. Each type is an engineer's answer to a particular set of TV reception problems. And there are plenty of problems!

The strength of a TV signal at any point depends upon the strength of the signal as it leaves the transmitting antenna and the distance between the transmitter and the receiving point. Also important are the terrain between the transmitter and the receiving location and the frequency of the signal.

The region surrounding a TV transmitter is divided into different reception areas according to the strength of the signal in each area; thus, we have the local, intermediate, and fringe areas.

No matter where a receiver is, it must obtain a certain minimum amount of signal before it will give a clear picture. For most modern TV sets, this minimum is about 50 microvolts per meter (µv/m.). Deluxe model TV receivers require less.

What does this mean? Merely that the signal passed from the receiving antenna to the receiver must be equivalent to what a sensitivity meter with an antenna tuned to that signal would show as 50 microvolts for each meter length of antenna. When a receiver obtains at least this amount of signal, all of its circuits will function normally and give a stable, good contrast picture.

Whether the receiver obtains this minimum signal depends upon its antenna and where it is. A local area for a particular TV transmitting station will contain approximately 10,000 microvolts of signal as a minimum. Here, in many cases, you can use the built-in antenna furnished in the set, or a "rabbit-ear" job on top of the set. The only trouble is that you are going to have to tune the built-in antenna or rotate the "rabbit ears" for each station to receive the best picture if there is more than one TV station in the area. Also, if you have two stations, one may be strong and the other weak—too weak for the indoor antenna.

"What do you do then?" you ask. Before we hop off the deep end and run out and get some monstrosity of an antenna that claims it can bring in the penguin broadcast from Antarctica, let's get two important antenna concepts down pat. These are gain and directivity.

Where an indoor antenna will not furnish a receiver with its required minimum amount of signal, it is necessary to use an antenna that passes more of the signal in the air on to the receiver. Such an antenna is, first of all, an outdoor one—mounted on top of a building to get a clear sight of the transmitting antenna. Also, it will probably have longer arms than the indoor antenna and, in addition, more of them.

The simplest type of outdoor antenna is the dipole, consisting of two equal and unconnected arms of aluminum tubing or similar material positioned in a straight horizontal line. If one single length of tubing is used, folded so as to resemble a curtain rod, it is called a folded dipole. The length of these arms correspond to the wavelength of the received station (or the center of a received band of stations). Because this antenna is high above obstructions and has long arms, it will generally furnish a stronger signal than that which could be obtained from an indoor antenna.

If the signal furnished by this antenna is still not strong enough for the receiver (they are not all as sensitive as the modern sets), an antenna which will furnish more signal to the receiver is required. In other words, we want an antenna with more gain. If we use an antenna which furnishes twice as much signal to the receiver from the same position as a folded dipole, we say the antenna has a gain of two. All outdoor antennas are rated relative to the amount of signal furnished by a folded dipole.

The dipole antenna is so simple that it is too simple. It will furnish antenna signal (Continued on page 120)
THE WORLD AT A TWIRL

By K. R. BOORD

THE property possessed by short-wave radio, that of spanning great distances with strong signals, has encouraged the nations of the world to make wide use of the short-wave spectrum for broadcasting purposes. For instance, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), the Voice of America (VOA), the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), All India Radio (AIR), the Australian Broadcasting Commission (ABC), the Soviet Union, and many of the other larger nations radiate on short-wave. These organizations have extensive short-wave services, in fact, for the benefit of listeners all over the world.

Most of these broadcasters use directional antennas, that is, their broadcasts are directed toward particular areas, and these give names to their various services—such as the European Service, Near Eastern, Middle Eastern, Far Eastern, Pacific, North American, and so on. Some broadcasters also have a General Overseas Service (such as that of the BBC or of Radio Pakistan). Language and frequency (or wavelength) used vary according to the area to which broadcasts are directed. Channels also may be varied according to the hour of reception in the target area.

Some countries—such as Portugal—broadcast in their own language to former residents now living in foreign countries. Norway broadcasts also to its seamen on ships in various parts of the globe.

* * *

How to Tune

A “must” for the short-wave listener (SWL) is to learn how to tune the receiver. You must know what to look for; when to listen for it and, above all, be able to recognize it when you do hear it. This is largely a combination of knowledge, skill, and patience.

It’s a good idea for the beginner to first familiarize himself with the operation of his receiver on all bands. Then he can decide what he gets the most fun from in his DX hobby and henceforth pursue that phase to his utmost enjoyment!

If possible, your receiver should have some method of bandspreading to help you separate stations in the crowded short-wave bands. It’s helpful to select “key” stations from which to cover the different sections of the particular band in use. WWV, the Bureau of Standards Station in Washington, D. C.—which operates on such channels as 2,500, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 mc.—and any other stations which do not drift appreciably may be used for this purpose.

Operate your receiver at maximum sensitivity and broadest possible selectivity when “fishing” for a station. Once the station is located, adjust from there for “best listening” position. Ordinary “home” receivers and other smaller sets must be tuned “very slowly” and carefully (with volume turned up aplenty!) or you may pass by a weak signal and never realize it was there (don’t forget there’s a wide frequency range covered in each dial division of the short-wave bands).

As the “slow technique” of tuning is mastered, you’ll log more and more DX (distant) stations. Patience, perseverance, and persistence may be pretty big words—but they are essential to successful SWLing, the kind that pays off!

Always tune carefully for the center—best reception point—of any desired signal. Realize the possibility of images and other spurious (illegitimate) signals.

And don’t be frightened by squeals, whistles, and interference while tuning, for these may lessen greatly or completely disappear once the receiver’s mechanism is centered properly on the desired signal. After the set is centered on the signal, the volume and tone controls often can be adjusted to reduce noise and interference.

Be prepared for dial calibration (numbering) being “off”; in some cases, a care-

NOTE: Unless otherwise stated, all time herein is expressed in Greenwich Mean Time—GMT—subtract 5 hours for EST, 6 for CST, 7 for MST, 8 for PST. This is on a 24-hour clock basis in which midnight is 2400 (or 0000), 3 a.m. is 0300, 10 a.m. is 1000, and noon is 1200, for example; instead of starting again at 1 p.m., as the 12-hour system does, the 24-hour system continues to increase the number of each hour until 2400 (11:59 p.m.) is reached, thus 1 p.m. is 1300, 5 p.m. is 1700, 10 p.m. is 2200.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
ful alignment by a qualified service technician may help, but it’s seldom possible to get highly accurate readings across the entire spectrum (all bands).

In tuning, when interference is present from closely-adjacent stations, always tune in the opposite direction from the interfering signal for least QRM (interference from another station). For instance, if a station you wish to listen to is on 9.500 and another which is interfering with it is on 9.505, adjust the receiver so reception of the 9.505 outlet is towards 9.495 on the fringe of the 9.500 station’s lower sidebands. This may produce some distortion but it often helps you to identify the station you’re after!

Be sure your receiver is warmed up—15 minutes at least—to get the best results. Even then give the signal time to “build up.” You might “hit” a station just when it has a slow fade (QSB), which in a little while might come up to fair listening level. So don’t try to hurry; stick to it!

Be persistent—and, in time, you’ll find it pays not to overlook any weak signal—it may mean a fine DX “catch.” You cannot judge on signal strength alone. Perhaps reception may be exceptional that day from a particular area, from a station seldom heard that well—since at times even a station of only 50 or 100 watts may sound like a 50 kilowatt! (One kilowatt is equal to 1000 watts.)

(NOTE: Around this time of year, some stations will be reverting to winter schedules (some also will move to winter frequencies); in such cases, you may find schedules one hour later than listed here-in—the schedules which were in effect when this was compiled.)

This month I’m listing some additional tips for beginners—with a few included for experienced DX-ers. Remember, time is given in GMT.

For the Beginner

Azores—Tune for CSA92, 11.925, Ponta Delgada, 1900-2000 (will be on winter schedule of 2000-2100 soon); all-Portuguese. Belgium—ORU, 11.850, Brussels, beams to North America daily 0000-0300, English from 0100; is relayed by OTC, 9.655, Leopoldville, Belgian Congo. British Guiana—Radio Demerara, ZFY, 3.255, Georgetown, usually can be heard through QRM (interference) around 0100-0200.

British Honduras—Check Radio Belize, 3.300, at 2000 when should have English news.


Czechoslovakia—Prague is using new 9.650A (approximately) channel in parallel with 9.550 for English to North America 0400-0430. Egypt—Try Radio Cairo’s recently added channel of 7.975A around 2100-2330 closedown for the Arabic Service. Its 9.475 outlet has English news 1830. Finland—If you’re lucky, you may be able to log Helsinki on 15.190 when it has English 0945-1100.

Guatemala—Check 6.375A around 0300 for the official government radio in Guatemala City which now announces “Radio Nacional de Guatemala” instead of former “La Voz de Guatemala”; or try TGWA, 9.760, same slogan, which opens 1230 with the National Anthem sung by a choral group. TGNA, 5.952A has replaced TGN, 11.850; has English 0300-0445 sign-off. Haiti—For an English session, added recently by Radio Commerce, tune 9.485 on Sun. at 2200-2230. Indonesia (USI)—By careful tuning, you may pick up “Voice of Indonesia,” 9.710, Djakarta, in English around 1100-1200. (Continued on page 118)

---

**TIME CONVERSION CHART**

(24-Hour System)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GMT</th>
<th>EST</th>
<th>CST</th>
<th>MST</th>
<th>PST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0200</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0300</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0400</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0500</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0600</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0700</td>
<td>0200</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800</td>
<td>0300</td>
<td>0200</td>
<td>0100</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>0300</td>
<td>0200</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>0300</td>
<td>0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0600</td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>0400</td>
<td>0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0700</td>
<td>0600</td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>0800</td>
<td>0700</td>
<td>0600</td>
<td>0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>0900</td>
<td>0800</td>
<td>0700</td>
<td>0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0900</td>
<td>0800</td>
<td>0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0900</td>
<td>0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2300</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Or 2400
An Easily Built
"Black Light" Source

HERE'S an "off beat" project you can complete in an evening's time, but one that will give you many hours of enjoyment—a simple source of "Black Light." With it you can mystify and amaze your friends, conduct scientific experiments, and even do a little prospecting.

"Black Light" is ultraviolet radiation. It is virtually invisible to the human eye, but will cause many minerals, dyestuffs, and organic compounds to glow with a weird light of their own.

The basic parts you'll need for building your own unit are shown and listed on the opposite page. Mount the socket with two "U" brackets made up out of \( \frac{3}{4} \)" x \( \frac{1}{8} \)" aluminum bar stock as shown in Fig. 1. A fruitcake pan is used to house the completed unit—drill mounting holes in it for the socket brackets, for the "on-off" switch, for the ballast, and for the handle. Drill one large hole in the end for the rubber grommet and the line cord.

The wiring diagram is given in Fig. 2 while the interior and exterior views of the assembled unit are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. No reflector was used in the model but one can be easily added by the builder if desired.

Cement bright aluminum foil to a piece of cardboard somewhat wider than the top of the fruitcake pan. Use household cement for this job and smooth out the foil to obtain an unwrinkled surface.

Cut the completed reflector to exactly the same length as the interior of the

1 The method used for mounting the lamp socket is shown here. Two "U" brackets are used. Drilled and punched fruitcake pan shown in background is used to house unit.

2 Complete schematic for the "Black Light." See opposite page for parts list.

3 Interior view of assembled and wired unit. No reflector is used in the author's model, but one can be added if desired.

4 Exterior view of completed unit. Despite fruitcake pan housing, the finished unit has a "commercially-built" appearance.
housing and make cut-outs for the socket contacts. Be sure to leave sufficient clearance so there is no danger of short circuits.

Bending the reflector to form a curved surface, slip it inside the housing (remove the "Black Light" bulb first, of course) and fasten it in place with screws used to hold the socket to the "U" brackets.

Once the wiring is completed and checked, plug the unit into any wall outlet (115-120 volts a.c.) and turn it "on." Turn off the room lights. You will have to wait several seconds for the unit to operate, so don't expect it to come "on" immediately.

Hold the unit so that the "Black Light" shines on a friend's face. You will notice that his teeth and eyeballs glow with an unearthly light. False teeth can be spotted immediately, for they glow differently than natural teeth.

Examine clothing under the "Black Light." You will find that many dyes glow brightly while others are dull. Some dyes glow with one color under "Black Light" but reflect a totally different color under normal light. You may be able to spot "invisible" laundry marks and identification symbols.

Examine household and lab chemicals under the unit. Rosin soldering paste, Vaseline, oil, and many other household and electronic lab chemicals will be found to glow, often with a light other than their "natural" daylight color.

You can use the completed unit to study minerals, as shown in Fig. 5. Scheelite, fluorescent, willemite, and calcite are a few of the minerals that fluoresce or glow under ultraviolet light. A number of radioactive salts also fluoresce. Check standard handbooks and the encyclopedia for a complete list of such minerals if you plan to use your "Black Light" for prospecting.

Even if you can think of no aching void in your life that needs to be filled by a "Black Light" unit, it is fun to have around for party stunts of all kinds, if for no other reason.

---

**Parts Required**

1-4 w. "Blacklite" bulb
1-Socket for bulb
1-Sylvania SS4 ballast with starter socket mounted
1-15-20 w. fluorescent light starter
1-S.p.s.t. toggle switch, S
1-6 foot POSJ line cord
1-Rubber grommet
1-Kitchen cabinet handle
1-Fruitcake pan
1-8" pc. of ¾" x ⅛" aluminum bar stock

Misc: sheet metal screws, machine screws and nuts, wire, solder, etc.

The first four basic items are available as a low cost "kit" from Herbach and Rademan, Inc., 1204 Arch St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

---

**5** Using the "Black Light" to examine minerals for fluorescence. This is only one of the uses for this handy portable instrument.

**6** By adding a standard inverter, you can operate the "Black Light" from your 6-volt auto battery and thus use it for field work.
The Lorenz "Sixty-One"

By E. J. LORENZ

Construction details on an R/C receiver for model boats, airplanes, etc. Its companion 27.255 megacycle transmitter will be covered in next month's issue.

If you've wanted to control a model airplane, boat, or racing car by radio, and want a receiver that is simple but highly efficient and reliable, here's the one for you. When used with the transmitter to be presented next month, this receiver will enable you to operate model planes, boats, cars, or perform other remote functions over a ground distance of ½ mile. This equipment operates on the license-free band of 27.255 mc.

The receiver is a completely new circuit designed around the recently-introduced Sigma 8000-ohm CDS 26F relay. This is a very stable superregenerative gas-tube circuit which is simple to construct and operate. The RK61 gas tube has a relatively short life when used in regular circuits as compared to a high-vacuum tube. However, it has the big advantage of being easier to work with and is more sensitive than the average single vacuum-tube receiver. Due to the characteristics of the Sigma 26F relay, it is possible to operate the RK61 tube at a reduced plate current setting, thus adding measurably to its life.

The parts in the list accompanying Fig. 1 are obtainable from most radio supply houses or by writing to Control Research, Box 9, Hampton, Virginia.

And now to begin construction. It is important when building any electronic unit from a set of plans to use the exact components specified if the originator's operating characteristics are to be obtained. The chassis is cut from a piece of ¼" Micarta, or similar material, and drilled as shown in Fig. 4. Next, wind coil Lₐ as shown in the inset drawing of Fig. 1 and according to the specifications in the parts list.

The tube socket and eyelets are pressed into place, as shown in Fig. 4. Following the schematic diagram in Fig. 1 and the top view in Fig. 3, solder capacitors C₁, C₄, and C₅ in place. A short piece of small-size insulated wire is jumpered from the coil end of the 15-μfd. capacitor, C₄, to the outside terminal of the tube socket. This outside terminal should be indicated by a small dot of red nail polish or paint to indicate the plate connection for the tube and provide proper positioning of the tube. The 10-μfd. r.f. choke is next soldered in place between the plate terminal of the socket and the eyelet shown in Fig. 2. The 0.03-μfd. (C₄) plate bypass capacitor is also soldered in place.

The 2-megohm resistor, Rₐ, is soldered in place between the third terminal connection on the socket (from the red dot side) and the ground connection eyelet. Incidentally, the tube connections, as taken from the red dot on the tube base, are: plate, filament, grid, and filament.

A short piece of insulated wire is soldered between the ground eyelet and the second terminal connection from the red dot on
the socket. Be sure the center connections between the 15-μfd. and 47-μfd. capacitors are soldered to the eyelet near the coil, and a short insulated lead run from the eyelet to the second socket terminal which has been grounded by a jumper to the ground eyelet connection.

Before mounting the relay and the power wires or cable, check your connections again using the schematic and Figs. 2 and 3. Mount the relay as shown in the photographs. Note that this receiver will function with peak performance only with the Sigma 26F relay. A slightly larger Sigma relay, the 10,000-ohm 5F will also work fine, but due to its larger size and weight, a new chassis layout would have to be made.

The power cable is inserted from the top side of the chassis. It is desirable to use color-coded wire for this work. The cable we used contained red, black, blue, and yellow wires, and well follow this color code in making the hook-up. The red wire, which is “B+” and goes to 45 volts positive, is connected to one side of the relay coil. (Of the three in-line terminals on the relay, the two outside ones are coil connections and the center one is the common for the relay points.) The other outside coil connection is connected by a short piece of insulated wire to the junction of the r.f. choke and the .03-μfd. capacitor. The black wire, which is “A+” “B-” and the minus side of the relay points, goes to the ground connection eyelet and the center of the three in-line terminals on the relay. The yellow wire goes to the normally-closed relay point. The blue wire, which is “A-”, goes to the 4th tube socket terminal. (Note that only 4 of the 5 tube socket terminals are used; the fifth is left blank.) Now attach a four-prong plug to the other end of the cable, making sure you identify each pin with the proper wire before applying voltage.

The antenna coil, \( L_n \), is made from lightweight plastic-covered wire and wound near the grid end of coil \( L_n \). Wind in the same direction as \( L_n \) and solder one end to the eyelet next to the coil which has been grounded. The other end is soldered to the antenna eyelet. The antenna coil may be held in place by several small dabs of nail polish. The leads of the RK61 tube should be cut off to a length of about \( \frac{1}{2} \)” and then bent at a 90-degree angle. Be sure to keep the red dot on the tube towards the outside terminal of the tube socket, since the red dot on the tube indicates the plate lead. This completes the receiver and we are ready for testing.

The 1½ volts for the filament may be obtained from a medium-size flashlight cell, or larger. The plate voltage of 45 volts may be obtained from two 22½-volt hearing-aid cells connected in series, or a 45-volt portable radio battery. An “on-off” switch (not shown) should be placed in the black lead. A 25,000-ohm potentiometer is placed in series with the red lead. For tuning pur-
Fig. 4. The chassis for the receiver is a rectangular piece of Micarta drilled and cut for the various components as shown.

poses, a 0-2 or 0-3 d.c. milliammeter is also placed in series with the potentiometer in the red lead, and $R_s$ set for maximum resistance before the 45 volts are applied.

After turning the "on-off" switch "on," check to see if the filament is glowing in the tube; if not, check the wiring again (black and blue wires and the tube socket). Upon applying the 45 volts to the receiver, the plate current reading should be about .4 to .6 milliampere. Touching the antenna should raise the current slightly. The relay will close when the current gets up to about .7 to .9 ma. A small flashlight bulb and battery connected between the yellow and black wire will go on when the relay is not picked up, and will go out when the plate current rises to .7 to .9 ma.

Your receiver is now in working order and needs only to be tuned to a 27 mc. signal to actuate it. Next month we'll build the transmitter and you'll be in business! END

Pocket Civil Defense Radio

A SMALL radio receiver which can be worn like a hearing aid, has been developed by two General Electric engineers. Reception is limited to a single broadcast frequency, 1240 kilocycles, which is one of the two channels to be used by radio stations in broadcasting civil defense instructions to the general public during emergency periods.

The receiver, which weighs about five ounces and can be slipped into a shirt or vest pocket, uses a hearing-aid type earphone. It is said to be capable of continuous operation for more than a month without battery replacement.

Two penlight-sized flashlight batteries power the radio. Long battery life is obtained through the use of a germanium diode and a transistor, which require less power than conventional radio tubes.

The receiver needs further development before it can be mass-produced.
Parallel Resistance Chart

You can quickly determine the effective resistance of a parallel combination of two resistances by simply laying a straightedge across the chart. TO USE: Place the straightedge across the values of $R_1$ and $R_2$ and read effective resistance in center scale:

For example: $R_1 = 68$ ohms, $R_2 = 91$ ohms, then $R_T = 39$ ohms.
(The calculated value of $R_T$ is actually 38.918 ohms.)

For larger values, simply multiply all three scales by any multiple of 10.

For example: $R_1 = 6800$ ohms, $R_2 = 9100$ ohms, then $R_T = 3900$ ohms.

Should the desired values come near the apex (0 point on graph), simply divide (or multiply) both $R_1$ and $R_2$ by any convenient value, then multiply (or divide) the result by the same value.

For example: To find parallel resistance of 2000 ohms and 500 ohms, divide both by 20 (2000 then equals 100 and 500 equals 25). Using a straightedge across 100 and 25, read result from center scale and multiply by 20. $R_T$ would be $20 \times 20 = 400$ ohms.

This chart is based on the formula:

$$ \frac{1}{R_T} = \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} $$

Also:

$$ R_T = \frac{R_1 R_2}{R_1 + R_2} $$

By RUDOLF F. GRAF
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Dentistry—the painless way

By P. B. HOEFER

They've taken the "ouch" out of dentistry! This welcome news comes from Columbia University's School of Dental and Oral Surgery where they have been experimenting with an ultrasonic process which, while originally intended for the precision cutting of metals, luckily turns out to be admirably suited to drilling teeth—without pain!

By early next year your own dentist may be drilling your teeth by means of the "Cavitron." The instrument, now in the hands of clinical investigators at dental schools, clinics, and in private practice throughout the country, will be available for general distribution to the dental profession early next year.

The "Cavitron," as shown in the photographs, consists primarily of a ferromagnetic metal stack activated by an alternating magnetic field. The resultant expansion and contraction of the metal creates the high-speed vibration. The magnetostrictor, which vibrates 29,000 times a second, has been built into a cigar-shaped handpiece. These mechanical vibrations, at the cutting tip of the handpiece, activate particles of aluminum oxide in a water solution which is applied to the tooth surface. These particles, in turn, do the actual cutting.

Unlike the traditional dental drill which cuts with a continuous grinding motion, the "Cavitron" is not in constant contact with the tooth as it travels up and down with a reciprocal stroke whose amplitude is a mere one-thousandth of an inch. In reality, the tool does not do the cutting job at all. Thus, since there is no vibration and no
heat generated in the tooth and since heat and vibration are the primary causes of pain, the “Cavitron” is virtually painless.

The over-all effect of this ultrasonic cutting process is somewhat similar to a soothing massage, because the vibrating tool moves up and down so rapidly, it is only in contact with the tooth a very small percentage of the time. If, by chance, the tool should slip against your tongue, cheek, or gum, you would feel nothing more than a soothing massaging sensation. This is due to the fact that the ultrasonic cutting action is ineffective against soft materials, hence the tool cannot injure soft tissues. If all this sounds good to you, think how wonderful it will be for Junior and Sis whose semi-annual trips to the dentist have been nightmares for the whole family. While dentists have, it is true, taken infinite pains with their young patients and have tried in every way possible to disassociate dental care with pain in the children’s minds, the fact remains that no matter how much a child likes his dentist personally, when he is hurt he becomes definitely soured on the charms of having “pearly white teeth”—no matter what his parents tell him. With the “Cavitron,” there is no noise, no heat, and virtually no pain—the child merely feels a tickling sensation that is far from unpleasant and before he knows it the job is done and he is on his way to enjoy some promised treat “for being a brave boy”—a rather undeserved award, incidentally, because no “bravery” was required of the young Spartan.

The man responsible for the development of this unique boon to those of us with dental caries is Arthur Kuris, president of the Cavitron Equipment Corp. of Long Island City, N.Y. Back in 1944 he applied the ultrasonic cutting process to the cutting of gem stones and in 1947 realized the potentialities of this tool for dental drilling. Dr. Carl R. Oman, professor of dentistry at Columbia, worked with Mr. Kuris in conducting clinical and laboratory experiments at Columbia. Dr. Oman has reported that the use of the instrument requires no new skills and virtually no practice.

When medals are being struck for those whose “humanitarian services” have made the world a pleasant place in which to live, we hope the august body of judges will not overlook Mr. Kuris and Dr. Oman.

“What, you’re ready for me so soon, Doctor? Well, it’s just a little cavity and I was hoping you could put off drilling until next year sometime—you see there is a new ultrasonic method for drilling teeth that doesn’t hurt at all...”

END

Dr. Carl R. Oman, professor of dentistry at the Columbia University School of Dental and Oral Surgery, tunes the “Cavitron” unit. Dr. Oman has been conducting the laboratory and clinical investigations in connection with adapting what was, essentially, an industrial process to the drilling of human molars.

Close-up view of the handpiece which is part of the “Cavitron” unit. A magnetostrictor, which vibrates 29,000 times a second, has been built into this cigar-shaped handpiece. Mechanical vibrations, focused at the tip, activate particles of aluminum oxide in a water solution which is applied to the tooth surface.
Commercial chassis are available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes to fit almost any project. Radio supply houses have them.

Old radios can be a source of chassis and other parts. Try your neighborhood radio service shop or local parts distributor.

You can bend your own chassis bases from sheet metal. Cookie sheets and "do-it-yourself" aluminum may be used for raw material. Visit your dimestore.

Household pots and pans can be used as chassis bases. A loaf pan (left) or fruit cake pan (right) are good bets from the dime or local hardware stores.
Chassis Bases the Home Builder

Discarded cans make good chassis bases for one-tube circuits such as preamps, code-practice oscillators, etc. Your own trashcan will yield the cans.

Scrap of wood may be used to make a chassis base if shielding is not important. Unit shown is an experimental power supply. Lumber yards have scraps.

Hardboard, such as Masonite, may be used for both chassis bases and front panels where shielding is not critical in circuit.

Hardware cloth may be cut with ordinary metal shears and shaped to form chassis. Hardware stores have it.

Cover an old cigar box with aluminum foil for a good shielded chassis. Use "heavy-duty" type foil and cement it to the box with household cement. Raid your kitchen!
YOU'LL find that you'll enjoy working with electronic circuits if you learn to read schematic wiring diagrams. For although beginners often have difficulty following schematics, most technicians and "old timers" actually prefer a schematic to a pictorial diagram. To the experienced man, the schematic shows the scheme of the wiring and not only gives the

Fig. 1. Fixed resistors (top) and variable resistors (bottom) with their corresponding symbolic schematic representation.

Fig. 2. Fixed capacitors (right) and variable capacitors (below) with the symbols used to designate them on circuit diagrams.

Fig. 3. Typical tube base diagrams. Pins are numbered clockwise looking at bottom of socket. (A) Octal and (B) 7-pin miniatures.

Fig. 4. Air-core coils and chokes with the corresponding symbols used in schematics.

Hints on
Reading Schematic Diagrams

electrical connections, but also shows him how the circuit works and what it does. The pictorial diagram, preferred by the newcomer, gives a picture of the actual wiring and is easier to follow when assembling and wiring a circuit.

The chief difference between a schematic and a pictorial wiring diagram is that symbols, rather than outline sketches, are used to represent parts and electrical connections. The first step in learning to read a schematic, therefore, is to learn what symbols are used to represent various electronic components. Basic symbols, together with the parts they represent, are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7. A condensed chart, showing the symbols most commonly used, appears on page 129.

Resistors and Capacitors

The symbols used for fixed and variable resistors and for fixed and variable capacitors are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. On a schematic diagram, in addition to the symbol, the value of the component will be given, or it will be identified by a letter and number code referring to a parts list. The letter R is used to identify resistors (R₁, R₂, R₃, etc.), and C to identify capacitors (C₁, C₂, C₃, etc.).

In the equipment itself, resistor and capacitor values may be either marked on the component or given by means of a color code. The basic coding arrangement used for small resistors and disc ceramic and mica capacitors is given on page 128.

Coils and Transformers

Air-core coils and transformers are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and powdered-iron coils are shown in Fig. 7. Both types are used in i.f. and r.f. applications.

Transformer leads are generally color-coded for ease of identification. For r.f. and i.f. transformers, the plate lead is blue, the "B+" lead red, the grid or diode lead green, and the ground or a.c. lead black. The color scheme for audio transformers is blue for the first plate lead (primary), red for "B+", brown for the second plate lead (on center-tapped primaries), green for the first grid or line lead, yellow for the second grid or line lead (on center-tapped secondaries), and black for the grid return or ground lead.

Power transformer leads are identified as follows: primary, black; high-voltage (rectifier plate), red; high-voltage center-tap, red and yellow; rectifier or first filament, yellow and blue; second filament, green; and second filament center-tap, green and yellow.

Other Components

Symbols used to represent other electrical components are given in Fig. 6. Some modification of the symbols shown may be encountered in special cases.

For example, only one type of selector

Fig. 5. How air-core transformers are designated in diagrams and units themselves.

Fig. 6. Various components and symbols (left), fuses; (bottom left and right) some switch types.
switch symbol is shown. A number of different symbols are actually used, depending on the arrangement and number of contacts. If two or more switches (or other controls) are mechanically connected together ("ganged"), a dotted line will be drawn between the contact arms (arrows) on the symbols, as shown on page 129.

Tube Socket Connections

Because there are so many different types of vacuum tubes, even experienced technicians find it necessary to refer to tube manuals and charts to identify pin connections. Such manuals and charts are available, at nominal prices, through radio parts distributors and mail order houses.

Typical tube base diagrams, such as are given in tube manuals, are shown in Fig. 3. Tube pins are numbered in a clockwise direction, looking at the bottom of the tube socket.

When tracing through a circuit in a piece of commercial electronic equipment, you may sometimes find that connections are made to certain tube pins even though the tube manual may indicate that no tube electrodes connect to those pins. Manufacturers frequently use "blank" pins on tube sockets as tie points to avoid the use of a separate terminal strip.

Practical Circuit

A one-tube resistance-coupled amplifier stage is shown in Fig. 8, along with the schematic diagram. You can gain valuable practice in reading schematic diagrams by tracing through to identify corresponding components, then finding those components in the photograph.

Once you have mastered simple circuits, try your hand at more complex circuits. One good trick is to try tracing out and sketching the schematic diagram for a complete receiver or amplifier, working from the equipment itself.

Fig. 7. Powdered iron core chokes (left) and transformers (right). Arrow indicates a unit is variable.

Fig. 8. Schematic (above) and completely assembled (right) single-stage resistance-coupled amplifier with parts identified.
“Ham shack” with a Hallicrafters SX-73 receiver, speaker, and HT-20 transmitter.

Part 2. The second step in becoming a radio amateur is learning code. Minimum of 5 words-per-minute is required of would-be hams.

To obtain a license to operate an amateur radio station of any type or size, you must be able to send and receive simple words at the minimum rate of five-per-minute. This actually is a very slow speed, and you should be able to attain it after a couple of weeks of practice.

That last word, practice, is the whole secret of learning the code. No tricky “system” is a substitute for diligent, steady practice. The military services learned that basic fact during World War II, when radio operators had to be trained in a hurry. They found that they just couldn’t beat the clock and the calendar. They fed trainees the code until the dots and dashes spilled out of their ears... literally!... but the process still took time.

The letters of the alphabet and the ten numbers are represented in the radio code by combinations of short and long sounds. The short ones can best be described as “dits,” and the long ones as “dahs.” In printed code charts, the dits are usually shown as heavy dots and the dahs as dashes. Ideally, the dah sound is supposed to be three times as long as the dit sound. The spacing between dits and dahs of the same character is equivalent in duration to that of a dit; between letters three dit spaces; and between words five dits. Actually, it makes little difference how long or short the sounds are, providing the dahs are noticeably longer than the dits. An operator makes the dits and dahs by tapping on the knob of a telegraph “key,” which is nothing more than a lever action switch. A person’s keying, or “fist,” is as individual as his voice and his handwriting. Experienced operators can readily identify friends by their fists even before they transmit their station call letters.

By agreement among nations, the code used for all radio communication is “International Morse,” often also called “Continental” because it was first used in...
You can assemble this code practice set in half an hour. The base is wood, about 5" x 6". Fasten the key and buzzer with wood screws, the batteries with a tin strap. Note position of the fingers for comfortable work.

Europe. The "Morse Code," also often called "American Morse," is something quite different. In the International Code, the characters consist only of dits, dahs, combinations of dits, combination of dahs, and combinations of dits and dahs, and the spacing of sounds within characters is uniform. In the Morse Code, which is named after the inventor of the telegraph and was used for many years on American telegraph lines, the spacing between sounds is part of some characters. For instance: in both International Morse and American Morse the letter "S" is "dit-dit-dit." In the first code, the letter "C" is "dah-dit-dah-dit," but in the second the same letter is "dit-dit-(space, no sound)-dit." You need a sharp ear to distinguish between "dit-dit-dit" for "S" and "dit-dit-dit" for "C." With teletypewriter machines replacing the old-fashioned clicking telegraph sounder, American Morse is rapidly dying out. However, many old-time operators like to use it, just to show that they're old-timers, and you will hear it on the air now and then.

"What's the best way to start on the code?" you're probably asking. My recommendations are based on long experience. Over a period of thirty years I have taught the code to individuals, to small groups, and to 150 reluctant GI's at a time.

First, make or buy some sort of a code practice set. It can be a line-powered audio oscillator with a built-in loudspeaker, or it can be the very simple, cheap, and easily-made buzzer outfit pictured herewith. This consists of a standard radio key (which you'll use later when you go on the air with c.w.), a common house buzzer, and two flashlight cells. The parts are mounted on a piece of scrap wood and wired in series. Adjust the side nuts of the key so that the lever moves freely without binding. Adjust the back lever nut so that the spacing of the contact points is a little less than about 1/16 inch. Adjust the spring tension nut so that the lever returns to its up position quickly after you take your fingers off the knob. Now you are ready to go.

With a copy of the code in front of you, start with the first letter and go through the alphabet. Look at the chart, but do not read the dots and dashes out loud. Where you see a dot, press the key down for an instant; where you see a dash, hold it down a little longer. Sending this way to yourself, you force your brain to associate the combinations of sounds with particular letters.

Learning the code is almost like learning another language. Don't overload yourself the first few times with too much new information for the memory cells in your head. Give yourself fifteen or twenty minutes an evening for about a week. At the end of this period you should be able to tap out all the letters without having to look at the chart.

Of course, sending is easier than receiving, because you know what the text matter is. To get receiving practice you need either a partner or a short-wave receiver. Initially, a partner is more helpful. You should be able to find one among your friends. What usually happens, if you announce that you're learning the code and intend to go on the air, is that too many assistants volunteer their services!

Two people, sending to each other in turn, can learn the code and build up speed in one-fourth the time each would require working alone. Don't be surprised if your father or brother or sister show an unexpected interest in the proceedings and invite themselves in. Father-and-son and mother-and-daughter teams are a common sight at FCC examining offices.

Concentrate initially on the letters of the alphabet. The numbers will come along naturally later, as will the punctuation marks. For text, use any newspaper or magazine clipping. When receiving, use a soft pencil or a smooth-writing fountain pen, and write down each letter as you recognize it. When you do the sending, watch your partner's "copy." If he writes down the correct letter, quickly start the next
one. If he writes down an incorrect one, merely say "No, here it is again," and repeat it.

Do not drag out the dits and dahs, but make them snappy. You'll probably have to experiment with the contact spacing and the spring tension quite a bit until you hit the right combination for easy sending. Incidentally, because most keys are made of brass, hand sending is usually called "pounding brass," and c.w. operators refer to themselves as "brass pounders."

Code "speed" is figured on the basis of words of five letters. A single minute of transmission at 5 w.p.m. would thus consist of only 25 letters, giving you almost 2½ seconds for each. Initially, don't even attempt to time yourself. Just concentrate on the letters themselves, and speed will build up naturally as you continue your practice.

Don't rush down to the nearest FCC office the first time you check yourself out at 5 w.p.m. You need a little margin of safety, because you'll be slightly nervous when you sit down in a strange room and hear tone signals somewhat different from those of your practice set. I've heard people say, "Gosh, that automatic machine in the inspector's office must have been fast"; this, of course, after they flunked. It isn't. It's adjusted very accurately, and if it sounds too fast you just haven't had enough practice.

You want to remember something in connection with the ham examination: Uncle Sam encourages ham radio, because hams contribute a great deal to the development of radio communication. (In fact, they're responsible for short-wave radio as we know it today.) The FCC engineers, most of whom are hams themselves, will feel disappointed if you don't pass. So clock yourself to at least 8 w.p.m. and you'll find 5 smooth sailing.

If you are forced by unusual circumstances to study the code all by yourself, use the basic buzzer set for sending practice and a short-wave receiver for receiving practice. There are hundreds of stations on the air at all hours of the day and night, and you can easily pick out some slow ones. Also helpful in this connection are code records that you can play on a standard phonograph, and inked and perforated tapes that require special transcription machines. Whatever means you use, steady practice is still the prime requirement.  

(To be continued)
Radio Catches Crooks of the Ether

By Albert Weinstein
Two-hundred pairs of "educated ears" monitor the ether for the FCC to prevent illegal use of transmitters and radio spectrum.

IMAGINE 200 policemen in a city of more than 1,000,000. Then imagine that they're all blindfolded. Not much protection, is it? But there's a group of 200 "policemen" in this country who have been so successful that each year finds fewer and fewer crooks daring to break the law—yet their main crime detection instruments are nothing more than 200 pairs of highly-educated ears listening to special radio receivers.

These men are the engineers of the Field Engineering and Monitoring Bureau of the Federal Communications Commission—located at 18 monitoring stations and manning the mobile investigative units at 24 field offices in the United States, Alaska, and Hawaii.

More than 1,000,000 radio licenses of all kinds have been issued by the FCC, and each station license specifies a "traffic lane of the ether" out of which each licensee cannot stray without blocking traffic on another lane. It's a tribute to the FCC men that this vast volume of communications is kept moving with a minimum of interference.

Deliberate law-breakers in radio have become quite scarce in recent years, thanks to the uncanny ears of FCC's field men. Most of the work nowadays is in tracking down and eliminating "interference"—those radio waves which accidentally get out of bounds—usually without the knowledge of the people who operate the faulty equipment.

Nevertheless, there is always a handful of characters who think that because radio waves move with the speed of light that they have a valuable tool for outwitting the police carrying on some shady business. These folks have to be taught the hard way.

Take the case of one "sharpie." He and his friends, like everyone else, knew you can't pick the winner at the track every time. But they knew of something just as good, that is, knowing which horse won before the bookies did.

The technique was simple. Attending the races at Hialeah, near Miami, he would watch to see which horse won. Then, he'd reach into his pocket and manipulate a key; this would operate a tiny transmitter strapped to his body. His buddies outside the track would pick up the message, rush to a bookie, place their bets on a sure thing before the bookie had received word of the winner through his regular wire service.

The FCC's job is not to protect bookies. But the law says there must be no unlicensed transmitters, and the various States have laws about transmission of racing information. But how to detect a moving transmitter in a crowd of 25,000 racing fans?

Here's how it was done. Knowing the information was coming from Hialeah, the FCC field men moved their radio-equipped cars into the general area of the track. With direction-finding equipment, they were able to tell from what part of the track the signal was being transmitted.

Shortly thereafter, another "racing fan" joined the crowd. This dignified looking gentleman happened to be wearing a hearing aid. However, his hearing aid wasn't tuned for a hot tip on the second race. It was connected to a tiny radio hidden in his hat, and it was listening for an even hotter tip—our "sharpie's" moving radio station.

The FCC engineer was using the "hot and cold" method of detection, which means simply that the closer he got to the transmitter the stronger the signal. It didn't take long. Soon the man with the hearing aid was seated in the grandstand beside the man who fiddled around in his pocket after each race. A much-surprised "fan" was shortly paying a $2000 bond, and his case was bound over to the grand jury.

(Continued on page 122)
RIO de JANEIRO'S NEW RADIOPHONE NET

Brazil has recently completed one of the world's most unique communications networks—a radiotelephone system that interconnects twenty-two of its state capitals and principal cities for domestic as well as international service.

Brazil is now the only country in the world with so many of its remote capitals interconnected telephonically to the federal capital and to each other solely by radio. The system has made possible interconnection of approximately 600,000 telephones throughout the country. As a result, areas previously without long-distance service can now reach phones throughout the world.

The system, built by International Telephone and Telegraph Corp.'s Brazilian affiliate, took ten years to complete.

The photograph at the left shows the control terminal room in Rio de Janeiro, one of the stations in this far-flung network.

"PORTAFONE" USED IN CIVIL DEFENSE TEST

A recently-developed emergency radio set has been used successfully in several Civil Defense exercises to supplement regular communications facilities involving two-way radio and amateur networks.

The new unit, the Stewart-Warner "Portafone," operates on the Citizens band of frequencies authorized by the FCC for widespread use by civilians. In times of emergency this gear can be used by CD personnel without radio training since it operates on a fixed frequency and requires no adjustments or technical know-how from the user.

Both receiver and transmitter are incorporated in the compact unit shown below in the photographs. A "press-to-talk" button switches the unit from reception to transmission instantly. The unit weighs 28 oz. and measures 10½" high without its 6½" antenna.

Dick Miller of Stewart-Warner operates a fixed-station "Portafone" at CD center.

E. Neumann, an amateur, receives messages to be relayed by mobile W9LOY.
Neon Tube Metronome and Seconds Timer

By

HARVEY POLLACK
Physics Instructor

THE dependable electronic metronome pictured and described here was constructed for about half the cost of a similar commercial unit. An instrument of this type serves as an aid to musicians who are striving for precision timing, and may also be used as a seconds timer in the photographic darkroom to measure the exposure of contact prints and enlargements. The speed of its beat is governed by the setting of a single knob on the front panel, each click being accompanied by a short flash of the neon lamp just under the timing knob. Although traditional metronome design calls for a range from 40 to 208 beats-per-minute, this model was provided with a somewhat greater range to permit other applications requiring higher click frequencies.

The rectifier section of a 117P7GT vacuum tube provides a source of d.c. which is filtered by $C_1$, $R_1$, and $C_2$. $R_s$, the calibration control, governs the voltage applied to the capacitor, $C_s$, through $R_5$ and $R_s$. $R_s$, the main timing control, $R_t$, and $C_t$ form a timing circuit, in which $C_t$ charges slowly or rapidly depending upon the setting of $R_t$. As the voltage across $C_s$ builds up, the neon tube suddenly "fires" and discharges $C_n$, after which the charge-discharge cycle begins once more. The change in voltage across $C_s$ is transmitted to the beam-power section of the 117P7GT and is heard as a click in the loudspeaker. $R_n$, the volume control, permits the sound to be varied in volume or eliminated entirely if desired, leaving only the flashing of the neon lamp. $T_i$ is a standard type of output transformer to match the speaker used to the 117P7GT.

The metronome is housed in a 6" x 5" x 4" aluminum utility case. Most of the components are mounted on a small Masonite shelf secured to the case by small right-angle brackets. The speaker, output transformer, calibration potentiometer, and volume control are fastened to the cabinet showing main timing dial and neon lamp peeping through the rubber grommet just below knob.

Front view showing main timing dial and neon lamp peeping through the rubber grommet just below knob.

View with one section of cabinet removed, showing the speaker, rectifier and amplifier tube, capacitor, timing control, and neon lamp.
rear of the case itself, while the neon tube is visible through a hole in the front panel. Thus, the front half of the case can be removed easily without disconnecting wires between the two halves.

The first step in construction is to drill the holes needed to mount the speaker, transformer, and two potentiometers on the back of the case. At the same time, drill five ⅜" holes for easy sound passage and one for the line cord grommet, as shown in the rear view photograph. Next, lay out and drill the Masonite shelf for the octal socket, the filter unit, the angle bracket which supports the timing control, and the terminal strip on which the timing capacitor and neon lamp are mounted.

Once the various components are in position, hold the shelf in position inside the case and mark it for angle brackets. Doing it this way will help avoid overcrowding and will assist in locating the timing control shaft so that the knob will occupy the position which is shown in the front-view photograph.

No special wiring precautions need be taken since lead length is not critical. Make sure that the case is not connected to either leg of the a.c. line. The case is purely ornamental and does not play a part in grounding or wiring.

When the wiring is complete, test the unit for correct operation as follows: 1. Rotate the calibration control fully clockwise. 2. Set the timing knob at about half-scale (pointer straight up). 3. Rotate the volume control fully clockwise. 4. Plug the unit into an a.c. outlet and allow about one minute for warm-up. The neon tube should start to flash at medium speed and clicks should be heard in the speaker. 5. Rotating the timing control clockwise should now cause the flash and click rate to increase, and vice versa.

The front panel may now be marked and drilled with ⅝" holes for the timing control shaft and the neon tube grommet. Assemble the case and fasten the timing knob to the shaft so that the pointer will move the same amount in either direction from a straight-up position.

There are several different ways to calibrate the metronome. The writer calibrated his instrument by establishing 100 beats-per-minute when the timing pointer was straight up. To do this, set the pointer in position, then slowly back off the calibration control while timing successive one-minute intervals until exactly 100 beats-per-minute are heard. Leave the calibration control in the same position while you adjust the frequency control and mark the dial for other frequencies.

Assuming that all of the wiring has been done correctly, troubles may appear due to defective components or poor placement of parts. Some of these, with possible causes, are given below:

1. **Does not flash or click at any setting.** Trouble indicated in rectifier or oscillator section. Check for defective tube or neon lamp, leaky filter capacitor, C₁, or timing capacitor, C₁, or open resistors R₁, R₂, or R₃.

(Continued on page 48)
View of lower rear section of cabinet showing calibration control, R., and volume control, R. One mounting bracket for the Masonite shelf is hidden by resistor, R. at left.

Rear view of the timer in its cabinet, showing speaker through sound outlet holes, with volume control at lower left, line cord in center, and calibration control shaft at right.

Pictorial Diagram
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2. **Flashes but does not click:** Trouble indicated in the beam power amplifier section. Check continuity of resistors, condition of tube, and condition of the speaker and output transformer.

3. **Flash rate too fast:** Defective neon lamp, too small a value of timing capacitor, values of charging resistors too low.

4. **Flash rate too slow:** Timing capacitor too large or leaky, timing resistors too large in value.

5. **Does not retain calibration with use:** Almost always due to leaky timing capacitor. Incorrect placement of parts may also cause overheating and change in resistor values.

---

**WHERE'S WILLIS?**

**AMATEUR** radio ops! Listen for signals from William Willis, who is on a one-man Pacific raft trip. He left June 22 hoping to sail to Samoa, then Australia, twice as far as the "Kon-Tiki" expedition. Both started from Callao, Peru. His last word, June 28, to the Peruvian government, was "adelante" (forward).

Willis' frequency is 8364 kc., for 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. EST bare-necessity messages only. His call letters are 7HTAS.

Any amateur hearing his signals may telegraph details collect to the National Company, Inc., 51 Sherman St., Maiden, Mass., who made Willis' receiver.

---

**Electronics Reduces Noise on Telephone**

STROMBERG CARLSON is now marketing the "Gai-Phone," an electronic telephone designed for noise-free communication in extremely noisy areas. Using a special dynamic transmitter and a vacuum-tube amplifier, the new telephone makes a clear conversation possible in a noisy location without a noise-proof enclosure.

Concealed controls allow adjustment by the installer of incoming and outgoing volume and "side-tone."

The "Gai-Phone" requires 117-volt, 60-cycle power, but it is otherwise interchangeable with standard telephones and is operated in exactly the same way.

---

**RECORDING WORLD CHURCH COUNCIL ASSEMBLY**

REV. James W. Kennedy, radio, television, and film director for 2nd Assembly, World Council of Churches, listens in during recording by Magnecord tape equipment of proceedings at Evanston, Ill., meeting of church leaders from 48 countries, August 15-31. At controls are Rev. Eugene Schneider, left, of Assembly recording staff, and Thomas Stocker, Northwestern University radio technician.
How To Use An Oscilloscope

BECAUSE it has so many controls, the oscilloscope is often avoided by beginners. Actually, it is not difficult to operate and is one of the most versatile of electronic test instruments. With it you can actually see what happens in electronic circuits—how signals are amplified, how distortion occurs, how signal waveforms are changed. You can use it to measure voltages, frequencies, and phase relationships, and to determine other important information about the operation of circuits. The heart of the oscilloscope is a cathode-ray tube similar to the one used in a television receiver or radar set. In operation a beam of electrons is focused on a fluorescent screen to form a spot of light, then made to move horizontally and vertically on the screen to trace out the pattern of electrical signals.

Aside from the on-off switch, the controls of an oscilloscope may be divided into three groups: (1) those affecting the intensity (brightness), focus (sharpness), and position of the pattern; (2) those affecting the vertical (up and down) movement of the electron beam; and (3) those affecting the horizontal (left and right) movement of the beam.

Referring to Fig. 1, the Inten (intensity), Focus, Vertical Centering, and Horizontal Centering controls belong to the first group. They are adjusted when the oscilloscope is first turned on and then left more or less fixed in position. Their effects are shown in Figs. 2 through 5.

2 Adjusting the "Inten" control varies the intensity or brightness of the spot of light.

3 The sharpness of the spot or pattern can be varied by adjusting the "Focus" control.
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The "Vertical Centering" control can be used to move the spot or the pattern up or down.

The 60 Cy. Test terminal provides a 60-cycle sine-wave signal which can be applied to the Vert. Input or Hor. Input for test purposes.

The Vert. Input and Vert. Gain controls adjust amplification of a signal applied to the Vert. Input and Gnd. terminals and thus the vertical size of the pattern. The Vert. Input switch adjusts the input in steps, while the Vert. Gain control gives a continuous adjustment. Operation of the Vert. Gain control is shown in Fig. 6.

The Hor. Gain control is similar to the Vert. Gain control, but affects the horizontal movement of the electron beam, as shown in Fig. 7.

Either a built-in signal source or an external signal may be used to provide horizontal movement of the electron beam. To use an external signal the Sweep Gen.-Hor. Input switch is placed in the Hor. Input position and the signal is applied to the Hor. Input and Gnd. terminals.

If the built-in horizontal "sweep" signal is to be used, the selector switch is placed in the Sweep Gen. position, and the Freq. Selector and Freq. Vernier controls used to adjust the frequency of the horizontal sweep. This signal may be synchronized or "locked-in" with other signals by adjusting the Int. Sync.-Ext. Sync. switch and the Synchronizing control. When the selector switch is in the Int. Sync. position, the horizontal sweep may be locked in with any signal applied to the Vert.

(Continued on page 52)

When a signal is applied to the "Vert. Input" and "Gnd." terminals, the amount of vertical deflection depends upon the setting of the "Vert. Gain" control and the "Vert. Input" switch.

The "Hor. Gain" control adjusts the amount of the horizontal deflection, whether the internal linear sweep of the oscilloscope is being used or an external signal is applied.
When signals are applied to both the horizontal and the vertical circuits, the spot of light will produce a pattern, possibly moving, upon the screen of the test oscilloscope.

In Fig. 9, the frequency of the signal applied to the "Vert. Input" terminals is equal to that of the horizontal sweep and one cycle of the signal appears. Here, the horizontal sweep is higher in frequency and the signal cycle is broken up into a number of segments.

When the "Sweep Gen." is used, adjust the "Synchronizing" control to "lock in" the sweep signal with that applied to the "Vert. Input" terminal and produce a steady pattern.

If the horizontal sweep is lower in frequency than the signal applied to the "Vert. Input" terminals, more than one cycle will appear. (Note that the pattern is traced during almost five cycles of the signal and the retrace lasts only a fraction of a cycle.)
Input and Gnd. terminals. When in the Ext. Sync. position, it may be locked in with signals applied to the Ext. Sync. terminal.

When a signal is applied to the Vert. Input and Gnd. terminals, and the built-in linear sweep of the oscilloscope used, the controls may be adjusted so that the actual waveform of the signal is displayed on the screen of the cathode-ray tube. The adjustment of the oscilloscope controls to observe a signal is shown in Figs. 8 to 11.

For steadier synchronization with minimum distortion of the pattern, manipulate the controls as follows: First, turn the Synchronizing control to minimum (in the case of the Heathkit oscilloscope, with the pointer straight up). Then adjust the Freq. Selector and Freq. Vernier controls to give a stationary pattern with the desired number of cycles on the screen. Next, turn the Freq. Vernier control very slightly counterclockwise, to reduce the sweep frequency and make the pattern drift slowly. (On most oscilloscopes, the direction of drift will be to the left.) Finally, turn the Synchronizing control just far enough to make the pattern stop drifting. Note that with an oscilloscope having Plus and Minus synchronization, like the Heathkit, the pattern can be made to start at either of two points in a cycle.

LANDMARK DEMOLISHED

A WELL-KNOWN American landmark has been leveled, bowing before the inexorable march of communications progress.

The lofty 365-foot radio tower of marine coastal station WCC at Chatham, Mass. has been razed after 40 years of service. Its position atop a hill placed the tower 477 feet above sea level and its flashing lights had been seen by captains 40 miles at sea.

The structure, part of the network of marine coastal stations operated by Radio-marine Corporation of America, has served throughout an entire epoch of radio communications. It was originally erected for receiving signals from Europe but was later used to support antennas which received messages from ships afloat on all waters of the world.

Today's methods of communication have rendered the tower unnecessary.

CALLING ALL INVENTORS!

GADGET-MINDED Americans will be interested in the word that a new firm, New Products Enterprises has been formed at 213 N. E. Second Avenue in Miami.

The firm will market and promote practical, labor-saving gadgets, products, and inventions in the electronics field.

Solomon Balsam, Ph.D., heads the new firm and all inquiries regarding this service should be addressed to him.

RCA Hobby Kits for Novices

THE hows and whys of basic electronics are unfolded for youngsters in a new educational hobby kit being manufactured by Radio Corporation of America.

The child can construct one- and two-tube receivers and transmitters, chemical batteries, and experiment with sound and electricity from materials in the kit. It will be handled by department stores.

RCA-NBC Mobile Unit for Color Television

DESIGNED by NBC engineers and fitted with RCA equipment, the color mobile unit shown at left is the only one of its kind in existence.

The unit consists of two custom-built trucks. It normally handles three color cameras. It can generate its own electrical power and transmit signals with its own radio relay system, permitting it to operate many miles from the nearest available network facilities.
Fig. 1. Circuit diagrams of three simple time-delay circuits. See text for applications. (A) Instant pickup, delayed release. (B) Delayed pickup, quick dropout. (C) Delayed pickup, delayed dropout. Each of these circuits has a specific use.

**TIMING RELAY EXPERIMENTS**

Here are three interesting and useful circuits which have numerous applications around your home or in the workshop.

EVERYONE who uses electricity knows about the instant action obtained by working a switch. Close a switch and a lamp lights. Open the switch and the lamp goes out. This is how most of our familiar electrical equipment operates.

In some electronic circuits, this quick action is not wanted. Sometimes, we desire that a device start working a short time after a switch is closed. In other cases, we want a circuit to continue operating for a short time after a switch is opened. Both of these cases are called **time delays**. An electronic photo printer is a device making use of time delay. When its switch is closed, the printing lamp lights up and continues to glow long enough to print the picture, then it goes out.

There are many ways to obtain time delay in electronic circuits. Some of these methods require amplifier tubes and complicated hookups. Others are more simple. If you are interested in circuits and already have had some experience in building and testing electronic gadgets, you will enjoy experimenting with simple time-delay devices like those shown in this article. You will learn some things you can use later on as you advance in your studies.

For these experiments, you will need a high-resistance, low-current d.c. relay. A 1-milliampere, 8000-ohm unit is recommended. The Sigma Type 4F relay is a good one and can be adjusted for 1-milliampere operation by turning its setscrew so as to loosen its spring. This relay is a little expensive when bought new but a few still can be found in surplus. Even if you must buy it new, it is a good investment, since you can use it in other projects, such as model airplane control, which will be described in this magazine.

You will also need: one 6-volt battery and one 3-volt battery (1/2-volt flashlight cells can be connected in series to make these); 1 single-pole, single-throw toggle switch; 1 single-pole, double-throw toggle switch; 1 midget 1000-microfarad 15-volt electrolytic capacitor (Cornell-Dubilier Type BRH 1510); 1 Type 6AL5 twin diode tube; and one 7-pin miniature tube socket. You can mount the components on a wooden "breadboard" or simply lay them on the bench top and run wires between them.

**Delayed Release**

Fig. 1A shows the first circuit. Here, the relay operates ("picks up") as soon as the switch is closed. The relay then continues to be held-in for a short time and finally releases. This is called **delayed release** or **delayed dropout**.

Here is how the circuit works. When
switch S is in its “off” position, capacitor C is connected automatically to the 6-volt battery and becomes charged. Now, when the switch is thrown to its “on” position, the stored charge flows out of the capacitor and through the relay which it operates. The current continues to flow and hold the relay closed until the useful part of the charge is used up. At that time, the relay is released. To repeat the operation, all you need to do is flip the switch back to its “off” position for a few seconds to re-charge the capacitor, and then throw it back to its “on” position to operate the relay.

With the 1000-microfarad capacitor and 8000-ohm relay, the relay holds-in for 3 or 4 seconds. Larger capacitors will hold it in for longer time intervals.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1B gives a somewhat opposite effect. The relay closes a few seconds after the operating switch is closed and continues to hold-in until the switch is opened.

Here is how it happens. When switch S is closed, the 6AL5 tube begins heating.

When the tube is fully hot a little while later, enough current flows from the two batteries in series to pick up the relay. When the switch is opened, the tube begins to cool and the relay drops out almost instantly.

Starting with the tube completely cold, 7 seconds pass between the time the switch is closed and the relay is picked up. Before operating the circuit again, enough time (usually 10 seconds) must be allowed for the tube to cool off after the switch has been opened. If this is not done, the relay will pick up quickly with very little time delay. As a tube becomes older, the time delay will grow longer, so make allowances for this.

The circuit in Fig. 1C combines the features of the two previous circuits to give both delayed pickup and delayed release.

Delayed pickup results from slow heating of the tube. Delayed dropout results from the charge that is held in the 1000-microfarad capacitor, C, after the operating switch has been opened.

Make a "Fountain Pen" Radio for Your Pocket

BUILDING a pen radio is simple but requires patience. Remove the point, blad-der, and small metal ornamental ring from the cap. Drill and tap the top of the pen cap to fit the adjustment screw of the "Loopstick" antenna coil used. The clip which holds this adjustment screw will probably have to be removed unless you use a very large pen. Drill a hole in the bottom of the case for the antenna and earphone wires.

The small mica capacitor chosen to tune the "Loopstick" antenna coil will have to be soldered across the coil wires with long leads, so all the parts can be mounted in a line. The antenna and earphone wires should be soldered next and run through the hole in the bottom of the pen. After the whole unit is wired and operating OK give the coil form a coat of service cement and slide it up into the pen cap, using a small screw-driver to screw the adjustment screw through the top cap.

After the cement has dried thoroughly, slide the body of the pen up and screw it into the top cap. Be careful that the parts do not drag on the inside of the pen body as this might twist the wires off while screwing the body into the pen top.

The reason for removing the ornamental metal ring is that the ring falls so near the “Loopstick” coil that it will lower the “Q” of the coil. It can be replaced with plastic tape.

As the coil’s tuning slug will tune only about half of the broadcast band, the capacitor tuning the coil should be chosen (usually 25 to 100 µfd.) so that the local station with the highest frequency tunes in with the tuning slug almost all the way out of the coil. If the local station or stations are near the low end of the broadcast band, a capacitor larger than 100 µfd. will have to be used. If available, a silver mica capacitor should be used in preference to a regular one. The detector is a 1N34 diode and the antenna coil is a standard “Loop- stick”.............M. E. Quisenberry.
TIME-DELAY BURGLAR ALARM

For just a few dollars and a little effort, you can build this foolproof burglar alarm system which has all the advantages of commercial installations plus some unique features of its own. It will protect a door and any number of windows in a business establishment or home; it takes no power most of the time; it is tested automatically each morning; if power fails, it will operate when power is restored.

The two problems inherent in any system of this kind are solved electronically: first, the owner is able to set the alarm from inside the premises without triggering the alarm as he opens the door to leave for the night; second, once the circuit is actuated by a nocturnal intruder, a control relay "latches in" so that the alarm bell continues to sound even though the door or window is immediately closed again.

Time delay action is realized by using the cool-off time of an indirectly-heated vacuum tube. As the owner prepares to close up shop, he flicks on a switch and leaves it on for about 30 seconds. When he is ready to go out the door, he moves the switch to the "off" position and leaves through the protected exit. About 25 seconds later, the system is ready to operate. When the door is next opened, the alarm bell will commence ringing. It will continue to ring until the door is closed and a reset button, $S_a$, is pressed.

Operation of this alarm system depends upon the functioning of certain switches and two relays. Door and window contact switches close a circuit when the door or window is opened. Many places of business already have "make-break" buttons on their doorways to announce the opening of the door; these can be used without change. If windows as well as doors are to be protected, their contacts must be wired in parallel with the door contact. Small strips of spring steel may be bent to shape so that a momentary contact is made when the window is opened an inch or two. The drawing illustrates one possible design as well as the parallel wiring. The reset switch, $S_a$, is a push-button switch which opens the circuit when the button is depressed. Relay $RL_1$ is a 110-volt d.c. relay of the single-pole, double-throw variety, having a 1.5 to 2 watt coil. $R_1$ is used to drop the output of $V_1$ to the proper voltage for the coil. Only the upper, normally-closed, stationary contact is used. When $RL_1$ is energized, one circuit is broken. $RL_2$ is a 117-volt a.c. relay which provides double-pole, double-throw switching. Only the lower, normally-open, contacts are used. When $RL_2$ is energized, two circuits are closed.
Functioning of the alarm can be followed on the schematic. After $S_1$ has been turned "on" for about 30 seconds and then "off" as mentioned previously, the cathode of $V_1$ continues to emit electrons for 20 or 30 seconds, so that $RL_1$ is energized while the owner leaves through the door. $RL_2$ cannot energize and the bell cannot ring. After the cathode of $V_1$ cools, $RL_1$ is de-energized and the circuit from the left side of the a.c. line to the door contact is completed. If the door is opened, the door contact completes the circuit through $S_a$, through the reset switch, through the alarm bell, and to the right side of the line. The bell rings. At the same time, the circuit is completed through the door contact, through $S_a$, and through the coil of $RL_2$, to the right side of the line, so that $RL_2$ is energized. The relay is latched, that is, held energized by the action of a circuit which the relay itself completes when it is energized. The latching circuit is from the left side of the line, through the contacts of $RL_1$, through $S_a$, through the coil of $RL_2$, and to the right side of the line. Once energized, the relay cannot be de-energized except by pressing the reset button. As long as $RL_2$ remains energized, there is a second path of current to operate the alarm bell, from the left side of the line, through the contacts of $RL_2$, through the alarm bell, and to the right side of the line. The bell will continue to ring until the door is closed and the reset button is pressed. The functioning of the alarm system, as described, assumes the use of a 117-volt a.c. bell. If a low voltage d.c. bell is used, its circuit is completed through the second pair of contacts on the relay, as shown in the diagram, and the bell will ring when the relay is energized.

The system can be disabled, so that the alarm bell will not ring when the door is opened, by placing a switch in one leg of the a.c. line, as indicated at $X$. Alternatively, the door contact can be used to operate a conventional door chime during the day, by inserting the single-pole, double-throw switch, $S_a$, as indicated by the dotted lines. The metal box used in the construction of the model measures 3"x4"x5" and has top and bottom plates secured to the frame with self-tapping screws. All the components except the switch, reset button, and terminals are fastened to the bottom plate and wired before the case is assembled. The switch, button, and binding posts are wired in last, using rather long tie leads to facilitate the final assembly. The binding posts must be carefully insulated from the panel to prevent short circuits. The tube socket is mounted on one-inch brass cylinders tapped top and bottom for 6-32 machine screws; the hole in the top plate permits the tube to peep through and serve as an "on-off" indicator while, at the same time, the danger of overheating is eliminated.

END

NOTE:
RELAYS MUST BE INSULATED FROM CHASSIS

ALL BINDING POSTS ARE INSULATED FROM CHASSIS
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R = 1000 ohm 2 w. res.
C1 = 8µfd., 150 v., electrolytic capacitor
RL = S.p.d.t. relay, 110 volts a.c. (see text)
RL2 = D.p.d.t. relay, 117 volts a.c.
S1 = S.p.s.t. toggle switch
S2 = Push-button switch, reset spring, normally closed
S3 = S.p.d.t. toggle switch (optional, see text)
V = 11726GT tube
"Make-break" chime-ringing door contact switch and window contact switches as required
3"x4"x5" steel cabinet with removable top and bottom plates
Octal socket, molded Bakelite
Two 1" long brass cylinders, tapped at both ends for 6-32 screws
Six insulated binding posts with fiber shoulder washers
Eight 6-32 machine screws

The flush mounting door switch used with the burglar alarm is of the type often used to operate a door chime when the door is opened.

A switch of this type for window protection can be homemade. Note: One side is connected to the a.c. line. To avoid a shock hazard, the contact should be covered so it cannot be touched accidentally.

To control a d.c. alarm bell, connect this circuit to the indicated contacts on RLs.
HOW RADAR WORKS

By G. LOUIS ENEGUE

IF YOU'VE ever shouted towards a cliff-side or a large building and heard your echo return, you've demonstrated the basic operating principle of radar. An echo occurs because sound is bounced back or "reflected" by the distant cliff or building: similarly, radar may be used to locate unseen objects because such objects reflect high-frequency radio signals.

"Radar" is a coined word, made up from the initial letters in the expression Radio Detection And Ranging. Radar, then, is used to detect the presence of some object, such as an airplane, a ship, or an iceberg.

The function of radar is to first establish the presence of an object and then to provide pertinent information regarding its location (i.e., the distance, azimuth, and height) on a cathode-ray screen in such a manner that it can be quickly interpreted by the radar operator.

To determine the position of an object in space, we need three pieces of information. First, of course, we must know its distance or range. Then, if we consider a straight line to be drawn from our position to the unknown object, we must know the angle this line makes with some predetermined reference line along the ground (such as true North). This measurement is called the azimuth. Finally, we must know the angle this line makes with respect to the ground plane, or the angle of elevation. These three factors are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Before considering how the radar system is used to determine azimuth and elevation, let's first consider the type of antennas used at most television transmitters. These antennas transmit equally well in all directions and are said to be omnidirectional. In a radar system, on the other hand, a reflector is used behind the antenna proper in order to concentrate the radio energy into a narrow beam, much like the reflector used in a searchlight to concentrate the light into a tight beam—in fact, in some radar installations, the appearance of the antenna and reflector assembly closely resembles that of a high-power searchlight.

In commercial radar installations, the antenna is generally rotated and tilted by motors, with remote indicating devices at

![Fig. 1. The three factors that must be determined in order to provide the radar indication.](image)

![Block diagram showing essential components which constitute a complete radar system.](image)

![Indicators used with radar antenna.](image)
the operator's position to show the setting of the antenna, and hence the azimuth and elevation of a detected object.

Since the velocity of a radio wave in space is accurately known (186,000 miles per second) it is relatively easy to determine the range of the target object. If, therefore, we know how long it takes the transmitted radio signal to reach the unknown target object and return, we can calculate the distance to the object. We simply multiply the speed by the time required for the signal to go out and return. This gives us the total distance the radio wave has traveled. The actual distance to the target is half this value.

The actual mechanics of sending out a signal and picking up its echo to determine the azimuth and height of an object are rather simple and can be easily understood even though the operation of the entire radar system is complex and hard to grasp.

To determine how long the radar signal takes to travel from the antenna to the target object is not as simple. A radar system transmits the signal in short, high-powered bursts, or pulses, of energy. At the same time a portion of this transmitted pulse signal serves to control the horizontal movement of an electron beam across the face of a cathode-ray tube (somewhat similar to the picture tube used in television receivers and in oscilloscopes). Simultaneously a portion of this transmitted pulse is picked up and amplified by the very-high-frequency radio receiver used in the system. The output of the receiver is used to control the vertical movement of the electron beam in the cathode-ray tube. Thus a heavy pulse, known as a "pip," appears on the screen of the tube at the beginning of the horizontal sweep, with this pulse representing the outgoing signal. See Fig. 2. If the transmitted signal strikes an object and is reflected back to the antenna, the receiver will detect and amplify it, and apply it to the cathode-ray tube, producing another vertical deflection on the screen of the tube. This is the target pulse.

The distance between the transmitted pulse and the reflected pulse on the screen of the cathode-ray tube is directly proportional to the distance to the target, and it is only necessary to know the scale relationships of the equipment to determine the distance to the object. It is possible, if desired, to calibrate the cathode-ray tube directly in yards or miles.

In addition to the functions just described, another type of radar unit has
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the electron beam of the cathode-ray tube sweep outward from the center instead of horizontally across the screen. At the same time, the beam is rotated around the tube face in synchronization with a continuously rotating antenna. This type of radar will produce a “shadow map” of nearby objects and terrain, similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. Although all details are not visible, a skilled operator is able to identify ships, rivers, islands, and other objects appearing on the screen. END

GROMMET FOR TWIN-LEAD

WHEN twin-lead is run through chassis, make a slot for the grommet rather than a hole for better fit.

For standard lead, use grommet with 5/8" hole and 3/4" o. d. The slot in chassis should be 1/2" long and 3/8" wide with round ends, carefully filed... A.T.

POLARITY TESTER FOR CRYSTAL DIODES

CRYSTAL set experimenters and other users of crystal diodes often run across diodes from which the polarity markings have been worn. Since the polarity cannot be determined by inspection, here is a quick and accurate way to determine the polarity of these “mystery” units, providing you have at least one crystal on hand of known polarity.

As shown in the diagram, (A), connect the crystal of known polarity into the crystal receiver circuit (it doesn’t matter which way you connect this crystal just so you get a good signal from a local station) and then shunt the crystal of unknown polarity directly across it. If the signal is not affected or only slightly affected, then the diode under test has the same polarity as the one in the circuit. If the signal cancels out then the polarity of the diode under test is the direct opposite of the one in the circuit. Mark the polarity on the tested crystal with India ink or a little spot of red paint.

A simple circuit for those who do not own a crystal receiver is shown in diagram (B) . . . . . . . . . . A.T.

.4-WATT TRANSMITTER FOR LOCAL CONTACTS

JOHN H. T. HINTON of Atlanta, Georgia, a 16-year-old radio amateur, has passed along this circuit as his answer to the problem of constructing a compact, low-power c.w. transmitter.

According to John, despite its size this .4 watt unit is capable of surprising performance for local work when used with a good antenna. He has had good reports at distances up to 25 miles. When used as a portable, an 80-meter whip antenna can be used for short distances (up to 5 miles).

Using a 154 oscillator, the circuit can be loaded up to 6 ma. at 67½ volts. Any crystal on the 80-meter band may be used, although John used a 3735 kc. one.

With another coil, other bands may be covered but must be operated straight-through on the crystal frequency.

The whole unit, including batteries, may be constructed in a box 7" x 3½" x 2". The key is mounted on top of the box. A phone-tip jack is used for the antenna lead so the whip can be plugged into it. The pi-output enables random lengths of wire to be used as the antenna.

If desired, a 90-volt battery can be substituted to provide greater output. END

R1 -- 47,000 ohm, ½ w. res.
C1 -- 0.002 µfd., 100 v. capacitor
C2 -- 0.01 µfd., 100 v. capacitor
C3, C4 -- 100 µµfd., var. capacitor
RFC -- 2.5 mh. r.f. choke
L1 -- 30 t. Litz wire on ⅜" form
Xtal. -- 3735 kc. crystal (see text)
V1 -- 154 tube
1 -- 1.5 volt flashlight battery
2 -- 67½ volt hearing-aid battery

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
GIANT KLYSTRON ELECTRONIC TUBE

RADAR units capable of reaching far beyond present limits are a step closer to reality with the development of a powerful giant electronic tube, the megawatt klystron.

The tube is eight feet tall and is the first capable of producing millions of watts of precisely-controlled radar power for military systems. A new "electron packing" technique, developed by Sperry Gyroscope Company, made possible the tremendous powers of this new tube.

The new tube produces 4,000,000 watts of peak power—more than 250 times that developed in the radar that beamed pulses to the moon and back in 1946. The frequency of this power can be held 20 to 200 times closer than the frequency limits of ordinary radio or TV transmitters in the United States.

An electron gun in the base of the tube shoots a stream of electrons through the vacuum of three hollow copper doughnuts, called rhumbatrons, so named because of the rhythmic motion of electrons within these cavities. Power output of the tube depends on the number of electrons that can be forced through the holes in the rhumbatrons. These electrons can be increased up to a certain point, then are thrown out of the beam and dissipated as heat.

OUT TO SEA WITH TELEVISION

The spoke-like, all-direction antenna seen on the starboard side of the boat and rising above the cabin roof, permits good TV reception aboard this cabin cruiser. The antenna is made by All-Channel Antenna Corp.
A LIGHT SUBJECT

CARL ANDERSON entered his home in his usual forceful manner. That is, he took a giant step across the threshold and clung tightly to the doorknob until the slamming door stopped him in mid-stride. He next dog-trotted down the hall to the open door of the living room where he stopped briefly to execute a graceful push-shot with his schoolbooks to the davenport cushions. Finally he sailed into the kitchen like a whirling dervish. With almost a continuous motion he jerked open the refrigerator door, lifted out a pint bottle of chocolate milk, downed it with four or five thirsty gulps, and banged the door shut. The empty bottle went into the sink with a jangling clatter as the boy slammed out the back door.

Upstairs in her sewing room Mrs. Anderson listened to the progress of this miniature door-slamming tornado through the downstairs part of her house without any particular sign of annoyance. In the first place, she was used to it; and in the second, she experienced that warm feeling of contentment a mother always knows when her children, be they four or forty years of age, are safely home. Even though Carl had gone out the back door she knew he was headed no farther than the basement "laboratory" of his friend, Jerry Bishop, next door.

As Carl skipped down the outside basement steps and burst through the door, his eyes were met by a singular sight. Jerry's well-padded form was sprawled on the couch at one side of the room. Although it was still broad daylight, he held a lighted flashlight in his hand and was waving the narrow beam languidly back and forth across the face of what looked like a small birdhouse sitting on the workbench along the opposite wall. Each time the spot of light passed over the quarter-sized opening in the face of this box, an electric bell lying on the bench beside it gave out with a brief "br-r-r-ing" of sound.

Carl slumped against the doorjamb and said lugubriously, "I've been afraid of this. The mad genius has finally flipped his lid. That's what comes of reading physics texts and tube manuals instead of comic books like any other redblooded American boy. I'm a little disappointed, though, in the lack of originality. Old Diogenes used that carrying-a-light-in-the-daytime routine several centuries ago."

"That's our boy!" Jerry murmured as he grinned across at Carl. "If you can't understand it, belittle it, is the motto, huh? Had you not been so busy trying to lash your feeble intellect into thinking up a wisecrack about the flashlight, you might have noticed some connection between my moving its beam back and forth and the ringing of the bell."

"So-o-o-o," Carl drawled with quizzically arched eyebrows.

"So I'm experimenting with photoelectric cells. Notice that as long as I keep the beam of light on the cell through that small opening in the box the bell continues to ring, but it stops as soon as the light is turned away."

"Say, how about that! That's pretty neat!" Carl said with sudden enthusiasm. "Let me do it. How does it work?" he asked as Jerry let him take the flashlight and play it back and forth across the opening in the box.

"You really want to know or are you just asking to be polite?" Jerry demanded.

"I really want to know, Stupid!" Carl growled, "and you're just aching to lecture; so quit stalling and get on with it."

"Okay, but first I've got to know if you remember anything at all of what you learned in physics about the construction of an atom."

"Of course I remember," Carl said indignantly. "An atom has a positive nucleus about which circle tiny negative do-jiggers of electricity called electrons. There are always just enough of these electrons in a normal atom so that their total negative charge is equal to the posi-
tive charge of the nucleus, leaving the atom with a neutral charge. Under some circumstances, though, an electron can be pried loose from its atom and go bucketing around by itself. An atom that has lost an electron assumes a positive charge and is called an ion. Electrons are attracted to any positively charged object; ions have a yen for negatively charged things."

"You amaze me!" Jerry remarked as he lifted up the lid of the box on the bench and pulled out a small glass photoelectric cell. "You can see this cell only has two elements in it. That half-cylinder is the cathode, and the little rod in the middle is the anode. Notice the inside surface of the semi-cylinder is coated with a kind of silvery-colored gunk. The stuff may be one of several different substances, but whatever one is used in this particular tube, its main characteristic is that electrons are given off from its surface whenever light falls upon it. Up to a certain point, the more light that falls on this cathode coating the more electrons are emitted."

"What's inside the bulb besides the cathode and anode?"

"Mostly plenty of nothing. Maintaining a high vacuum inside the bulb greatly aids the emission of electrons from the cathode and helps them cross over to the anode."

"Why do they go to the anode?"

"Because it is positively charged with respect to the cathode. You will remember you told me a positively-charged object has a great attraction for free electrons. In this case the anode is ninety volts positive with respect to the cathode, and there is a steady stream of electrons from the cathode to the anode. Any time you have a stream of electrons all moving in the same direction you have an electrical current, for an electric current is made up of a movement of electrons. Before I forget it, I had better mention that while this particular tube is of the high vacuum type, some photoelectric cells have a controlled amount of gas inside the bulb."

"What's the idea?"

"It increases the sensitivity. Let me think how I can explain this. Oh yes, now I've got it. Did you ever see an apple fall from the very tiptop of a tree heavily loaded with dead-ripe fruit?"

"Suppose I have, but what's that got to do with photocells?"

"Perhaps you noticed that on the way down the falling apple struck other apples and dislodged them so they fell with it. The branches on which these apples had been clinging jerked upward as they were freed of the weight of the dislodged fruit, and this movement knocked loose still more apples from the branches above them. The net result could easily be a dozen apples falling to the ground as the result of the loosening of that first apple from its stem."

"The same thing happens inside the gas type photoelectric cell. As an electron is scampering merrily along toward the anode, it collides with a gas atom and knocks loose one or more electrons from the atom that immediately join it on its short and speedy journey. The gas atom, converted into an ion by the loss of an electron, is attracted to the cathode. As it falls into the cathode the smash knocks loose still more electrons that are then free to go to the anode. Just as happened with the apples, for every electron that is freed from the cathode by the influence of light falling upon it, a half-dozen or so electrons may reach the anode. This greatly increases the sensitivity of the cell."

"Then why aren't all photoelectric cells of the gas type?"

"A shrewd question, Carlos mi amigo, but there is an answer: while gas cells have a higher sensitivity than vacuum types, the latter have higher internal resistance, maintain a more constant sensitivity throughout their life, and are not so easily damaged by applying higher than rated voltages."

"How come you've got other parts in this box? I see another tube in here besides a relay and a bunch of resistors. Why don't you just put the relay that turns the bell on and off in the anode circuit of the photoelectric cell and let the current flowing through the cell open and close it?"

"Because the current through the cell is very tiny, being measured in microamperes. A relay that would work on such a tiny current would be very delicate and undependable. It is much better to employ some sort of current amplifying tube between the cell and the relay. That tube (Continued on page 108)"
ONE of the most fascinating and educational hobbies to have appeared in recent years is the use of radio to control airplane and boat models. This is a natural outgrowth of the use of radio for performing various chores, from opening garage doors to operating automatic fire-alarm systems. Radio control of models also is intriguing to the experimenter because it enables him to imitate, in a small way, such military techniques as radio control of target planes and certain types of missile guidance.

No matter what its function, most radio control apparatus consists, in general, of the transmitter, the receiver, and an actuator or performer, see Fig. 2.

The transmitter, of course, generates the controlling signal and sends it via an antenna into space. The signal may be a continuous wave (c.w.) or tone modulated. The frequencies usually used are the 27.25 mc. and 465 mc. Citizens band, for which an operator's license is not required. A switch is included in the transmitter to either make and break the circuit or, in more complicated arrangements, to cause a completely automatic sequence of signals to be sent out. The switch associated with the latter type of control often is a lever or wheel which is moved in a manner similar to the actual control on the life-sized equipment, see Fig. 1.

Power for the transmitter is generally obtained from a self-contained power supply using "B" and "A" batteries. The an-

Fig. 1. Radio control ed model airplane shown with its transmitter and control switch. The switch resembles the "joystick" in life-size planes; its position determines the model's flight direction.

Fig. 2. Diagram of various basic parts of radio control equipment for models and how they tie together.

Fig. 3. A typical 465 mc. Citizens band receiver, which can be used for the control of model airplanes.
The receiver detects the signal sent out by the transmitter, separates the various control signals, and routes each one to the proper relay for fulfillment, see Fig. 3. Since the receiver must be small and lightweight to interfere as little as possible with the operation of the model in which it is mounted, its power supply must also be small and light. Usually, hearing-aid "B" and "C" batteries and penlight cells are used.

On 27.25 mc. the receiving antenna consists of stranded copper wire from 18 to 24 inches long. For 465 mc. part of the receiver input circuit may be used.

The actuator or performer is the device which is operated by the receiver relay to cause mechanical motion. Various types of actuators or "escapements" are shown in Fig. 4.

Which type of radio-control equipment is used for any particular model depends upon the size of the model, the type (air, marine, etc.), the number of controls desired and, of course, the cost. However, no matter what the application, a good radio-control system should meet the following criteria:

1. It must operate on the Citizens band if you have no license, or on 50 mc. and above if you are a licensed amateur. (The higher frequencies have less interference and require smaller components.)

2. The size and weight of the receiver and its power supply must be compatible with the space available in the model. A minimum number of batteries, with the longest life possible, should be used.

3. The receiver should be capable of supplying the necessary number of channels for the number of functions desired.

4. The operation of the transmitter control switch should be relatively simple. The ideal might be a "joystick" for model aircraft, or a steering wheel for cars and boats.

5. The receiver should be capable of correct operation at a range of from ¼ to ½ mile from a transmitter whose output is from ¼ to 5 watts.

6. The receiver should be able to reject signals other than the frequency of its own transmitter.

7. The receiver and actuator should be so constructed as to be able to take normal usage shocks.

8. The system should be capable of reliable operation. Circuits should not drift.

9. The transmitter and receiver should contain a minimum number of special parts for easy serviceability. The equipment should be capable of being tested with a minimum amount of external test equipment.

10. The number of adjustments should be of a minimum, and these should be of a permanent nature when once set.

Future articles will describe in greater detail each of the vital parts of typical radio-control systems.

---

Fig. 4. Various types of escapements and actuators used in radio control: at the top, an escapement; below it, a motor actuator and two servos; to the left, a "flyball" actuator; on the right, a heavy escapement.
Worn crystal units are often detected by lightly trying the movement of the needle. Excessive back and forth movement indicates a defective unit. Removing pickup from arm, as was done here, is not necessary for test.

A defective pickup may be indicated if the phonograph output is absent, weak, or distorted. The same symptoms can be due to other causes. If the phonograph is part of a radio-phonograph combination, check performance on both radio and phonograph. If the radio is normal, the fault probably is in the pickup or its connecting cable. Other checks and replacement hints are given in the illustrations. End

If unit is defective, it is advisable to buy a new one having the same characteristics as the original one. Obtaining the number from the old one will enable radio dealer to supply you with a proper replacement cartridge.

Holding the pickup arm in an upright position permits screws holding crystal to be removed.
Slip-on clips which are usually found on crystal cartridge terminals may be pulled off and later gently pushed onto new unit.

Any necessary soldering should be done with clips removed from the cartridge as any heat applied to crystal may damage it.

After replacing crystal unit, make sure you have sufficient slack in the wires feeding into the back of the pickup arm for the arm to complete its cycle without binding. Note piece of art gum under needle of new crystal unit for protection while making this particular check.

If you have a wattmeter, you can check the power consumption of your phonograph, radio, or amplifier. Compare the reading with the value obtained from the nameplate or the manufacturer's service data, or with readings which were taken when equipment was operating normally.
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Width Control Adjustments

In last month's issue we discussed the adjustment of the height control in a television receiver. Several items of importance noted there are worth repeating again because they apply to width control adjustments as well.

1. A receiver manufacturer generally divides his operating controls into two or three groups. The first group is placed prominently in view on the front panel or, in more recent models, they may be found either on the side or top of the receiver.

2. A second group of controls is frequently placed on the front panel, but hidden from view by a hinged metallic plate or cover. If the width control is not found in this group, then it will be found on the back panel of the receiver. This is at the rear of the set and should be accessible without removing the back cover of the set.

3. The only equipment required for making the width adjustment is a fairly large mirror and possibly a screwdriver. The mirror enables you to see the screen while making adjustments on rear mounted controls. Position the mirror in front of the set so that you can see the screen by reflection and then proceed to make the necessary adjustments while keeping your eye on the screen.

Now, let us assume that the picture is too narrow. The first job is to locate the width control. This can take one of three forms. It can have a knurled shaft end which you simply grasp with your fingers and rotate. It can also be a slotted shaft for screwdriver adjustment. If the slot is very narrow, a special thin bladed screwdriver will be needed. The third form which the width control can take consists of a bolt coming through a slot in the chassis and held in place by a wing nut. This nut is loosened, the bolt is slid back and forth along the slot for proper width, then the nut is tightened.

Whatever form the control assumes, the resulting effect on the picture is always the same. As you rotate (or slide) the control, picture width will change. The width variation over the range of the control may not be very much, but it should enable you to obtain some width increase.

If the foregoing adjustment does the job you want, then of course there is no need to seek any further. However, it may be that the picture is still not wide enough to fill the screen. In this case there is another control that may be helpful if it is available on the back panel without removing the back cover. This is the drive control and in its adjustment the following instructions should be carefully followed, else you may blow a fuse (in the set) or perhaps damage a tube or receiver component. (There will be no difficulty as long as the instructions are followed carefully.)

With your eye on the mirror so that you can see the picture, slowly rotate the drive control in a clockwise direction. The picture will become wider if the set and its circuits are functioning normally. It may be that even when this control has been turned to the end of its range the picture still does not fill the screen. In that event there is usually nothing more you can do control-wise since it indicates that some tube or circuit in the receiver is not oper-
A picture with horizontal non-linearity. Note how the right-hand side of the picture is stretched out in contrast to left.

in TV Receivers

... 

ating properly. The job should now be turned over to a professional technician.

On the other hand, you may find that as you rotate this control, the picture becomes wider but, at the same time, a vertical white line appears in the center of the screen. If this happens, slowly back off the control until the white line disappears. Caution: Do not back it off too far.

The reason for all of these precautionary warnings is simply this: The drive control regulates the amount of signal voltage which is fed to the horizontal output amplifier. This is a large tube, drawing a considerable amount of current. As long as it receives the proper amount of signal or driving voltage, the current drawn by the tube is held within safe bounds and everything is fine. But if the drive signal is reduced below a certain level, the tube current rises sharply and the protective fuse blows. In the absence of a fuse or if the fuse is defective, the tube may burn out, together with the horizontal output transformer. Both are rather costly components.

Enlargement of the picture width may affect picture linearity. That is, the picture may be stretched out or squeezed together on one side, while normal over the rest of its extent. To correct this condition, there is a horizontal linearity control and this is rotated or slid back and forth until the picture is linear across its entire width. It may be necessary to make slight retouching adjustments on the width and drive controls in order to obtain best picture linearity, but the procedure is not very difficult to carry out.
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The versatile vacuum tube that made possible such diverse devices as long distance telephones, radios, TV sets, and the electron microscope has also made feasible the exact simulation of flight without leaving the ground!

Dr. Richard C. Dehmel, chief engineer of Curtiss-Wright, has developed a new type of flight trainer which can simulate the characteristics of an actual airplane. The Dehmel trainer, which is more accurately designated as a “flight simulator,” utilizes electron tubes and is, in reality, a complex analog computer, truly an electronic brain.

This fantastic “flying machine” which never leaves the ground gives the pilot the sensation of flight. The instruments and controls look and respond exactly like the instruments and controls of the particular type of aircraft it is designed to simulate.

Dr. Richard C. Dehmel, Curtiss-Wright chief engineer (right), demonstrates Convair 340 radio aids simulator to Allen Bonnalie, director of flight training for United Air Lines.

Closeup of the Trouble Console of Electronic Simulator for USAF Convair B-36 built by Curtiss-Wright. A wide variety of problems can be introduced into training “flights.”
Cockpit of flight simulator which electronically duplicates performance of Type C-124 aircraft.

Not only is the Dehmel trainer used by the armed services for training military pilots but it is used by the leading airlines to afford their skilled pilots on-the-ground checkouts on new planes. With the electronic flight simulator, airline pilots can practice on the ground without piling up unnecessary hours on expensive airliners. The cost of on-the-ground training runs about $30 per hour as against actual flying costs ranging from $250 to $2000 per hour. In addition to the cost, planes normally required for training flights are thus released for payloads.

A flight simulator costs about $1,000,000 and uses approximately 1300 electron tubes. With this device the electrically-operated controls and instruments of the real plane are electrically operated in the simulator. The devices in the plane which normally react to pressure are actuated in the simulator by servo and related electromechanical systems. Complete navigational and landing aids are faithfully simulated. Trainees and veteran pilots alike can thus become thoroughly familiar with any established airway in the world without leaving their training base! End

So large is the Curtiss-Wright Electronic Simulator for the Convair B-36 bomber that men are dwarfed by the unit. Simulator built for the Air Force contains an actual B-36 flight deck connected to the Instructor's compartment at the rear that houses flight recording instruments and radio aids equipment. To the right are the 14 analog computers needed to reproduce flight characteristics of the giant, ten-engined plane. Use of an actual airplane cockpit, sound effects, and proper control loading lends sense of realism to crew who use Simulator either for training or to keep flight skills at peak efficiency.
Fig. 1. A phototube can distinguish light from dark. In the dark, the tube is cut off. In the light, the tube becomes conductive, the amount of plate current depending upon the amount of light on tube.

Fig. 2. The cathode of the phototube emits electrons when illuminated but stops emitting in the dark. A straight piece of wire is used for the anode so that it will not block light to the cathode. (RCA tube.)

Fig. 3. Photo-relay circuits. In the forward-acting circuit (A), the relay becomes energized when the phototube is illuminated. In the reverse-acting circuit (B), relay is energized when light is blocked.

The electric eye or phototube is useful in so many inspection, sorting, and counting applications because it is able to distinguish light from dark. In the dark, the tube becomes cut off (its plate current drops to zero). In the light, however, the tube carries current, the amount of current depending upon the amount of light.

As shown in the photograph (Fig. 2), the phototube is simple in structure. Its cathode consists of a curved piece of metal coated with a light-sensitive chemical. This chemical emits electrons when it is illuminated, but stops emitting in the dark. The plate or anode of the phototube consists of a straight piece of wire so that it will not cast a large shadow on the cathode.

Even when it is strongly illuminated, the phototube draws only a small amount of plate current. Typical values of phototube current range from about 5 to 20 microamperes. Although there are relays available which will operate at these low values of current, they are, in general, both delicate and expensive. Common practice is to use a less-sensitive, more rugged type of relay; this relay is connected in the plate circuit of an amplifier tube whose bias is controlled by the phototube. Two such circuits are shown in Fig. 3. A circuit in which the relay becomes energized when the phototube is illuminated is known as a forward-acting circuit. A reverse-acting circuit is one in which the relay becomes energized when the light is blocked.

A forward-acting circuit is shown in Fig. 3A. When light is allowed to reach the phototube, electrons flow as indicated by the arrows. This current produces a voltage drop across resistor R. Because the current flow through the phototube is small, R is made large in value in order to produce an appreciable voltage drop. Typical values of R range from 5 to 20
megohms. As shown on the diagram, the polarity of the drop across \( R \) is such that it makes the triode grid positive. The resulting increase of triode plate current causes the relay to energize. The relay contacts can be used to close an external circuit to a light, bell, motor, or other device. Such circuits are used to (1) open garage doors when the phototube is illuminated by automobile headlights, (2) sound an alarm and turn on sprinklers in case of fire, (3) turn off power and sound an alarm in case of arcing or flashover in electrical equipment, etc.

A reverse-acting photo-relay circuit is shown in Fig. 3B. As long as light reaches the phototube in this circuit, electrons flow as indicated by the arrows. The resulting voltage drop across resistor \( R \) makes the triode grid negative and keeps this tube cut off. If the light to the phototube is now blocked, there will be no current flow through the phototube and no voltage drop across \( R \). The triode will now conduct and its plate current will energize the relay. Reverse-acting circuits are used to (1) count objects passing on a conveyor belt, (2) sound an alarm in case of intrusion, (3) turn on lights at sundown or during overcast weather, etc.

Most commercial photo-relays are a.c. operated, that is, they are designed to operate without a rectifier tube. This reduces the size, weight, cost, and operating temperature of the unit. A unit of this type is shown in the photograph of Fig. 4. The cover for this unit, not shown in the photograph, contains a circular opening or window to allow the light beam to reach the phototube inside. The control tube whose plate current energizes the relay is shown to the left of the phototube. The sensitivity control is at the right. In the background are the transformer and relay.

As shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 5, the control tube and relay are connected in series across the secondary of the transformer. As long as light reaches the phototube its plate current produces a voltage drop across resistor \( R \). The polarity of this drop is such that it makes the grid of the control tube negative. When the light beam is blocked, there is no longer a drop across \( R \) and the grid of the control tube is no longer negative. The control tube now draws plate current and energizes the relay. The filter (resistor and capacitor) across the relay prevents the relay from chattering by holding it closed during the half-cycle of transformer voltage when the plate of the control tube is negative.

The following listing shows the wide variety of the applications of the phototube: counting objects passing on conveyor, assembly line, etc.; foul line detector in bowling alleys; smoke and flame alarms; detecting holes in sheet metal; turning on lights at sundown; intrusion and burglary alarms; controlling photographic printers and enlargers; leveling elevators; opening doors; sorting objects according to size, shape or color; headlight dimmer for automobiles; color comparison of paints, textiles, dyes, etc.; gas detectors; control of liquid level in tanks; control of packaging machines; temperature controls; automatic weighing equipment; and traffic light controls.

The use of such devices is on the upswing and their applications have become more and more commonplace. No longer do “self opening” doors attract curious spectators at locations where such devices are installed. Gradually electric eyes have taken their place in our way of life and been accepted as an addition to the American “way of life.”
FOR trends around the country, look to the hobby shop operator. This month, a nationally known dealer, Mr. John Hillegas, proprietor of "Reds" Hobbycraft Models, Cleveland, Ohio, takes the soap box; trends from other sections of the country will be reviewed by other well known dealers in succeeding months.

"Berkeley 'Aerotrol' has been the most popular rig here," states Hillegas, "probably due to price, with MacNabb ('Citizenship') 27.255 and 465 running in second and third spots. For second receivers, either as replacement for the original or for use in a second ship, North American's twin tube in kit form (plus some assembled jobs) and Control Research's 'Mini-Mac,' are the best sellers.

"Most popular relays have been the Sigma 4F with Neomatic now taking the lead. Most popular escapements have been the Bonners, with DMECO's servos now in greatest demand.

"Trend seems to be toward tone control, even for rudder only," Hillegas continues. "With the increase in popularity of boats, some interference has been noted by fliers, and could well be from some R/C boat in a not-too-distant lake or pond."

"Multi-control operation just beginning to take hold here. Like the weather, everyone talks about it. Sure we get them: like the fellow who is going to build a B-36 (or something) with flaps, retractable landing gear, revolving turret, gun cameras, powered by four Morton M-5's."

"Power trend is upward. Planes formerly powered by .19's are now getting .29's. Most popular single kit has been the 'Live Wire Trainer,' with Sterling's 'Tri-Pacer' getting a good play."

THE Bristol, Pa., Hydro Meet (August), with an event for R/C boats, brought out a flotilla of interesting craft. First place was taken by a Sterling kit of a "Chris Craft Catalina." Its powerplant was a Pittman electric motor, connected to a 6-volt Willard battery. Radio was the Babcock single-channel modulated tone equipment, the actuator a DMECO 2PN electric motor-driven servo. Both are hobby shop items. Experience shows that this combi-

nation will operate continuously for at least an hour.

Another version of the same boat featured an inboard-mounted Cameron .09 glow-plug motor with two-speed control. Radio was a Lorenz two-tuber, with a home built clockwork escapement.

The very excellent suggestion was made that course marker flags be in two colors, say red and black, so that the pilot would always steer to the right of the one color, and to the left of the other.

TAKE-OFFS of R/C model planes would seem to be the easiest of all maneuvers yet, for most models, take-offs are impossible. Most jobs are hand launched. Two-wheel gears are prone to ground looping. Seen by your PE reporter at the 23rd National Model Airplane Championships was a development by Claude McCullough, Ottumwa, Iowa, which virtually insures arrow straight take-off runs. Tandem wheels are arranged in pairs, the rearmost wheel on each side being somewhat smaller than the front wheel. The normal landing gear strut attaches in such manner that the spring-loaded rear wheels are free to bump up and down. In action, the rear wheel resists any tendency of the plane to deviate from a straight line. Rudder control is effective for steering but does not force the plane into a ground loop. Another variation that works equally well is a double set of normal two-wheel landing gears, one about six inches behind the other. Credit Ernest Kratzet, Detroit, for this one.

HAROLD DEBOLT, Williamsville, N. Y., pioneer of the full symmetrical wing section in radio control—similar to control line stunt models—which allows him to fly inverted, do successive outside loops, and other breath-taking maneuvers, states that the future in stunt design lies in bigger, lighter, slower, easier-to-fly machines. Under construction is a ship having 1300 sq. in. of wing area. This model will weigh only four pounds without radio, despite its huge size. The Schmidt five-channel radio will weigh another two pounds, with batteries and servos for rudder, elevators, and engine control.

MYSTERY of the frequently occurring "death dives" with servo-operated elevators has been solved. Air loads upon the down elevator, it was discovered, so jammed the gear train (etc.) that the electric motor was not always capable of starting the control surface back to neutral. Now being developed is a new servo capable of producing a 20-ounce load from the neutral position, or a 32-ounce load in coming back to neutral from the on-control position. END
A Compact Public Address System

Fig. 1. Rear view of complete system showing how microphone and cord fit into cabinet.

S MALL club, church, and civic group meetings can be a lot more enjoyable if the chairman and guest speakers use a public address system. You can do your club or civic group a good turn by assembling a small p.a. system similar to the one shown in Fig. 5. Chances are the club membership will be happy to vote sufficient funds to cover all material costs.

Although fairly small (only 10”x10”x6” over-all) and completely self-contained, the system shown has ample power for the average small club or school room. The average hobbyist should be able to assemble the entire system in a single weekend.

Amplifier Construction

A standard 5”x9½”x2” aluminum chassis is used for the amplifier. The layout is not critical. Just remember to keep the two tube sockets reasonably close together, with one socket close to the “Gain” control.

If you want to give your completed unit a “professional” appearance, use decals to label all controls. These may be applied directly to the bare metal, but should be protected, after application, with two or three coats of clear plastic. In any case, don’t apply the decals until you’ve completed all drilling and punching operations. Black decals were used on the model, but red decals show up almost as well on an aluminum background.

Drill at least four holes in the bottom lips of the chassis. These are used when the chassis is mounted in the cabinet.

Tube sockets and other parts are mounted with standard machine screws and hex nuts. The location of all major parts is clearly visible in Fig. 3. Use rubber grommets for protection wherever wires pass through the chassis.

Wiring the Amplifier

The complete schematic diagram for the amplifier is given in Fig. 4, and below and above chassis views of the wired unit are given in Figs. 3 and 5, respectively. The
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location of resistors, capacitors, and other electrical parts is clearly shown in the pictorial diagram of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. All important parts are identified in Fig. 3.

Lead dress is not especially important and most of the wiring is noncritical. Just keep the leads in the signal circuits as short as possible.

A printed circuit coupling plate is used to couple the 6AU6 amplifier and the 6AS5 power output stages. This part may be replaced by individual components, if desired. Parts values are given on the circuit diagram of Fig. 4.

The output transformer \((T_1)\) is mounted on the loudspeaker and a 4-pin plug and socket used for coupling the loudspeaker assembly and the amplifier chassis. An electrodynamic loudspeaker is used, with the speaker field serving as a filter choke.

**Fig. 2.** Pictorial diagram of p.a. system showing correct hookup of all components.
If you prefer, you can substitute a PM (permanent magnet) speaker for the electrodynamic unit. If you do, install a 10 henry, 50 ma. choke in place of the speaker field. There is ample room on the chassis for mounting a small choke.

Cabinet Modifications

The cabinet used for the small p.a. system is designed to serve simply as a loudspeaker baffle and, therefore, several modifications are necessary if the cabinet is to give satisfactory service as an amplifier carrying case. These modifications are clearly shown in Fig. 1.

First, locate the speaker mounting holes by holding the loudspeaker centered over the round speaker opening. Mark the

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 4. Complete schematic diagram and parts list for the compact p.a. system.**

- **$R_1$**—4-prong speaker socket
- **$P_1$**—4-prong speaker plug
- **$R_c$**—65 ma. selenium rectifier
- **$P_L$**—6 v. pilot light assembly
- **$S$**—S.p.s.t. toggle switch
- **$F$**—1 amp. fuse with holder
- **$S_{pkr}$**—6" electrodynamic speaker, 6-ohm voice coil, 1000 ohm field winding (see text)
- **$V_1$**—6AU6 tube
- **$V_2$**—6ASS tube
- **$T_1$**—Power trans. 117 v. @ 50 ma.; 6.3 v. @ 2 amps. (Merit P-3045)
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mounting hole locations with a pencil or scribe.

Drill four holes in the bottom of the case to correspond to the holes previously drilled in the lips of the amplifier chassis.

The amplifier chassis is slightly longer than the opening in the back of the cabinet. Therefore, cut a ¾" by 3" notch in the two side lips at the back of the cabinet. These will permit the chassis to be slipped into place.

Sheet metal screws are normally used to hold the back panel in place. Replace these with bolts and wing nuts so that the back can be removed without tools.

Mount a ¾" bolt in one side of the cabinet and a tool rack spring clip in the opposite side (you can obtain these at hardware and dime stores). The bolt is used with a flat washer and wing nut to hold the microphone base. The spring clip holds the microphone itself. See Fig. 1.

Cut a 1¼"x8¼" rectangular hole near the bottom of the back panel, as shown in Fig. 1. You can do this easily by punching a ¾" round hole in each corner of the area to be removed and sawing between the punched holes with a keyhole hacksaw.

Make up a simple bracket out of aluminum bar stock to hold the line cord and mount this bracket on the back panel (see Fig. 1).

Final Assembly and Testing

Once all wiring is completed and double-checked for errors, install the fuse, the tubes, and plug in the speaker. Attach a standard phone plug to the shielded microphone cable.

Plug the line cord into a standard wall outlet and turn the amplifier "on." After one or two minutes warm-up, plug in the microphone and turn up the "Gain" control.

Holding the "mike" fairly close, speak in a normal voice. Don't expect high gain. Since this amplifier has been designed specifically for use in small rooms, the overall gain has been kept low to minimize squealing and feedback.

The amplifier has sufficient gain for normal use if the microphone is held reasonably close, and the speaker uses a normal voice. However, it is almost impossible to get feedback and squealing under normal operating conditions, even with the "Gain" control full up.

Once the system has been checked out, install the amplifier chassis in the cabinet, using sheet metal screws.

When the line cord is coiled on its bracket, and the microphone and its stand mounted inside the cabinet, the entire system may be "buttoned up" in one compact carrying case as shown in the illustrations of Figs. 1 and 5.

END
A NEW, compact airborne radar unit that assures greater safety for troop-carrying transports and essential cargo planes has been unveiled by the Air Research and Development Command in Baltimore.

The new device, made by Sperry Gyroscope Co., is the smallest and lightest radar system, for its high power and wide range, for aircraft uses thus far publicly announced.

The entire system weighs only 150 pounds. This includes the 18" "turtle shell" antenna which is gyro stabilized for positive steadiness against the pitch and roll of the plane.

Besides storm warning, other multi-purpose advantages of the combination suggest equal military value for Army and Navy aircraft as well, in air-sea rescue, special patrol and refueling missions, among many other tactical uses for the APN-59.

Tests have shown that the radar has sufficient power to "see" all around one of the Great Lakes at a single "glance." One photo clearly showed Buffalo and Detroit, Toledo and Toronto at opposite extremities of Lake Erie, 250 miles apart.

A wide choice of range scales is available to the operator including close-up enlargements variable from 3 to 30 miles; or fixed ranges of wider areas at 50, 100, and 240 miles.

The new radar operates in the 10,000 mc. or "X-band" of the spectrum.
Build this Plug-in Absorption

The absorption wavemeter is a simple and inexpensive frequency-measuring radio instrument. It is especially useful for checking the frequency of radio transmitter stages. When the exciter section of a transmitter is being adjusted or its coils are being pruned to size, the wavemeter is almost unequalled in showing quickly whether the stages are operating on the correct harmonics. While the absorption wavemeter is not a precision instrument, there are many applications in which its accuracy is entirely satisfactory. The wavemeter is essential equipment in every ham station—novice or advanced.

The instrument described in this article has been designed expressly for transmitter measurements, although it can be used in any other wavemeter application. Its indicating device is a filament-type pilot lamp which glows brightest when the wavemeter is tuned to the frequency of the r.f. source under test. Using four plug-in coils, this instrument covers the frequency range 1.1 to 150 megacycles in the following bands: 1.1 to 3.8, 3.7 to 12.5, 12 to 39, and 37 to 150 mc. This range embraces all amateur bands up to and including the 2-meter band.

The simple circuit is shown in Fig. 2. A plug-in coil, variable capacitor, and pilot lamp are wired in series. The coil is held reasonably close to the source of r.f. energy and the capacitor is varied for tuning. When in tune, maximum energy is absorbed and the lamp glows brightly. The unknown frequency is then read from the wavemeter calibration data. (Calibration instructions are given later in this article.) Use of a 2-volt, low-current indicator lamp improves sensitivity of the instrument.

Constructional Details

The wavemeter is built in an easily-obtained metal chassis box 5” long, 4” wide, and 3” deep. The photographs (Figs. 1, 3, and 4) show outside and inside views of the instrument.

The coils are wound on 1”-diameter, 4-pin, plug-in forms. In use, they are plugged singly into a 4-pin socket mounted in the front end (bottom lip) of the box. (See Fig. 3.)
Wavemeter

The tuning capacitor is mounted through a single, centered hole in the top (front lip) of the box. A 3 1/2-inch dial is attached to this capacitor. The pilot lamp assembly is mounted through a single hole, above the dial, in the upper right-hand corner of the top of the box. In this position, the lamp can be easily observed while the dial is being “tuned.” The pilot light jewel should be of the clear, uncolored type, in order that low brilliance of the lamp can be seen.

Using the make of components specified in the accompanying parts list, the following hole sizes are required: tuning capacitor 3/8", pilot lamp assembly 3/8", and coil socket 1/2".

The plug-in coils are wound on 1-inch-diameter low-loss phenolic 4-pin forms (National XR-1). All four coils are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 shows details of coil construction. Winding instructions are given in the coil table accompanying the parts list.

Coils A, B, and C are of the type shown in Fig. 5A. The windings must be placed as close as possible to the tops of the forms, so that the coil can be “poked” close into a circuit under test. The ends of the winding are pulled through the two large base pins, after tinning, and soldered. In each of the coil forms A, B, and C, two 1/10-inch wire holes are drilled (See Fig. 5A). These hole pairs are spaced as follows: A-1/16", B-1/16", and C-3/32".

In order to obtain the low value of inductance required for the highest-frequency range, coil D is a “hairpin” loop of No. 16 bare copper wire. This loop stands upright inside one of the coil forms, as shown in Fig. 5B. It can be seen also in the overturned coil in Fig. 1. The total length of the loop is 2 inches, including the part of the wire that extends into the base pins of the coil form (Fig. 5B).
THE FIRST FM TUNER FOR CARS

New Indoor TV Antenna

A new indoor TV antenna for all TV bands, AM-FM radio, and color TV is now available from Tentenna, Inc. The compact plastic-encased unit incorporates ten tuned circuits. It is available in red, ivory, maroon, yellow, or black to match any decorating scheme.

Calibration

Absorption wavemeters can be calibrated in a number of ways. The scheme shown in Fig. 6 probably is the simplest and easiest for the instrument described here. Needed are an amplitude-modulated r.f. test oscillator or signal generator covering 1.1 to 150 mc. on fundamentals, a germanium crystal diode, and a pair of high-resistance headphones. The type of oscillator used by radio service technicians will be satisfactory. Do not connect the diode in series with the headphones, as an isolating capacitor inside the oscillator would prevent it from working.

Follow this procedure: (1) Set the oscillator for highest output. Note that a signal tone is heard in the headphones. (2) Set oscillator to 1.1 mc. (3) Plug coil A into wavemeter. (4) Run one of the oscillator output leads into a 1-turn loop around the wavemeter coil, as shown in Fig. 6. (5) Rotate wavemeter dial slowly until a dip point is found where signal almost drops to zero in headphones. Record this dial point which corresponds to 1.1 mc. (6) Advance oscillator frequency to 1.5 mc. and retune wavemeter for null point. Record. (7) Repeat this procedure at as many points as possible, to cover entire wavemeter dial. (8) Successively plug in coils B, C, and D, resetting the oscillator and repeating the procedure to cover the frequency ranges shown in the coil table.

Obtain as many calibration points as possible for each coil range. After the calibration points are collected, they may be used to plot a tuning curve for each coil, or to adjust the dial of the wavemeter into four frequency ranges corresponding to the four coils.

THOSE who enjoy FM reception at home can now have the same hi-fi programs in their cars, thanks to a new 88-108 mc. FM tuner recently introduced by Hastings.

Designed to operate from either a 6 or 12 volt auto battery system, the tuner can be used with the car's AM radio system or with a separate amplifier and speaker unit which is available from the company. The set needs no external antenna, a plastic windshield antenna strip is used instead.

Portable Tape Recorder

A SPRING-wound, battery-powered tape recorder which will operate anywhere, anytime is now being marketed as the "Tapak" by Broadcast Equipment Specialties Corp.

It is available in two models. The standard provides 50 minutes recording or playback at 3¾" speed with a frequency response of 100-4000 cps. The frequency response of the custom model is to 5000 cps. The entire unit weighs only 19 pounds.
How Many Controls?

By WILLIAM WINTER
Editor, "Model Airplane News"

Good example of a multiple-control plane using compound (or multiple) escapement or servo (servo in this case) to work second actuator and control. Marty Siel is the "pilot."

How a man drives a car is hardly as tell-tale as the kind of radio control model he flies. One chap delights in electronics, spends contented weeks at the bench, then tinkerers most of day on the flying field, earphones on head, tuning wand in hand. Another just wants to fly.

The one wants multiple controls, with gadgets and gizmos, the other ultimate simplicity. Since the airplane size varies according to its master's interests, the logical jumping off place for that first R/C model is the consideration of the controls desired and the methods of operating them.

What the beginner doesn't realize is that the big problem is not the radio, or the controls it will operate, but the successful, reliable flying of the plane. There is an understandable, though regrettable, tendency to assume that radio enables the operator to make up for the deficiencies in the plane, its lack of stability, poor balancing, inaccuracies in construction, warps, and so on. Over-controlling, with a building up of violent, involuntary maneuvers is a typical beginner problem. The more controls the beginner is saddled with, and tries to use, the more likely he is to tear up the turf on a first flight. Until he has acquainted himself with handling the simple model, preferably by rudder only, he should stay away from elevators.

Before analyzing the various control systems, we should distinguish between single- and multi-channel radios. The latter are selective, because the pilot can choose any of the controls directly. The former involves sequences, and auxiliary actuators for more than one control. The added control cannot be used with the same flexibility and precision of the multi-channel unit, although the latter yields maximum results only when the hobbyist is able to use it intelligently. Let's begin, therefore, with the single-channel setups.

1. Rudder Only: Because of relatively low cost and simplicity, rudder is ideal for beginners and has the added advantage of permitting more advanced maneuvers when
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This model plane by Carl Schmaedig won the 1954 Mirror Meet. It uses a Babcock three-channel for elevator, motor, rudder control.
Citizen-Ship Radio Corp's self-neutralizing escape-ment. The resistance is 5 ohms. The unit works on 3 volts and will operate down to 1½ volts on a loop of 3/16 rubber which has been twisted in two rows of knots.

Experience is gained. Although the man who knows something of electronics and mechanics can use trick controls, such as solenoids, commercially available equipment includes several types of escape-ments, electric motor-driven servos, and magnetic actuators. Rudder only should not be underestimated; skilled fliers have won the National Contest without benefit of additional controls.

2. Rudder and Motor Control. Usually, the motor has two speeds. If ignition, it has two sets of points; if it runs on glow fuel, two needle valves, or a butterfly valve in the engine's venturi, a restrictor in the exhaust stack, or a special throttle. Normal escapements and servos may be modified to work the auxiliary actuator for the second control, but virtually all single-channel, two-control jobs involve a special type of actuator, known as the compound escapement or compound servo, which closes an electrical contact when given the second-control signal from the transmitter.

Motor control allows powered descents and, if the pilot is skilled and the plane possessed of enough sinking speed, touch-and-go-landings, one of the truly difficult maneuvers. Adjusted to give either high or cruising power, the engine can be throttled back to cruise, once aloft, making for smooth, precise maneuvers. This also minimizes the "kiting" effects of a
Tail section showing torque rod drive to rudder from Bonner compound escapement. Note the yoke at rear and the pin in the rudder trailing edge. Moved up on the rudder, this pin would give more rudder movement, down would give less. This feature provides adjustment to suit pilot's desires.

wind or even allows shutting off the engine when in trouble.

3. Rudder and Elevator: A second, or auxiliary escapement or servo, is energized by the primary, compound-type of actuator, to move the elevators. The elevators will have a sequence operation, since their movement is up, back to neutral, then down, back to neutral, etc. The pilot passes quickly through the unwanted position. The plane cannot be flown precisely by elevator, but is handled like a rudder-only airplane and is positioned for special elevator maneuvers, such as steep dives, to complete a loop, or to flare out for a soft landing. A competent pilot using this system can be beaten only by an expert handling multi-channel.

One limitation is that escapements, etc., give an "all or nothing" position of the controls. If the elevator movement is adjusted for violent maneuver, such as an outside loop, the controls react too violently for more gentle maneuvers, as pulling up from a dive to round out a loop. The abrupt reaction builds up such a g-load on the ship that a high-speed stall takes place, visible as "mushing" of the flight path. Actually, only the experienced flier is concerned with this fine point.

The system has tricky mechanical aspects, however. On bigger models, where heavy weight and high speeds are encountered, the escapements are hard put to displace the big control area. Required is aerodynamic balancing (part of the control area forward of the control axis, so that an airgap is formed between the leading edge of the control and the stabilizer surface when the control is actuated), and static balancing (counterweight forward of the surface to balance its dead (Continued on page 105)
Heathkits are fun to build with the simplified easy-to-follow Construction Manual furnished with every kit. Only basic tools are required, such as soldering iron, long-nosed pliers, diagonal cutting pliers, and screwdriver. All sheet metal work has already been done for you. No etching, drilling, or painting required. All parts furnished including tubes. Knowledge of electronics, circuits, etc. not required to successfully build Heathkits.

**New PRINTED CIRCUIT VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT**

The VTVM is the standard basic voltage measuring instrument for radio and TV servicemen, engineers, laboratory technicians, experimenters, and hobbyists. Because of its extremely high input resistance (14 megohms) the loading effect on the circuit being measured, is virtually negligible. The entire instrument is easy to build from a complete kit, with a detailed step-by-step Construction Manual. Featured in this instrument is an easy-to-wire foolproof printed circuit board which cuts assembly time in half.

**CIRCUIT AND RANGES:** Full wave AC input rectifier permits 7 peak-to-peak voltage ranges with upper limits of 4000 volts peak-to-peak. Just the ticket for you TV servicemen. Seven voltage ranges, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, and 1500 volts DC and AC RMS. Peak-to-peak ranges 4, 14, 50, 140, 1400, and 4000 volts. Ohm-meter ranges X1, X10, X100, X1000, X10K, X100K, X1 meg. Additional features are a dBe scale, center scale zero position, and a polarity reversal switch.

**IMPORTANT DESIGN FEATURES:** Transformer operated—1% precision resistors—6AL5 and 12AU7 tubes—selenium power rectifier—individual AC and DC calibrations smoother improved zero adjust control action—new panel styling and color—new placement of pilot light—new positive contacts—battery mounting—new knobs—test leads included. Easily the best buy in kit instruments.

**Heathkit HANDITESTER KIT**

The Heathkit Model M-1 Handitester readily fulfills all requirements for a compact, portable volt-ohmmilliammeter. Its small size permits the instrument to be tucked into your coat pocket, tool box or glove compartment of your car. Always the "handitester" for those simple repair jobs. Packed with every desirable feature required in an instrument of this type. AC or DC voltage ranges, full scale 10, 30, 300, 1000 and 5000 volts. Ohm-meter ranges 0-3000 ohms and 0-300,000 ohms. DC milliammeter ranges 0-10 milliamperes and 0-100 milliamperes. Use 400 microammeter meter—1% precision resistors—bearing aid type ohms adjust control—high quality Bradley rectifier. Test leads are included.

**Model M-1**

$14.50

Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

**Heathkit MULTIMETER KIT**

Here is an instrument packed with every desirable service feature and all of the measurement ranges you need or want. High sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt DC, 5000 ohms per volt AC. Has the advantage of complete portability through freedom from AC line—provides service ranges of direct current measurements from 150 microamperes up to 15 amperes—can be safely operated in RF fields without impairing accuracy of measurement.

Full scale AC and DC voltage ranges of 1.5, 5, 50, 150, 500, 1500, and 5000 volts. Direct current ranges are 150 microamperes, 15, 150, and 500 milliamperes and 15 amperes. Resistances are measured from 2 ohms to 20 megohms in three ranges and dB range from -10 to +65 db. Ohmmeter batteries and necessary test leads are furnished with the kit.

**Model MM-1**

$26.50

Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.
New
PRINTED
CIRCUIT

Heathkit
3" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

USE: This brand new Utility Scope was designed especially for servicemen and radio amateurs, and is adaptable for use in all general scope applications. Perfect for modulation monitoring, etc. Use it to tackle alignment or adjustment problems. Especially valuable in breadboard work. A must for ham shack or for outside servicing.

DESCRIPTION: Front panel controls of the Model OL-1 are "bench tested" for ease of operation and convenience. Sharp focusing 3" CRT. Printed circuit for ease of assembly and constant performance. Assembly time cut in half! High quality electronic components used. Sensitive hor. and vert. amplifiers with broad freo., resistor, cathode follower for isolation. Push-pull hor. and vert. output to deflection plates list 60 cycle, or ext. sync. Sweep freq. range 10-100,000 cycles. Direct connection to deflection plates. Provision for Z input axis. Uses 5CP1 CRT, 4-12AU7 hor. and vert. amplifiers, 1-12AX7 sweep gen., 1-6X4 LV rect. and 1-1Y2 HV rect. The Heathkit Model OL-1 is a real standout value at only $29.50, and is another example of the famous Heathkit combination, quality plus economy.

Heathkit SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT

USE: This instrument is "serviceman engineered" to fill the requirement for a reliable basic service instrument at moderate cost. Frequency coverage extends in five bands from 1.30 to 110 Mc on fundamentals, and dial calibrated to 220 Mc for harmonics. Pre-wound and pre-aligned coils make calibration unnecessary for service application.

DESCRIPTION: The Heathkit Model SG-8 Signal Generator provides a stable modulated or unmodulated RF output of at least 100,000 microvolts which can be controlled by both a continuously variable and a fixed step attenuator. Internal modulation is 500 cycles, or can be externally modulated. AF output of 2-3 volts is also available for audio testing. Uses dual purpose 12AU7 as Colpitts RF oscillator and cathode follower for stable, isolated, low impedance output, and type 6G4 tube for 400 cycle oscillator. Operation of the SG-8 is well within the frequency limits normally required for service work. Modern styling features high definition white letters on charcoal gray panel with re-designed control knobs. Modern professional appearance and Heathkit engineering know-how combine to place this instrument in the "best buy" category. Only $19.50 complete.

Heathkit ANTENNA IMPEDANCE METER KIT

The Model AM-1 Antenna Impedance Meter makes an ideal companion unit for the GD-1B Grid Dip Meter or a valuable instrument in its own right. Perfect for checking antenna and receiver impedance and match for optimum system operation. Use on transmission lines, halfwave, folded dipole, or beam antennas. Will double as monitor or relative field strength meter. Covers freq. range of 0-150 Mc and impedance range of 0-600 ohms. Uses 100 microampere meter and special calibrated potentiometer. A real buy at only $14.50 complete.

Heathkit GRID DIP METER KIT

Amateurs and servicemen have proven the value of the grid dip meter many times over. Indispensable for locating parasites, neutralizing, and aligning filters and traps in TV or Radio and for interference problems. The Model GD-1B covers from 2 Mc to 250 Mc with 5 pre-wound coils. Featuring a sensitive 500 microampere meter and special scale, the GD-1B uses a 6A9 or 6GT1 tube. An essential tool for the ham or serviceman.

ACCESSORIES: Low freq. coverage to 355 KC with 2 extra coils and calibration curve. Set No. 341A, $16.50 for GD-1B and set No. 34l for GD-1A. Shipping weight 1 lb. Only $3.00.

Heathkit COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAN
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The Heathkit COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER KIT

**MODEL AR-2**

**$25.50**

Ship. Wt. 12 lbs.

CABINET:
- Proxvity Impregnatedfabric control panel covered with black plastic
- 5 lbs. Number 81-10, $4.50.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Range: 535 Ke to 35 Mc
- 12BE9: Mixere-oscillator
- 12AH: Detector-AVCO-sound
- 12AR: R.F. Oscillator
- 855GT: Beam power output
- 105-125 volts A.C. 50-60 cycles, 45 watts


**HEATH COMPANY**

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAN
Here is an outstanding amplifier value. This economically priced amplifier is capable of performance usually associated only with far more expensive units. Can be nicely used as the heart of an inexpensive high quality home music system. Features inputs for tuner and phone (Model A-7C accommodates a microphone by using an additional pre-amplifier stage). Separate bass and treble boost and cut tone controls for just the degree of tonal balance you want. The entire kit can be built in a few pleasant hours for years of enjoyment.


All parts including tubes are supplied along with a prefabricated and painted chassis. Detailed step-by-step Construction Manual eliminates necessity for specialized knowledge.

MODEL A-7C incorporates a preamplifier stage with special compensated network to provide necessary gain for operation with variable reluctance cartridge or microphone. $17.50

On Express orders do not include transportation charges— they will be collected by the express agency at time of delivery.

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY TO THE
HEATH COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAN

ORDER BLANK

(PLEASE PRINT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

On Parcel Post orders, insure postage for weight shown.

HEATH COMPANY • BENTON HARBOR, MICH.
ONE of the most fascinating, useful, yet inexpensive devices available to the experimenter is the neon bulb or glow lamp. While some of its applications are familiar to all of us, its basic principles are often misunderstood. These same principles form the basis for many more complicated devices. Gas rectifiers, thyatrons, mercury vapor lamps, and fluorescent lighting all depend upon the same fundamentals. Simple experiments can readily illustrate these fundamentals and require no elaborate laboratory equipment. Neon lamps can be purchased for as little as a dime, they have a long life, and can serve many practical purposes in addition to their educational value.

The tubes used in radio and television receivers require a very high vacuum and every effort is made to eliminate as many gas molecules as possible. They are often referred to as "hard" tubes, while those in which gas is purposely introduced, such as a neon lamp, are known as "soft" tubes. The presence of this gas changes the behavior of the tube entirely. Instead of a current consisting entirely of a stream of electrons, the gas molecules themselves contribute to the current flow after undergoing a process known as ionization. While a detailed study of the entire phenomenon can be very complex, a simple explanation of how ions can be produced will illustrate the point sufficiently.

The atomic structure of an element is composed, basically, of a nucleus, which is a group of particles with a positive charge and containing most of the mass of the atom; and a number of loosely bonded electrons, negatively charged and of comparatively little mass. Under normal conditions the positive and negative charges are equal and the atom has no net electrical charge. If, for some reason, an atom or molecule loses one of these electrons, it is said to be ionized and called a positive ion. It is the process whereby these positive ions are generated that is the heart of the operation of a neon lamp.

A perfect gas, if such could exist, would be a perfect insulator, that is, no current would flow if a voltage were applied across two electrodes immersed in the gas. On the other hand, such perfect gases do not exist. Instead, there is present in any practical gas, positive ions of the type just described, as well as free electrons. If a voltage is applied across two electrodes in such a gas, the electrons are attracted to the positive electrode, or anode, and the positive ions are likewise attracted to the negative electrode, or cathode. Under normal circumstances, with low voltages applied, this flow of electrons and positive ions, constituting a current, is very small, often a microampere or less.

If the applied voltage is raised sufficiently, however, and the electrode spacing and gas pressure are proper, the electrons, having little mass, acquire high speeds and consequently, large amounts of kinetic energy. If one of these collides with a gas molecule, the force of the collision can knock an additional electron free from the electrostatic forces holding it to the nucleus. The additional electron joins the stream flowing to the anode and it can, likewise, acquire sufficient energy to free additional electrons by collision. This is a cumulative effect, then, and when the applied voltage is raised enough to start the ionization process, there is a sudden increase in current; many, many times that flowing before ionization.

Several interesting things happen when this process occurs. The ionization, or breakdown, is accompanied by a sudden drop in voltage, and for nearly all values of current within the rating of the tube, the terminal voltage remains practically constant at this lower value. This proper-

Fig. 1. (A) A simple relaxation oscillator. A frequency of about 2 cycles-per-second is obtained with the component values shown and 135 volts applied. (B) Graph showing how voltage across the capacitor varies to produce the saw-tooth waveforms.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
ty forms the basis for the voltage regulator tubes widely used in electronic circuitry. Another noteworthy occurrence is the emission of light. As the electrons collide with the gas molecules, they impart some of their energy to them. This energy must be dissipated in some way and as the molecule returns to its normal state, it gives off this surplus energy in the form of light. This is the familiar glow that surrounds the cathode of a neon bulb and the principle that makes neon lighting possible. A third interesting point is that the breakdown voltage, the voltage which must be impressed to cause this phenomenon to start, is usually several volts higher than the extinction potential, least voltage capable of supporting the ionization when once started. This property is utilized for many useful purposes, the generation of particular types of waveforms being the most familiar.

Relaxation Oscillators

One of the most interesting applications of the glow lamp is its use as a relaxation oscillator. Its primary application in this respect is to generate saw-tooth or triangular waveforms, which are widely used as linear time base sweep voltages in cathode-ray oscilloscopes. More refined circuits than the one discussed here are in general use but the underlying principle is the same. The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1A. The battery voltage must be above the breakdown voltage of the neon bulb, which for most types is about 90 volts.

When the circuit is first energized, an initial surge of current flows into the capacitor and it charges toward the applied voltage in an exponential fashion as usual. The initial voltage across the capacitor and neon bulb is zero and as the voltage rises, the bulb remains in a nonconducting state until the voltage reaches the firing, or breakdown potential of the bulb. At this point, the gas ionizes, the tube fires and presents an essential short circuit across the capacitor. This effectively discharges the capacitor and the voltage across it drops rapidly. When it falls below the extinction potential of the neon lamp, de-ionization occurs and the capacitor again begins to charge toward the applied battery voltage. Each time the voltage reaches the breakdown potential, the rapid discharge through the lamp takes place and the cycle repeats. The waveform examined across the capacitor has a saw-tooth form as the capacitor charges slowly through the resistor on one-half the cycle and discharges very rapidly on the other half of the cycle. The resulting waveform is shown in Fig. 1B. By placing a resistance in the discharge path through the lamp the discharge time can be slowed down to give a triangular waveform.

A great many combinations of resistance

(Continued on page 115)
SOLDER FLUXES
For electrical, electronic, and printed circuit work of all types, Alpha Metals, Inc. has introduced a line of external soldering fluxes which is available in 1 ounce bottles as well as quart and gallon sizes.

The non-corrosive rosin types for electronic work are formulated to give maximum wetting and rapid fluxing power. For a bulletin on the various fluxes in the line write the company at 56 Water Street, Jersey City 4, N. J.

LATCHING RELAY
C. P. Clure & Co., 3101 W. Pratt Blvd., Chicago 43, Ill. is announcing the availability of the Type G electromechanical latching relay which consists of two of the company's Type GAC a.c. relays with interlocking armatures. They are aligned one above the other on a common mounting bracket to save chassis space. The assembly may also consist of two Type G d.c. relays or one a.c. and one d.c. relay.

Typical circuit functions performed by this relay include: hold contacts operated any length of time without consuming power; operate contacts over one load and release them over another; act as an overload relay—electrically reset from a remote point when tripped; act as interlocking relay pair on either a.c. or d.c. or a combination of both.

Bulletin 118 on these latching relays is available on request.

TV "DYNATRACER"
For those with a flare for servicing their own television receivers, Century Electronics Co. of 211-04 99th Ave., Queens Village 29, N. Y. is offering its new TV "Dynamtracer."

With this compact, self-contained unit, it is possible to trace all TV signals and voltages, and locate defective components, whether they be capacitors, resistors, coils, transformers, or chokes.

A complete instruction manual and a helpful repair guide are included with each instrument.

"PHANTOM FEED-THRU"
Industrial Television Inc.'s expanding line of television accessories now includes the "Phantom Feed-Thru," a recently-developed device for bringing the TV signal through a window pane.

Eliminating the work of drilling and the problems of defacing or cracking the glass, the "Phantom" is attached to the pane with a special waterproof adhesive substance which is easy to use.

Tests have shown an insignificant loss of 2 per-cent on channel 2, .005 per-cent on channel 6, and no measurable loss on the upper v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands. On u.h.f., the "Phantom" acts as an automatic impedance matching device.

For additional details on this device, write the company at 359 Lexington Ave., Clifton, N. J.

MAGNETIC COUNTER
A precision counter that is adaptable in its various models to many industrial and experimental applications is now being offered by Abrams Instrument Corp., 606 E. Shiawassee St., Lansing 1, Michigan.

The new counter is additive or subtractive, three or four digit models with manually reset counter wheels which records at maximum recommended speed of 1200 counts per minute. The weight of the mechanism is 2 ounces. It is mounted in a die-cast, lacquer-finished case which weighs 5 ounces. The counter measures 7/8" high and less than 2" deep.

Actuated electro-magnetically, these
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counters can be connected in vacuum-tube plate circuits or operated by any contacting device. The units may be used with or without cases. They are wound to any voltage from 6 to 110 volts d.c.

INEXPENSIVE MICROPHONES
In answer to the demand for low-cost microphones, The Astatic Corporation of Conneaut, Ohio has recently introduced two new microphones, the Model M101 ceramic and the Model M102 crystal units.

These compact little units are housed in rugged light tan plastic cases. The low price tags on these microphones can be directly attributed to the use of the plastic housing rather than the more conventional metal enclosures.

Output of the M102 is -46 db and that of the M101 is -53 db. Frequency range of the ceramic model is 30 to 10,000 cps with flat response while the crystal unit covers from 30 to 8000 cps with slightly rising characteristics in the high range.

ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT
A new series of hermetically-sealed adjustable thermostats, suitable for direct control of heaters and for temperature alarm or cut-off service is now in production by G-V Controls Inc., 28 Hollywood Plaza, East Orange, N. J.

The new unit can be set to operate at any temperature down to 100 degrees F below zero or up to 300 degrees above zero. It may be exposed to any temperature within this range without change of control point.

The basic electrical thermostat is 1/2" in diameter and 2 3/4" long. Weight is .94 pound. Forms are available with mounting flanges, mounting brackets, and pipe threaded fittings.

A technical data bulletin with outline drawings and complete specifications is available on request.

"JUNIOR" SOLDERING GUN
A new low-cost "Junior" soldering gun is now being marketed by Weller Electric Corporation of Easton, Pa.

The new Model 8100 incorporates many

ENJOY CITIZENS BAND...

Radio Control with TELECOMMANDER

The thrill of radio control is yours . . . easily, enjoyably and at low cost. You do not have to take a test or have special knowledge to operate on the Citizens Band (27.255 Mc). All you need is a FCC certificate* and Telecommander R/C equipment . . . a complete line of transmitters, receivers, relays and escapements for operating planes, boats and cars on the Citizens Band. Telecommander offers light weight, sturdy, reliable units . . . all very reasonably priced and fully guaranteed.

951B RECEIVER

The finest unit of its kind. Housed in the strong bakelite case is a field-tested hard tube circuit and the P-100 sub miniature high sensitivity relay. Permeability tuned for positive hairline adjustment. The six pin plug accommodates all external attachments. Ready to install and operate.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency: 27.255 Mc. Size: 1 1/4 x 2 1/2 x 1 3/4". Weight: 3 oz. "A" voltage: 1.5V. "B" voltage: 8V. Price: $2.00. Price (complete with 304 tube, P-100 relay and 6-pin socket) $21.95

1061 TRANSMITTER

Crystal controlled 345 twin-triode circuit. Reliable, stable, high performance.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency: 27.255 Mc.
"A" Voltage: 1.5V.
"B" Voltage: 120-150V.
Price (complete with crystal, tube, antenna, keying and battery switch): $27.95

FREE!

*Write for complete information on how to get your Citizens Band License.
For additional information on Telecommander equipment write for Brochure #1154.

ATTENTION JOBBERS AND DEALERS
Meet the growing demand for R/C with the finest...
TELECOMMANDER radio control. Write ECC (TELECOMMANDER) Ltd.
166 Spring Road Huntington, N. Y
of the features found in larger models and is suited to the role of second soldering gun in the maintenance man's or hobbyist's tool kit.

Instant heat at a power rating in excess of 100 watts is ample for practically every type of general soldering job. A trigger control switches the heat on or off instantly. Dual pre-focused spotlights illuminate the work area.

For additional information write Joseph F. Whitaker in care of the company at 808 Packer Street in Easton, Pa.

VARIABLE-JAW VISE

The Customite Corporation of Larchmont, N. Y. is now marketing its improved Model B "Prestoflex Varijaw" speed vise. This new device is designed primarily to hold irregularly shaped objects.

Incorporating a unique system of self-contouring floating jaws, this tool can be used as a variable jig or fixture set-up, a speed vise, or an assembly clamp, without time-consuming set-ups. A screwless locking mechanism can be set for adjustable locking pressures or parts relocation.

HANDY SOLDERING PENCIL

Of interest to hobbyists and home workshop owners is the Ungar soldering pencil which is available with four interchangeable "Super Hi-Heat" soldering tips.

The new tips are suitable for heavy-duty service since they reach tip temperatures of from 850 to 1000 degrees C. The iron draws only 47½ watts.

The four special tips include a chisel type, a pyramid tip, a heavy chisel tip, and a heating unit—all precision machined of tellurium copper, processed with a special iron plating which eliminates the need for grinding, filing, and other maintenance procedures.

For further details, see your dealer or write Ungar Electric Tools, Inc., 4101 Redwood Ave., Venice, California direct.

PLATE CIRCUIT RELAY

Potter & Brumfield of Princeton, Ind. is in production on the series "LB," a new, low-cost, long-life plate circuit relay.

Available in coil resistances up to 34,000 ohms with a pull-in rating of 3 ma., the "LB" is equipped with a one-piece back spring and contact arm which can be adjusted for desired pull-in. A permanent air armature gap eliminates residual sticking.

Contacts are s.p.d.t., rated at 5 amperes, 115 volt a.c. non-inductive load. The coil is varnish impregnated, centrifugally.

The dimensions of the unit are 2½"x1"x 1⅓" with 2¼" mounting centers.

D.C. TACHOMETER GENERATOR

A new line of d.c. tachometer generators incorporating a permanent-magnet field assembly has been introduced by Servo-Tek Products Co., Inc., 1086 Goffle Road, Hawthorne, N. J.

These generators are notable for their small size. The overall body length is less than 1⅜" and they weigh less than 3 ounces. Although used principally as a rate generator in servo systems, these units have many other uses. When combined with a standard 100 ohms-per-volt voltmeter, they make an excellent direct-reading tachometer.

Models are available with an output of 2.5 volts per 1000 rpm as well as with 7 volts per 1000 rpm. A flange mounting arrangement is usually used, although a synchro type mount is available at no extra cost.
LOCATING OPEN HEATERS
IN A.C.-D.C. RECEIVERS

HEATERS of a.c.-d.c. radio tubes, particularly numbers like the 50L6 and 35Z5, often become intermittent in a particularly annoying way: when the tube is cold and inoperative, the heater reads continuous on an ohmmeter, yet when power is applied and the heater begins to glow the mechanical expansion of tube parts and connections causes the heater to open.

As the heaters are all in series, an open circuit in any one of them results in extinguishing the entire string making it impossible to tell by inspection which is the intermittent or open heater. An ohmmeter, too, fails miserably because it may be used only when the power is removed and the heater has restored itself, having had a chance to cool and contract.

A positive check for locating intermittent heaters is available to anyone who has a 120-volt neon lamp and a couple of wire leads. Simply connect the lamp across (in parallel with) each pair of heater pins in turn; if a heater is open, the lamp will glow with full intensity; an intermittent heater will be indicated by a flashing of the neon lamp, and a good heater will produce no glow at all.

A standard neon lamp needs about 65 volts to “strike” or start. As long as all the heaters in an a.c.-d.c. set are good, the highest voltage available across any one of them is 50 volts (across the 50L6), which is insufficient to ignite the lamp. But the moment a heater opens, the full line voltage appears across the heater pins; thus the lamp ignites instantly to show the open circuit.

For the standard All-American five tube line-up, the heater pins are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Pin 1</th>
<th>Pin 2</th>
<th>Pin 3</th>
<th>Pin 4</th>
<th>Pin 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12SA7GT</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12SK7GT</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12SQ7GT</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35Z5GT</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50L6GT</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
<td>2 and 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the set consists of miniature tubes, the heater pins for all the tubes are 3 and 4.

The drawings illustrate the bottom view of each of these types of sockets to facilitate locating the heater pins.  H. Pollack

---

**Electronic BARGAINS**

**COMPARE THESE PRICES...**

**COUNT YOUR SAVINGS!**

**RCA SURPLUS TV CAMERAS**

Sensational value at...  $225

With 1846 iconoscope and 6-stage video amplifier and direct viewer. Xmt. training and experimental firm. Send for complete info.

**SIGNAL CORPS PHONES**

Long range, aluminum case with batteries. $14.95

**WESTERN ELECTRIC HANDSET**

For mobile & home phone systems. With F-1 unit & cord. $2.95

**TELESCOPIC ANTENNA**

7-3 section for portable or mobile. 69c ea. 2 for $2.15

**TV TUNERS**


**24 V. TRANSFORMER & RECTIFIER COMB.**

Basic 24 V D.C. power supply consisting of 110 V AC primary, 24 V secondary and Recto-Rectifier. Above rated at 1 amp will operate up to 3 or 4 amps. 85c value. $2.95

**PORTABLE KILOWATT HOUR KIT**

Contains new standard kilowatt meter and duty factor type case with handle. Complete with instructions. A $50 value. $9.95

**DUMONT 300I CATHODE RAY TUBES**

$1.79 – 3 for $5

With Dumont 223A schematic & parts list. Build your own endo & save! New! $9.95

**ARC-4 VHF TRANSCEIVER**

Schematic $24.50

For 2 meter CD or CAP including tubes, dynamotor and minor parts not needed for conversion.

**CERAMIC CONDENSERS**

Kit of 100 31 postpaid. A $8.50 standard with condenser chart. $10 value. New!

**APX-13 makes a complete 420 MC RADIOPHONE**

When converted with our easy-to-follow schematic & instructions. Bases equal to 2 meters. For communications, ranches, farms, etc. With RF sections, conversion hardware and 30 Mc I.P. High lemon tubes, dynamotor and minor parts not needed for conversion.

**BARGAIN CORNER—CHECK THESE!**

**NOVICE BAND CRYSTALS**

$0.95

FT & TCIAX CABLE RG-8/U, 100 ft. Roll complete with PL-259 connectors at each end. Individually boxed and branded FT & T. While they last... $1.95

**500 OHM BRIDGE T PADD...**

$1.25 or 2 for $1.50

**SOUND-POWERED HEAD & CHEEK SET.**

New! $2.95

**POWER TRANSFORMER**

110 V, 60 cy. primary, 150 V, 30 MA secondary. 3.9-1 amp at. PA for grid dip, tele- equip. & bias supplies. 75c ea. or 4 for $3

**ORDER BY MAIL & SAVE!**

1000's of ITEMS NOT LISTED... Write for FREE CATALOG! Please send check or money order (no C.O.D.'s please). All shipments F.O.B. warehouse. Californians add 9.5% sales tax.

Harjo Sales Co.
Dept PED, 4109 Burbank Blvd., Burbank, Calif.
Phone: Victoria 92411—Visit our Retail Showrooms.

This book is intended to bridge the gap between theory and practice in the field of radio control of models—a job which has been neatly handled.

It contains practical information on building and operating radio control equipment, using commercially-built equipment most effectively, and troubleshooting and servicing equipment.

The text is divided into eleven chapters covering transmitters, receivers, relays, batteries, actuators, installation procedures, the plane, how to fly by radio control, operation, and R/C for boats.

The text is written in simple, easy-to-understand language, copiously illustrated with line drawings, schematics, and pictorial diagrams.

"THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL" by ARRL Staff. Published by American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn. 112 pages. Price $.50. Paper bound.

The 32nd edition of this well-known manual is a "must" for all those studying for any of the FCC radio license examinations. The book includes the pertinent FCC regulations, a study guide for the exams, details on renewing and modifying station licenses, provides the dope on the new "mail-examination" regulations, and outlines the best and easiest way of getting amateur radio licenses.

If you are thinking of working for that coveted "ticket"—save yourself a lot of headaches by getting a copy of this book first!

"THE BEGINNER'S RADIO CONTROL MANUAL" by R. S. Haney. Published by Scientific Hobbies Co., P.O. Box 7334, Chicago, Ill. 82 pages. Price $1.15. Paper bound.

This is a basic text for those just starting out in the absorbing field of radio control. You don't have to know a thing about radio—or models—to understand this complete and concise exposé. The author has, considerably, substituted familiar terminology for technical jargon with the result that even if you have never seen the inside of a 5-tube a.c.-d.c. receiver—you can understand this text.

The book includes sections on what constitutes a radio control system; the functions of the transmitter, receiver, and escapement; elements of electricity and radio as applied to radio control; standard symbols and terms the R/C fan is likely to encounter; transmitters; receivers; and actuators. The text material is supplemented by schematics, line drawings, and pictorial diagrams.


This book is an authoritative, graphically presented account of the workings of the burgeoning field of electronics.

In addition to authors Kamen and Dorf, such well-known figures in the industry as W. H. Bohlke of RCA Service Co., Inc., R. W. Peterson of Admiral, and J. R. Poppele of WOR-TV have contributed sections on their specialized fields. These men, who have gained their knowledge and experience directly from their work in radio and television broadcasting, communications, manufacturing, engineering, sales, and servicing, offer expert guidance to those considering a career in TV and/or electronics.

Extensive descriptions of the various jobs available in the industry are included along with details on the job itself, preparation required, and how to go about landing the job you want.


This compact "course" has been prepared for the benefit of those working toward their FCC amateur license exams. The material covers the written examination requirements for the Novice, technician, general, conditional, and advanced classes of licenses.

The book is divided into three sections. The first section contains basic a.c. and d.c. theory; the second section covers vacuum tubes, microphones, and speakers, while the third section covers transmitters, receivers, antennas, and the FCC rules and regulations.

A study guide is included for each section. Self-check questions and the correct answers are provided for those using this book as a home-study course. Sample exams are also carried to give the student an idea of the type of question he will encounter when he tackles the "real" thing. End
A TELEVISION telephone (TV-T) intercom system has been developed by Kay Lab. The equipment at each station resembles a conventional 17" television receiver with a telephone handset beside the screen.

When a TV-T call is made, the caller’s image appears simultaneously on one-half of his screen and on one half of the screen of the called party. When the latter answers, his image is shown on the remaining half of each screen.

Either party can make the entire screen area available to view documents, signatures, blueprints, and other articles.

When the set is not in use as a TV-T intercom, the screen may be used to monitor another industrial television system or to receive subscription television or standard television programs.

As many TV-T intercom stations as desired can be installed in a single system. Picture and sound are carried in both directions between stations over an inexpensive coaxial cable. Intercity connections will be possible through the use of either coaxial cable or microwave link.

The system is designed primarily for industrial applications. With it, executives can conduct conferences and purchasing agents can view stocks at their desks.

TV-T is especially applicable to surveillance. A unit can be installed at each guard post. People entering a plant or institution can be identified over the intercom, without a full-time guard at each post. When watchmen or guards call in, TV-T assures positive identification. In banks, department stores, and other institutions, signature checking, customer identification, personal interviews, etc., can be greatly facilitated.

How the TV-telephone intercom operates. Both parties to a call are visible to each other on one-half of the split television screen.
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Basics of series and parallel circuitry

CIRCUITS which, at first glance, may seem very complex and elaborate can usually be broken down into simple series or parallel connections or combinations of the two. For this reason, it is very important that the student of radio and electronics has a good understanding of the characteristics of series and parallel circuits.

A series circuit is one in which the components are so connected that there is only one path for current flow. An arrangement of this type is shown in Fig. 1A. Here, the three light bulbs are connected in series, and the one path for current flow is shown by the arrow.

In a parallel circuit there are two or more paths for current flow. Fig. 1B shows three light bulbs connected in parallel. As indicated by the arrows, there are three separate paths for current flow.

In the series circuit of Fig. 1A, if one of the light bulbs burns out or is removed from the socket, the other two bulbs cannot light. This is because there is only one pathway for current, and no current can flow if this pathway is broken at any point. In the parallel circuit, the remaining light bulbs will stay lit if one bulb is removed, because there will still be two unbroken pathways for current.

The characteristics of series and parallel circuits are given below:

In the series circuit:
1. The amount of current flow is the same at all points.
2. The sum of the voltage drops across the series components is equal to the applied voltage.

In the parallel circuit:
1. The same amount of voltage exists across each of the parallel components.
2. The total current is equal to the sum of the branch currents.

Note that the current remains the same in the series circuit and that voltage remains the same in the parallel circuit. In other words, if the current through one of the series bulbs of Fig. 1A is 500 ma., the current through each of the other bulbs is also 500 ma. It would be impossible to have, for example, 500 ma. through one of the series bulbs and 400 ma. through another. In the parallel circuit, the voltage across each bulb is 117 volts. Here, it would be impossible to have 117 volts across one bulb and 100 volts across another.

In a series circuit, the voltages add and in a parallel circuit, the currents add. In Fig. 1A, for instance, if the voltage drops across two of the light bulbs are 30 volts and 60 volts, then the voltage drop across the third bulb must be 27 volts. The sum of the three voltage drops is therefore equal to the applied voltage of 117 volts.

In Fig. 1B, if the currents through the three light bulbs are 0.5 ampere, 1 ampere, and 2 amperes; then the total current drawn from the power lines is 3.5 amperes.

Check Your Knowledge

1. Three resistors (5000, 15,000 and 25,000 ohms) are connected in series and placed across a 90 volt battery. The current through the 15,000 ohm resistor is 2 ma. The current through the 5000 ohm resistor is:
   (a) 0.666 ma. (b) 2 ma. (c) 6 ma.
2. The heaters of three tubes are connected in parallel across a 6.3 volt transformer winding as shown in Fig. 1C. The voltage across each heater is:
   (a) 2.1 volts (b) 6.3 volts (c) 18.9 volts.
3. In Fig. 1C, if the currents drawn by the three heaters are 0.3, 0.3 and 0.6 amperes, the current drawn from the 6.3 volt winding is:
   (a) 3 amp. (b) 6 amp. (c) 12 amp.
4. If one of the bulbs shown in Fig. 1B should burn out, the other two bulbs will:
   (a) become brighter (b) become dimmer (c) remain the same.
HEAVY-DUTY TOWERS
USED TO HOLD T.V. ANTENNAS
FLOODLIGHTS, SIGNS, ETC.

10 Foot Section Only $13.95
( Top 10 Foot Same Price)

Includes All Hardware
Made of high tensile .065 gauge 1¼ in. O.D. tubular steel.
Wash primed and vinyl aluminum-coated salt spray resistant.
Self supporting to 50 ft.
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Write for circular. All price F.O.B. You pay delivery charges. All C.O.D. orders must have
25% deposit.
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TERMINOLOGY TIP

A S THE art of electronics progresses, we witness the growth of a string of abbreviations which, like the governmental bureaus whose names are too long to repeat, begin to cause bewilderment and confusion, especially to the novice.

Let us clarify and differentiate between three such terms: a.v.c., a.f.c., and a.g.c.

Probably the oldest term of all is a.v.c. which stands for automatic volume control. It is a process usually associated with radio receivers in which the received signal is made to control its own volume by automatically adjusting the grid bias and the gain of amplifiers in the receiver. A good a.v.c. circuit minimizes fading and maintains approximately the same signal output level for all stations.

Next in chronological line is a.f.c. or automatic frequency control. It made its appearance early in the history of radio in the form of a circuit which corrected slight mis-tuning of a superheterodyne by automatically adjusting the local oscillator frequency to the point where the signal was best. More recently, it has found important application in television where it is used to keep the horizontal oscillator of the television set properly locked-in with the received synchronization pulses in the television signal.

Automatic gain control, a.g.c., is very similar in basic nature to a.v.c. in that an incoming signal is made to control its own output amplitude. The use of the word volume is avoided, however, since it applies particularly to sound or loudness and a.g.c. circuits do not necessarily involve sound. In a television set, the a.g.c. circuit helps to maintain constant contrast between the blacks and whites of the picture. Without an a.g.c. circuit in operation, the picture is flat and lifeless if the received wave is weak and "chalk and charcoal" if the signal is too strong.

TIMING WITH ELECTRONS

A CAPACITOR is an electronic storage device. A battery connected across the terminals of a capacitor will force an electric charge into it until the voltage across the capacitor is the same as the battery potential. But just as it takes a longer time to fill a 5-gallon can when a very thin-bored pipe is used as the water inlet, a capacitor

5. The voltage drop across $R_i$ in Fig. 1D is:

(a) 4 volts; (b) 6 volts; (c) 8 volts.

Answers are given on page 127. A score of 5 correct is excellent, 4 correct is good, and 3 or less correct is poor.

requires a longer period to reach the battery voltage when it is charged through a high resistance.

Two things govern the time required to charge a capacitor fully: (1) the capacitance of the capacitor. Larger capacitances require more time. This is the equivalent of saying that it takes longer to fill a 5-gallon can than a 1-gallon can if the inlet pipe and velocity of water flow are the same for both; (2) the size of the resistance through which the capacitor is charged (see Figs. 1A and 1B).

This slow-charge effect is very useful in all kinds of electronic timers. In most timing circuits, a capacitor and a resistor are connected to the grid of an electron tube in such a way that the grid voltage (bias) is dependent upon the extent to which the capacitor is charged. A slowly charging capacitor, for instance, may slowly raise the bias positively with an accompanying slow increase in plate current which, at some predetermined value, triggers a relay (see Fig. 1C). This is literally timing with electrons.

Circuits in which time-delay arrangements are found are photographic exposure timers, x-ray timers, time-delay circuits in transmitters which do not permit high voltage to be applied until all the tubes are fully warmed up, electronic metronomes, and countless others.

SERIES DROPPING RESISTORS

FILAMENT or heater transformers used with tubes such as those of the 6.3 volt series provide a reliable and not-too-expensive source of heater voltage for any type of electronic device. Yet it seems inevitable that every experimenter, sooner or later, runs into a gadget in which series heaters are used and for which he must calculate a line-dropping resistor. Should this happen to you, don’t let it scare you because the calculations and precautions are simple indeed. Take it in easy steps, this way:

1. Make certain that all the tubes are rated at the same heater current, as given in any tube manual.
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(2) Add up the rated heater voltages of all the tubes to be used. The first digits of the tube nomenclature give the voltage accurately enough. (12SQ7, 12 volts; 50L6, 50 volts; etc.)

(3) Subtract the sum obtained in step (2) from the line voltage. Throughout the country, the average line voltage is 115 volts.

(4) Divide the result obtained in step (3) by the rated current of the tubes. This gives the needed resistance in ohms. In most cases, your answer will be some unrounded number that you would find difficulty in buying. Use a figure which is higher than the computed one just so you reach a value you can purchase, that is, a standard value. The example below will make this clear:

A phono-amplifier is to be constructed using a 70L7 rectifier-beam-power tube and a 12SQ7 voltage amplifier. Using the steps outlined, we have:

(1) Both of these tubes take the same heater current, 0.15 ampere.

(2) Adding the first digits in the tube numbers: 70+12 = 82.

(3) Subtracting: 115 - 82 = 33

(4) 33 divided by 0.15 = 220 ohms

You must also know the power dissipation that will occur in the resistor. This is easily calculated merely by multiplying the answer to step (3) by the heater current, or: 33 x 0.15 = 4.95 watts. To be certain that the resistor will not overheat, most technicians double the computed value in making their purchases. In this case, they would buy a 10 watt resistor. Although some distributors might carry 220-ohm resistors that is not a standard value for 10-watt wirewounds; it is much easier to buy a 250-ohm resistor. This would cut down the heater current somewhat, but the operation of the tubes would be quite satisfactory.

Polarity Changer

Every normal electron tube amplifier is a polarity changer or, more conventionally, a phase inverter. This action is very important in television circuits and, if disregarded, can cause complete loss of synchronization and pictures that look like photographic negatives.

To see how phase inversion occurs, let us imagine that we observe the circuit at the instant when the applied e.m.f. (electromotive force) is going in a negative or minus direction. The control grid is thus swung negatively causing a reduction in plate current through the tube. With this decrease in plate current—current which flows through RL on its way to ground—comes a reduction of the voltage drop
across $R_L$. (Voltage drop in plate load resistor $=$ plate current times resistance of plate load resistor, or $E_L = I_A \times R_L$). If the voltage drop decreases, then there must be a greater positive potential on the plate as compared with its previous value, that is, the plate is going in a more positive direction. Thus, a negative-going grid results in a positive-going plate, an inversion of phase. Exactly the same thing, in the opposite sense, occurs when the positive part of the input cycle appears at the grid. In this case, the positive-going grid causes a rise in plate current, an increase in the voltage drop across $R_L$, and a reduction in plate voltage. Plate voltage which is in the act of dropping is said to be negative-going, so that a positive-going grid has resulted in a negative-going plate — again inversion of phase.

**HILLS OF POTENTIAL**

**HAVE** you ever looked at a simple little diagram like that of Fig. 1 (page 104) and wondered how a certain point, point $B$ for example, could be both positive and negative at the same time? This baffles lots of people, so cheer up. Here is an analogy which should help you overcome all difficulties usually encountered in puzzling out circuits in which there are voltage drops and which, incidentally, shows why a given point may be both positive and negative at the same time.

Imagine a peculiarly formed hill as shown in Fig. 2 whose peak rises 30 feet above the ground. Ten feet below the peak is a plateau ($B$), then a sharp decline into a 10 foot hole. The average person would describe the formation as one in which $A$ is 30 feet above ground, $B$ is 20 feet above ground, and $C$ is 10 feet below ground. He would also accept without question an alternative description which goes like this: assigning the designation zero to the ground level, calling all points above ground plus and all points below ground minus, then $A$ is $+30$ feet, $B$ $+20$ feet, and $C$ $-10$ feet. Carrying the same idea just a bit farther, let us designate any point which is above an
other as plus with reference to the other point, and likewise, any point which is below another as minus with reference to the other point.

For instance, point B is minus with respect to point A by 10 feet. But point B is plus 20 feet with respect to ground so this point seems to be both plus and minus at the same time. As a matter of fact, as long as we have gone this far, carry this same thinking to the labels we could apply to ground level: ground is arbitrarily zero, but it is plus with respect to point C since it is higher up, and it is minus with respect to point B. Thus, ground could be tagged with three different labels!

Referring again to the resistors in Fig. 1, the electrons flow clockwise in this circuit and voltage drops occur across both resistors. Since the end into which electrons go is always more negative than the end from which they emerge, the left side of R₁ is more negative than the right side; but now the electrons move into R₂, causing its left end to become more negative than the right. Hence, point B is plus with respect to point C but minus with respect to point A, just as it was in the "hill of potential" analogy just discussed. END

---

**HOW SMART ARE YOU?**

The following quiz is designed to test your knowledge. Each correct answer is worth 10 points. A score of 60 or less—poor, 70—fair, 80—good, 90—very good, 100—excellent. (Answers on page 127)

1. If two equal capacitors are connected in series, the total capacity will be:
   a. greater than the value of each capacitor
   b. less than the value of each capacitor
   c. the same as the value of each capacitor
   d. the vector sum of the values of the two capacitors

2. Which of the following types of capacitors may be damaged if connected with reversed polarity?
   a. mica; b. paper;
   c. oil; d. electrolytic

3. A 25 µfd. capacitor is to be used as a cathode bypass in a receiver. In which of the following stages is it most likely to be used?
   a. r.f. amplifier
   b. local oscillator
   c. i.f. amplifier
   d. a.f. amplifier

4. If two capacitors rated at 400 volts each are connected in parallel, the voltage rating of the combination will be:
   a. 200; b. 400; c. 800

5. In a capacitive circuit:
   a. current leads voltage
   b. current lags voltage
   c. current and voltage are in-phase

6. When the amount of capacity in a resonant (tank) circuit is increased, the frequency of resonance will:
   a. increase
   b. decrease
   c. remain the same

7. If a .1 µfd. capacitor and a .05 µfd. capacitor are connected in series across an a.c. source:
   a. a greater voltage will appear across the larger capacitor
   b. a greater voltage will appear across the smaller capacitor
   c. equal voltages will appear across the two capacitors

8. If a 500,000 ohm resistor is connected in series with a .1 µfd. capacitor, the time constant will be:
   a. 50,000 seconds
   b. 5 seconds
   c. .05 second

9. The color code of a 270 µfd. capacitor is:
   a. red-violet-black
   b. red-violet-brown
   c. red-blue-brown
   d. orange-violet-brown

10. The circuit shown below is:
    a. low-pass filter
    b. high-pass filter
    c. bandpass filter

---
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weight). Long, heavy push rod systems are bad in a dive or climb because the dead weight of the rod is added to the load the escapement must move. Powerful servos are preferred on such machines.

4. Rudder, Elevator, and Motor: When a compound actuator is used, many builders install both engine and elevator controls, although both may not be used on the same flight. A throw-over switch selects between them. However, an additional yoke or linkage may be attached to the elevator actuator drive pin. This linkage moves mechanically and directly, the air bleed device, butterfly throttle, etc., and permits use of all three controls on one flight with a compound. The motor linkage functions, say, after down elevator and the motor will not be changed until the elevator actuator is used again. As long as the pilot remains on rudder, not working the elevator actuator, he can maintain the last throttle setting.

Now, in addition to such systems, the enterprising modeler with a smattering of electronics can work up some terrific arrangements on pulse. If, for instance, he uses a pulse length deal to work rudder, he can, by changing the pulse rate, operate other controls as well. But, at this writing, there is only one pulse length, pulse rate item at larger hobby shops—it is imported and in limited supply. (Numerous pulse length items exist for rudder only.) The receiver is any single channel set; the actuator, in this case, reacts to a pulse rate change.

Multi-channel Units

Several makes of modulated tone receivers and transmitters are on the market. The Babcock three-channel receiver operates various controls by means of filtered tones. It does not require the familiar reed bank, usually associated with tone receivers. In the reed bank, reeds of various lengths vibrate in resonance to their particular frequency, closing a relay to work their particular control. In the Babcock, one channel is connected to a compound escapement, giving left, right rudder, and engine as the second control. The remaining two channels provide up and down elevator respectively, via a special servo which allows the pilot to position the elevator with any degree of down and up he requires.

E. L. Rockwood, who pioneered commercial tone receivers in the model plane field, uses three channels to obtain left,
right rudder with one servo, and engine speed with another. His five-channel receiver operates elevators, up and down, by a third servo. Schmidt's "Channel-master" does the same job. E. D., of England, lately has marketed a six-channel receiver using reeds.

With separate channels devoted to left and right rudder, quick, repeated movements of the control stick to the same side, produce a kind of proportionate control, the plane banking smoothly as desired. All these receivers are operated by a ground control unit, with a stick that moves left or right, front or back. However, controls are not simultaneous. The man who really knows radio can dream up some fascinating multi-channel arrangements by various methods, ten or more channels not being unheard of!

So much for the popular systems. What about the actuators that provide the muscle to move the controls?

Most commonly used is the self-neutralizing escapement (SN). An escapement is an electromechanical device, weighing as little as ½ ounce. When energized, the magnet pulls in an armature which frees a revolving arm or claw to move to the next position. Power for the revolving arm is a twisted loop of model airplane rubber. When the arm moves, the rudder is displaced to a full left or right position, where it remains until the escapement is de-energized. Thus, when the pilot cuts off the signal, the SN returns to neutral.

Since there is a sequence of left rudder following right, or vice versa, the pilot must pass through the unwanted position if he means to continue to turn in the same direction. Thus, if he had right rudder and wanted it again, he would send two quick signals. If he wanted opposite rudder, he would send one signal.

There also is a four-arm escapement which goes to the half control position on signal, then to the full control position when de-energized, where it remains until further signalizing returns it to neutral and on to left rudder. Fliers who use it (it has no battery drain when in the full control position) unusually depend on a "beep box" or some other special control stick which causes the transmitter to send out the proper number of signals as the stick is moved from side to side. "Beep boxes," either electronic or involving a revolving motor-driven drum, are sometimes used with other escapements as well, including the second control.

The compound escapement eliminates the sequence. It is designed to give, say, right rudder on one impulse; left rudder, on two; and the second control, on three.

Thus, if the pilot punches out two signals, the plane will always turn left. When the craft is in the distance and hard to see, the flier can be positive about which way it turned. There is no sequence to forget and it is unimportant which way the plane turned the last time.

Multiple escapements are seeing wider use. These escapements may utilize two revolving arms, two pawls, and two or three loops of rubber. Moving both rudder and elevator, sometimes motor controls as well, they involve a complicated sequence in which elevator positions follow rudder positions, and vice versa. A ground control box with a movable stick determines the proper number of signals put out by the transmitter to obtain the desired control.

The fact that escapements are "all or nothing" devices, moving controls their full travel, has led to the development of the magnetic actuator, which gives true proportionate rudder for proper turning, and without sequence. This actuator consists of a pivoted magnet, free to revolve in two directions within limit stops. This actuator "slaves" to the relay armature in the receiver. Movement of the armature between two contacts, keeps reversing the polarity of current to the actuator. When the relay drops out, say, the actuator swings against the stop in one direction and the rudder goes to full left. When the relay is pulled in, the actuator swings against the other stop and full right rudder is had. If the relay is pulsed rapidly, the actuator and the rudder swing back and forth so rapidly that the rudder does not change the flight path of the plane. Now, if the ground control unit (variation of a "beep box") changes the length of the pulses, the relay tends to stay pulled in, or dropped out, the greater portion of the time. The rudder likewise tends to stay on one side more than the other, and a turn results. Unless some added safety feature is incorporated this system will spin in the plane if it flies out of range or if there is a transmitter failure—but a spin-in is better than a lost plane.

Two sets of actuator batteries are required, the relay armature movement alternating between them. However, some actuators (Adams) have two coils with a common ground, and the relay armature then directs current first to one coil, then the other. This makes possible a single set of batteries.

There are two classifications of servos. In their simplest form, they can be substituted for escapements, performing the same job, but more slowly and with superior power. Other servos intended for trimming elevators on multi-channel jobs...
or for obtaining progressive engine settings are somewhat more elaborate—one utilizes an electric motor drive and a slipping clutch in lieu of limit switches. All escapements and servos operate on 1 1/2 to 4 1/2 volts, depending on manufacturers' directions. Reliable operation is obtained on penlight batteries.

To relate these systems to plane size, the popular, practical sizes seem to run from approximately three- to six-feet wing span. There's the midget model powered by .049 cu. in. displacement engines; the four- to 4 1/4-foot size, powered by .074's to .15's; and the five- to six-foot size, powered by .19's to .35's, depending on gross weight and air drag.

Multi-channel installations require the five- to six-foot plane, although lighter units may be crammed into the 4 1/4 footer, servos and all. Single-escapement, rudder-only ships may be any size. Multiple escapement designs fall into the middle and top categories.

If you are limited to single-channel, rudder-only, plane size is a matter of taste and pocketbook. Otherwise, why not choose a plane kit which, with later modifications and additions, will accommodate added controls?

**END**

**DRAPERY ROD AS AN ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT**

**A METAL** drapery rod can be cut down to desired lengths to form an adjustable support for a variety of items on the work bench.

Photo at left shows two 10-inch lengths which have been drilled at 2-inch intervals to permit a nail or like object to be inserted when rods are telescoped.

The assembly may be extended 16 inches or more. Photo at right shows rod holding a radio chassis for repair work.
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Carl & Jerry

(Continued from page 63)

you see in there is one particularly suited for this job and is called a thyratron."

“What the heck’s a thyratron? Sounds like a glandular disease.”

“Well, it’s not. A thyratron is sometimes called a relay tube because its action is very much like that of a relay. As long as the negative potential on the grid of such a tube remains above a certain critical value, no current at all flows through the plate circuit of the tube; but when the negative grid voltage is lowered to that critical value, the plate current suddenly rises from zero to a comparatively high value. If we adjust the grid voltage of a thyratron very close to the critical value and then arrange for the current through our photoelectric cell to influence this grid potential, very slight changes in illumination of the cell can produce rapid and positive operation of a relay in the plate circuit of the thyratron tube. Photoelectric cells and thyratrons go together like hot dogs and rootbeer.”

“There are any other kinds of photoelectric cells besides the vacuum and gas types?”

“Sure thing. Both of these are what are known as ‘emissive’ types. In addition we have the ‘conductive’ type of cell. This cell has two electrodes connected by a material that exhibits a change in resistance in accordance with the light falling on it. A typical cell will display 30 megohms of resistance in the dark and only one megohm in bright sunlight. Such a cell behaves much the same as the emissive type with this exception: it displays no polarity and is less subject to damage by high voltages. Conductive cells may or may not be mounted in a vacuum, for low pressure is not necessary for their proper action.”

“What kind of a cell is in the light meter my dad uses in taking pictures?”

“That’s still another type called the ‘generative’ cell. In many ways, particularly at this time, it is the most interesting of the lot. Several materials, including polonium, when spread in a thin film connected together so that the meter reading indicates the footcandles of light falling on the cell window.”

“Why do you say these cells are the most interesting ‘particularly at this time’?”

“For one thing these cells convert light energy directly into electrical energy without first going through some other form, such as heat. That has tremendous and exciting significance. Every single day the sun bathes the earth in more than 1,000,000,000,000,000 kilowatt hours of energy. This daily gift of radiated energy is equal to all that is contained in the world’s reserves of coal, oil, natural gas, and uranium. The sad part of it is, though, that practically all of this energy goes to waste, at least as far as man’s attempt to harness it is concerned. Your dad’s photoelectric exposure meter represents about the best we have been able to do in converting light into electricity until very recently, and it has an efficiency of only about one per-cent.

“Just a few months ago, however, the Bell Laboratories that invented the transistor, came up with a new solar energy converter that is six times as efficient as the light meter. Each cell in this converter is made up of a wafer of two types of specially treated silicon—the main ingredient of common sand. One of these silicon cells in full sunlight will produce about a half a volt with no load. When the load is adjusted to take maximum power, the voltage falls to about one-third of a volt and stays close to that figure over a wide range of illumination. A short-circuited cell in bright sunlight will deliver about one-eighth of an ampere for each square inch of active surface or about one-tenth ampere at a load causing a one-third volt output. Groups of cells can be connected in parallel for additional current or in series for additional voltage. As long as this ‘solar’ battery is working into a high impedance load, good voltage output is had with much less than full illumination. On quite cloudy days the silicon cell will produce usable output with the radiation that comes from the sky.”

“How much power have they managed to get out of thing?”

“Silicon solar batteries have been used to power transistorized radios and transmitters and to operate a toy ferris wheel. Telephone engineers are already thinking about using them to run low-power mobile equipment or as battery chargers for amplifiers in rural telephone systems. At present it takes a ten-cell battery to produce a quarter of a watt, and Bell engineers estimate you would need about twenty-
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five square feet of silicon wafer to keep a hundred-watt lamp burning and about a quarter of an acre of the stuff to power a small home.

"Keep in mind, though, that we have just got a toe-hold in this field, and improved efficiencies are bound to appear. In fact the Wright Air Development Center of the Air Research and Development Command has already announced a new solar generator using cadmium sulphide instead of silicon, and it has been estimated that a thin crystal slab of this material with an area of only sixty square feet could be built into the roof of a house and would supply all its electrical requirements."

Carl stood up and stretched until his joints cracked. "That's the way it goes," he mourned. "No longer will I be able to draw a simple pleasure from watching the electric eye door at the super market swing open at my approach. Now I'll be thinking about thyratrons, electrons, silicon cells, and cadmium sulphide. Worse yet, when I'm trying to get a sun tan, I'll be feeling guilty about all that solar energy I'm squandering!"
TIGHTENING MASK BAND

Many TV receivers use a band, of the type shown, to clamp the safety mask in place.

When adjusting the clamping screws, make the connection snug, to prevent as much dust from entering as possible, but do not use excessive tightening force as strain might be placed on the picture tube.

STRANDED WIRE EYE-SPlice

The usual radio antenna today is a job that would make old-time wire benders shudder. Modern practice, in the absence of a trick fastener (which for some reason is usually absent) is just to wrap the wires together, whether stranded or solid, making a relatively insecure joint, as well as a hazard to the hands and clothing of anyone unfortunate enough to get caught on the barbed ends.

Here is a simple, strong, and safe way to make stranded wire splices. Form the eye through the insulator (or eye-bolt and thimble) leaving an end a few inches long. Unravel one of the strands back to the eye, then wrap it tightly around both parts. With pliers, tuck the end between the two parts, then peel back the next strand to this point. Taking up where the first strand ended, wrap this one tightly and end it in the same way. The core wire should be last. Twist its last few turns tightly in place with the pliers.

The resulting eye-splice will hold any strain the wire can stand and will make the antenna look as if it were put together by a professional...

Elbert Robberson

EXPERIMENTAL SHIELDS

Temporary interstage shields for experimental circuits may be easily cut from household aluminum foil. The "heavy duty" or "freezer wrap" type foil should be used, as this is usually heavy enough to hold its shape.

Tear off a piece of the foil large enough for the shields needed and smooth the foil against a flat surface. A small piece of doweling rod makes a handy smoothing tool.

Using a pair of household shears, cut out the shields needed. Where bends in the shields are necessary, these may be made by hand. However, for a really "professional" looking job, the bends should be made by forming the foil over small blocks of wood.

When using the shields in a circuit, make sure that a good electrical connection is made to ground. A wire may be connected to the foil by first soldering the wire to a paper clip, then attaching the paper clip to the foil.

RACK FOR HOOK-UP WIRE

Here's a handsome rack which takes only a few minutes to build and which will keep your spools of hook-up wire in apple-pie order.

Take a fruit cake pan (salvage from the kitchen or pick up a new one at the grocery
or hardware store) and drill two holes in the back for screws. Punch a ¾" hole in each end. Drill a series of ¼" holes close to one edge, spaced the width of your wire spools.

Finally, assemble the rack as shown in the photograph, using a piece of ½" tubing (or a ¾" wooden dowel rod). Feed the ends of the wire through the small holes along the edge.

If you have a really large lab, you'll probably want three racks, one for solid wire, one for stranded, and one for magnet and coil wire.

**REPLACING SUPPORT CORDS**

Before disconnecting guide cords or wires used to dress various TV wires in a certain manner, it is a good idea to make a sketch or good mental note of the original arrangement.

Then when a rack is replaced or other adjustments made you will be able to replace the guide cord as found.

The manufacturer had a reason for holding certain leads in a desired position, so why invite trouble?

Any handling of wires as shown should be done with the line plug disconnected from the wall outlet and preferably after the receiver has been so disconnected for some time.

**TERMINATING CABLES**

A properly terminated shielded cable should have no loose or frayed braid showing. Several methods are used by
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"old timers," one of which is shown in the diagram.

First (A) strip the end of the cable, removing a portion of the outer insulation, part of the shielding braid, and part of the inner insulation, thus exposing the inner conductor.

Next (B) spread a thin layer of soldering paste or liquid over the exposed shield and wrap the braid with a piece of tinned bus bar. Use 18 or 16 gauge bus bar for medium-sized cables and 14 gauge for larger cables.

Finally (C), using a hot soldering iron and good grade of solder, flow molten solder around wrapped braid and bus bar. The solder should flow under the bus bar and between the turns of the wrapping, bonding the braid to the bar as well as connecting the individual turns of the bus together.

**SHOCK MOUNTS FOR SOCKETS**

**TROUBLES** due to microphonic tubes may be minimized by shock-mounting tube sockets in critical circuits. Octal sockets can be shock-mounted as shown in this photograph. Punch the socket hole at least 3/16" larger than normal and drill the two mounting holes large enough to take small rubber grommets. Finally, mount the tube socket using rubber grommets, flat washers (small cup washers are preferred, if available) and long machine screws.

Miniature tube sockets can be shock-mounted in a similar fashion. First mount them normally on small metal plates, then...
shock-mount the plates on the main chassis, using rubber grommets and washers.

**HOOKUP WIRE SPOOLS**

You'll find it easier to keep hookup wire neat and usable if it is wound on small metal spools. If you don't have regular wire spools on hand, there are lots of substitutes—use empty adhesive tape spools or old typewriter ribbon spools.

Try to keep the wire even and straight as you wind it on the spool. It will re-wind easier if you do. Kinks can develop into knots!

**WORKING ON FINISHED PANELS**

Whenever you have to do additional machine work on a finished panel—painted, and with decals or nameplates in place—be sure to protect its surface. If you need to clamp the panel in a vise, use pieces of cardboard on either side of the panel, as shown in the photo. (Some technicians use small wooden blocks covered with several layers of soft cloth instead of cardboard.)

If you lay the panel flat on the top of the workbench, first brush off any stray scraps of metal and filings, then use at least two layers of soft cloth as a cushion.

**OUTLET BOX USE**

Panel-type indicating voltmeters are often available at low cost. One method of mounting such an instrument for portable use is to install the meter in a metal outlet box, such as used in electrical wiring.

The outlet box shown is a three inch one. Mounting lugs may be arranged on the front to secure the meter to the box and any bare terminals on the back of the meter should be well taped. Test leads or wires are brought out through the back of the box.

**LOW COST "SPAGHETTI"**

Keep those short lengths of hookup wire you have left over after a wiring or disassembly job. If you strip the insulation from them, you'll find it's just the right size to use as insulating spaghetti tubing on resistor, capacitor, and small coil leads. In addition to saving wire scraps, save the short pieces of insulation removed during an original wiring job. In this way it is often unnecessary to use a single piece of fresh spaghetti tubing in a whole project.

"ZIP-CORD" HINT

Some types of POSJ line cord will continue to separate once a small portion has been split. This trouble may be avoided...
by wrapping a few turns of tape around the cord, as shown in the photograph. Plastic base electrical tape is less bulky, but ordinary friction tape will also do the job.

**CHECKING TUBE FILAMENTS**

*When* any one tube filament burns out in a string of tubes which are in series in a radio or TV receiver, an ohmmeter simplifies the work of locating the defective tube.

After placing the ohmmeter on a high scale so there is no danger of damaging a good tube filament, it is only a matter of connecting the meter across the filament prongs of the various tubes in the series string.

Zero readings of the meter indicate that the tubes are good while no indication or movement of the meter pointer is a sign that you have spotted a tube with its filament open.

**SOCKET ADAPTERS HANDY**

*Tube* socket adapters for miniature and other tubes are available in some makes. The adapter is plugged in, in place of the tube, with the tube then being placed in the adapter.

Terminals near the top of the adapter permit the attachment, temporarily, of thin terminals on leads from the voltmeter.

Many radios use miniature tubes and considerable time may be saved in checking voltages without removing the chassis.

**RUBBER CEMENT—A TIME SAVER**

*Probably* you'll never find rubber cement on sale in your radio supply store since it is a product used by artists and editors more frequently than by service technicians and radio hobbyists. Despite this, you'll find it mighty useful around your radio lab or electronics workshop.

You can use it to attach a screw to a screwdriver blade or to hold a nut in a "Spintite" when reaching those hard-to-get-at places. You can also use it to fasten temporary labels on jars, parts bins, and chassis. You can also use it to attach a piece of paper to a chassis when you are making up a drilling layout before processing the chassis.

Once the job is finished, the rubber cement can be removed simply by rubbing it gently with your finger. It will leave a clean, dry surface which can be painted, sprayed, or otherwise processed without difficulty.

**USE BATTERY CLIPS**

*When* you discard dry batteries which have clips of the type illustrated, it is worth while to salvage such clips for experimental or the test attachment of wires.

By drilling the flat end of the clip it may be mounted with wood or machine screws.

An output transformer is quickly substituted for checking purposes when mounted on a wood base and its leads terminated in the battery clips.

**EAR SYRINGE USE**

*Chances* are you have one of those rubber bulb ear syringes in your medicine cabinet. You'll find it worthwhile to get another to keep in your electronics workshop.

Use it as a miniature blower. You can blow dust and metal filings out of hard to reach corners, and it's especially valuable for blowing out the dust that accumulates between variable capacitor plates.
Neon Glow Lamp
(Continued from page 91)

and capacitance values can be utilized in this circuit. The values shown in the diagram give a saw-tooth wave with a period of about ½ second with 135 volts applied. An increase of either the resistance, the capacitance, or both will lower the frequency and make the lamp flash more slowly. When very low frequencies are chosen, each discharge cycle can be observed by a flashing of the lamp. A high resistance d.c. voltmeter across the capacitor will follow the voltage variations and give a graphic illustration of the operation without the necessity for an oscilloscope to observe the presentation.

A slight variation of the same circuit will produce a series of positive pulses. A small resistor is placed in series with the lamp. Since current will flow through the lamp only when it is conducting, the voltage measured across this resistor will be zero except during the discharge period when a positive voltage will appear. When the lamp stops conducting, this voltage will again drop to zero. Thus, the same circuit can produce a saw-tooth wave across the capacitor and at the same time, a string of pulses of the same frequency across the auxiliary resistor.

Circuit Variations
Many amusing and educational experiments can be performed using the general principles of the relaxation oscillator circuit just discussed. By using more than one lamp and changing the values of the resistors and capacitors, lighting circuits with many flashing characteristics can be designed. Just a few are shown in Fig. 2. A very interesting circuit is shown in Fig. 2A. With two lamps connected as shown, they will alternately flash in a very mysterious way. If the resistors are equal, each lamp will remain on the same length of time, and the frequency with which they alternate can be changed by altering the component values. If two different values of resistance are used, the lamp connected to the voltage source through the smaller resistance will glow longer than the other.

The circuits of Figs. 2B and 2C are outgrowths of the one just described. They each use three lamps and the only difference between them is the addition of another capacitor. This will, however, change the flashing sequence from a left-to-right, right-to-left order, into a ring sequence in which the lamps follow a fixed succession. If the symmetry is changed by altering some of the values, certain lamps may flash at higher rates than others, but the particular sequence followed is ordered,

NEW STOCK OF FIRST QUALITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIAL! ...</th>
<th>UNTIL DEC. 1st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>PRICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B3G7</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B3G7T</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6G7</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6G7T</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6L5</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6L5G</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6U5</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6U5G</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X5</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X5G</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X5GT</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X5T</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X7</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X7T</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X8</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X8T</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X9</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6X9T</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B6XG</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL BONUS OF RADIO & TV PARTS

3 lb. of parts in every order—a $15.00 worth at retail for only $10.00.

GIFT OFFER! One 6Q6GT tube will be shipped FREE with any order accompanying this ad.

TELTRON TUBES
Guaranteed! Lowest Prices Ever!

All tubes individually boxed . . . unconditionally guaranteed for one year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A1GT</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A1GT</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A5G5</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A5G5T</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6G5</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6G5T</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6H4GT</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6H4GT</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6K5G</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6K5GT</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6K5T</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L4</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L4G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L4GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L4T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L5</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L5G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L5GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L5T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L6</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L6G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L6GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L6T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L7</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L7G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L7GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L7T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L8</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L8G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L8GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L8T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L9</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L9G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L9GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6L9T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6M5</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6M5G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6M5GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6M5T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6P5</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6P5G</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6P5GT</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6P5T</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q5</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q5G</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q5GT</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q5T</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q6</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q6G</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q6GT</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q6T</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q7</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q7G</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q7GT</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A6Q7T</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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not random. With this as a starting point, additional effects are limited only by one's ingenuity and patience. The circuits can be used for many purposes wherever novel lighting is desired, as on miniature railroads and models. By using large resistors, the current drawn from the source can be kept small and long periods of operation are possible without seriously draining the battery.

Another effect that can be observed in many of these circuits is their sensitivity to light. The rapidity with which one of these gases ionizes is dependent upon the number of already ionized particles present when the voltage is applied. If more are present, less voltage is necessary to start the cumulative generation of ions as previously described. The energy in a strong source of light is capable of supplying many of these already ionized particles and the gas is thus more readily ionized with the application of voltage. The flashing rate of these circuits may be altered slightly by changing their environment from a very dark to a brightly illuminated one.

One caution should be mentioned at this point. If the source of voltage is capable of delivering more current than the neon bulb is rated to carry, a protective resistor should be placed in series with the bulb. As there are many types of neon glow lamps available, the value of this protective resistor should be noted as given by the manufacturer's data or catalogue. Bulbs with screw-type bases usually have a protective resistor built into the base, but other types require this resistor to be supplied externally.

**Voltage Regulators**

The property of maintaining a constant voltage over a wide range of currents makes the glow lamp ideally suited as a voltage regulator. When placed across a load of varying size, the current through the voltage regulator tube will vary so that the voltage across the combination remains constant.

The glow lamp previously discussed will operate in this fashion and can be used satisfactorily, although it is surpassed by tubes designed especially for this purpose using neon, or some other gas with similar properties. Unlike the usual neon glow lamp, the two electrodes of a voltage regulator tube are of different sizes and conduction is intended in one direction only. A large cathode is necessary to enable the tube to handle a large range of currents while maintaining its regulatory features. Ordinary neon glow lamps usually have both electrodes of the same size and can be used on either polarity. They will fire on each half cycle if an a.c. voltage is impressed upon them. In this case, each electrode alternately acts as the cathode when the polarity of the voltage changes.

The basic circuit for a voltage regulator is shown in Fig. 3A. It is designed to maintain a constant output voltage of 105 volts when the load current varies from 0-25 milliamperes. With the dropping resistor shown (1500 ohms), there is a voltage drop of 45 volts across it and a current of 30 milliamperes flowing through it. If the load resistance is as low as 4200 ohms (which would draw 25 ma. from a 105 volt source) then the additional 5 ma. would flow through the voltage regulator, or VR tube. If the load resistance is removed, so that no load current can flow, then the entire 30 milliamperes will pass through the VR tube and the output voltage will still remain at 105 volts. If a load resistance were used that demanded 50 ma., for instance, then the drop across the 1500 ohm resistor would exceed 45 volts and the output voltage would be forced below the extinction potential. The VR tube would de-ionize and voltage regulation would be lost. Values of minimum and maximum currents for this type of gas tube are given in appropriate tube manuals. The graph of Fig. 3B illustrates the current-voltage relationship existing in a normal VR tube and it should be operated on the nearly vertical straight portion of the curve.

In addition to the applications already described, many purposes are served by the neon lamp and other gas tubes using the same principles. Lighting applications are well known and range from small pilot and indicator lamps to the large signs lighting our highways and business places. Neon bulbs are in widespread use as blown-fuse indicators and as protective devices where an abnormal voltage surge causes ionization and thus protects other equipment from power surges by providing a bypass. Still other gas tubes utilize an arc rather than a glow discharge. If the current is not limited by a resistor in a glow lamp, an arc may ensue and usually results in the destruction of the electrodes. This occurs when the cathode becomes heated from the excess current and begins to emit electrons. These electrons add further to the increase in current and the process becomes destructive. Some tube types, however, are built to withstand this effect and they can thus handle many times more current than the simple glow lamp.

Another common type of gas tube uses a hot cathode. Just as in many high vacuum tubes, the cathode is heated by a filament. This causes electrons to be emitted and
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With this revised schedule—2100-2300, 6.160; 2315-1015, 11.750 (actually 11.760); 1050-1500, 6.160. Malaya—British Far Eastern Broadcasting Service, 1.820, Singapore, has BBC news relay at 1300. Norway—Radio Norway, 9.610, is good level to Eastern North America 0100-0200 (Mon. has “Norway This Week” in English 0200-0220—remember, that would be Sun. 2100-2120 EST); to Western North America, same channel, 0400-0500 (“Norway This Week” on Mon. 0500-0520—that would be Sun. 2100-2120 PST).


Thailand—Worth many attempts—and possible to log in many areas—is HSJ, 11.670. Radio Bangkok, around 1000-1200, should have English news around 1015. Turkey—TAU, 15.160 (if not found there, try TAS 7.880, used in winter), has English for Western Europe 2100-2145 closedown. Yugoslavia—Radio Belgrade, 6.100, has English news 2245-2300. ** *

For Experienced DX-ers (Several new stations, mostly low-powered, have taken to the short-waves lately. Veteran SWL's can have fun in “fishing” for some of these.)

British Borneo—Radio Sarawak, 4.870, is a newcomer, 5 kw., with English 1030-1130 and 1300-1340A when closes with “God Save the Queen.” Heard in Calif. QRA (address) is Radio Sarawak, Kuching, Sarawak, Btr. Borneo. Verified for New Zealanders via airmail. Sarawak is a region of highlands broken up by wide

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
valleys and plateaus, about 50,000 square miles in area with a population of about 550,000. In 1841 the sultan of Brunei ceded the area to James Brooke, an Englishman, who became rajah of the independent state. As a British protectorate (1888-1946) Sarawak was ruled by the Brooke family; it became a colony in 1946.


Fiji Islands—VRH4, 3.890, 500 watts, is scheduled Sat. to Sun. 2000-1000; weekdays 1830-2200, 0000-0200, 0400-1030 (Sat. to 1100); is now operated by Fijian Broadcasting Commission from new studios at Broadcasting House, Suva. Gilbert Islands—New is Radio Tarawa, 6.050, on the air Sun. only 0200-0230 in Gilbertese, but transmissions will be extended later; power is unknown. Hong-Kong—ZBW3, 9.525, has BBC news relay 1100. South Korea—Try 6.895 for Armed Forces Korean Network, Seoul, around 1030; you may hear calls of "Radio Vagabond" or "Radio Troubadour," from medium-wave outlets relayed; English news 1200. Tahiti—West Coasters may pick up Radio Tahiti, 7.025, Papeete, in French around 0500-0600.

Next month I'll discuss identification of short-wave signals, short-wave antennas, and frequency and wavelength. And I'll have more tips for you. In the interim, good listening, fellows, as you "tune the world."

(Continued next month)

"We've got TV, phonograph, live radios—and he's building a crystal set!"
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Choosing Your TV Antenna

(Continued from page 22)

to a very sensitive receiver in a strong-signal area, but if there are two stations in opposite directions, the picture on the receiver will show interference. This appears as a cross-hatched, diagonal, or wavy pattern on the screen.

This brings us to directivity. TV signals, unlike radio-broadcast ones, are not bent back to the earth by the ionized layer surrounding the earth, nor do they bend around the earth to any appreciable extent. As a rule of thumb, if the receiving antenna can "see" the transmitting antenna, there will be dependable reception; otherwise, chances are that any reception obtained will be undependable and full of snow. To "see" the transmitting antenna, the receiving antenna must be pointed directly at it.

This is all very well if there is only one station. However, if there is more than one station and they are not in the same exact direction from the receiver, where do you point the antenna?

To solve this problem to some extent, antennas that are broadly directional have been designed. This means they will receive signals satisfactorily from a broad area facing the antenna. Such antennas are the conical and "V" types, for example.

In the case of interference, as mentioned previously, a directional antenna is required because we want an antenna which will receive from one general direction only. A reflector, nothing more than a rod slightly longer than the active arms of the antenna, is positioned immediately behind the antenna to give it greater directivity. Even more directivity is obtained by the use of directors. These are rods slightly shorter than the arms of the antenna positioned immediately in front of the antenna.

A concept that was passed over lightly in the previous discussion is that of bandwidth. It was mentioned, in connection with the dipole, that the antenna arms are cut to the wavelength of the received signal. Eme, if all we get is one station. What do we do if we want more than one station? Channels equally well. Unfortunately, we can't. These antennas will receive the stations for which they are cut well, and all others in their band not as well. There are, however, antennas that are so designed that they will receive a number of stations equally well. These are termed "broadband" antennas. Some of these are designed to receive the entire v.h.f. band.

This covers local areas pretty well. What about intermediate and fringe areas? Well, to begin with, the average signal strength in an intermediate area is about 2000 µm/µ. In terms of distance from the transmitting antenna, the intermediate area may extend to about 40 miles. If the area is relatively flat, it will extend to perhaps 60 miles or more. What are the special antenna problems of these areas?

First, by the time the signal has gotten out this far, it has been bounced around and absorbed by the air and all types of obstructions. This means that the signal is weaker and is not coming from one single direction. Also, two or three stations which are widely separated for a local area receiver may appear to be in the same general direction to an intermediate area set.

Wide directivity for an intermediate-area antenna is not too important, therefore, but an antenna should have more gain and about the same bandwidth as the local-area antenna. To obtain more gain, we use an antenna with more active arms or elements. This is done by making the antenna more complicated, or by combining two or more antennas—one above the other. The latter technique is called "stacking."

Typical antennas for intermediate areas are the 2-bay (stacked) conical or "V," the wideband 5-element yagi, and the stacked inline types.

Of course, as fate would have it, the more gain an antenna has, the narrower its bandwidth. The conical antenna, for example, will accommodate more channels than will the yagi which has more gain. Therefore, in an intermediate area, where we want to get reception from two or more channels which are widely separated in the TV band (as are 2 and 10, for example), two or more antennas will be required.

There are wideband antennas for the intermediate area. Whether they are usable or not in your particular locality depends upon the signal available and the directions from which the individual stations broadcast. Sometimes a single antenna can be used with an electric rotator, a multiple-contact switch, or a system of couplers. The best device for any particular installation depends on the signal available and the amount of money you want to spend.

Now we come to the most difficult area of all—the fringe area. Here you really
have problems! You are at least 40 to 60 miles away from the transmitting antenna, and chances are that there are lots of hills between you and the station. Also, every time you try to get a program, some station in the opposite direction will come riding in as if you were its long-lost cousin.

What can you expect? Your signal strength is seldom more than 500 µW/m. Your greatest trouble is lack of signal strength, so the principal antenna requirement is high gain. Since the greatest gain goes hand-in-hand with sharpest directivity and narrowest bandwidth, fringe-area antennas are more often than not pointed directly at a single station for which they are cut. If you are going to try for more than one station, you will probably need separate antennas. You can even try a broadband high-gain antenna with some rotating scheme. It may be successful.

To knock out that interfering station coming from the back, main fringe-area antennas use a large screen-type reflector or a great number of directors. Here's where you see plenty of those 10-element yagis or those antennas that look like grandma's bedsprings.

We haven't said anything about ghosts, but they have a sneaky way of getting into any discussion on antennas. As you may unfortunately be aware, these are multiple images of a TV picture appearing slightly to the left or to the right of the main picture on the TV screen; the sort of thing you get when you move a still camera while taking a time exposure. Ghosts result when the signal from a single TV station is received twice in the receiver. This happens if the signal is bounced off obstructions and arrives at the set a little behind a signal from the same station which travelled directly to the set; or, perhaps, the signal is being picked up by the antenna and also the lead-in wire from the antenna to the set (or at the set directly).

The best way of combating ghosts is to use a highly directional antenna with a substantial amount of gain, and to shield the wire from the antenna to the receiver.

The various types of antennas, and the areas for which each is most applicable, are shown on the chart (page 23). This should be regarded as only a very general guide. The over-all performance you will obtain from an antenna depends on many factors, including the particular combination of channels available in your area. If you wish to receive stations on widely separated channels or if you have difficult weak signal or ghost problems, consult a good service technician in your own area.

This article dealt only with v.h.f. antennas. We will tackle u.h.f. antennas next month.
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Crooks of the Ether

(Continued from page 43)

Then there was the case of the “wetbacks.” For some time, the U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service was baffled by the success of Mexican laborers in wading across the Rio Grande and entering the U. S. illegally. The “wetbacks” always seemed to be crossing just where the Immigration inspectors weren’t.

The FCC and Immigration Department sleuths found out why. Tuning his special receiver one day, an FCC engineer suddenly pricked up his sensitive ears. On a frequency intended for communications between farming trucks and tractors, he heard messages that certainly didn’t have anything to do with fertilizing asparagus.

Use of mobile direction-finding equipment brought the engineers and the Immigration inspectors directly to a sadist-mistaken individual and his wife who were using their transmitter to tell the laborers (and the unscrupulous people who planned to employ them) the whereabouts of the inspectors.

Down on the Chesapeake Bay, as in most places, the best fishing is usually where the law says you can’t fish. Energetic patrolling by inspectors of the Maryland Tidewater Fisheries Commission keeps illegal fishing to a minimum—generally.

Recently, however, they became suspicious when they found that all fishermen had become models of law-abiding anglers. No longer were high-powered boats seen scuttling into secret bays when the inspector hove to into sight.

The reason was soon apparent. A not-too-clever character was apparently using a small craft radiotelephone transmitter to warn his brethren. When nabbed, he admitted he was operating an unlicensed transmitter but tried to explain that it was for “emergency purposes only.” The FCC took a dim view of his explanation.

As interesting as such cases of law-breaking may be, there were only 52 of them last year, down from 92 the previous year and the more than a hundred in each of the preceding years. Much more important were the 100 times last year that the FCC supplied lost military and civilian planes and ships with their correct positions. These were termed “emergencies,” meaning there was serious danger of loss of life.

Here’s how FCC’s direction-finding net works. An agency, such as the Coast Guard or Civil Aeronautics Administration, calls the FCC with a report that the pilot on a plane en route from, say, Hawaii to San Francisco, has lost his way, is urgently requesting a “fix,” that is, his exact location.

Immediately, from the “brain center” in Washington or from the monitoring station receiving the request directly a message goes out by teletype directly to the monitoring stations strategically located throughout the nation. At each of these a giant structure, called an Adcock antenna, starts swinging back and forth. An engineer tunes his receiver to signals coming from the lost plane. He rotates the antenna until the signal is weakest. That means the antenna is positioned exactly at right angles to the incoming signal.

The engineer translates this angle into degrees and teletypes it into Washington. In Washington, strings are extended on a map from each station supplying a bearing. The point where these strings cross is the location of the plane.

The process is remarkably accurate. Using the FCC information together with information collected by themselves or other agencies, the Coast Guard or the CAA can radio the pilot the exact course to fly.

Though the technique is seemingly simple, there’s a tremendously important human element—the skill of the engineers. Obtaining a fix on a weak and fading signal is a painstaking and nerve-wracking job. However, the FCC field men are best equipped for it of all the engineers in the world. The average is 15 years on the job; many of the field men have earned their 25-year pins.

To illustrate their skill, take the case of the flyer who was forced down at sea north of Honolulu. FCC’s bloodhounds of the ether hate to give a fix unless they have bearings from several of their stations. In the Honolulu case, however, they were able to obtain only one before the flyer “hit the drink.”

The FCC engineer in Hawaii was forced to make an educated guess. Knowing the power of the transmitter on the plane, and calculating the loudness of the signal he had heard against the range of the transmitter, he guessed that the plane was 75 miles out. His estimate turned out to be remarkably accurate and the pilot was found.

Though such work is the most dramatic aspect of the Bureau’s duties, the old bugaboo “interference” is its main occupation. A major airline will report that communications with its planes has been rendered impossible by a strange signal that completely disrupts reception over a 500-mile radius. FCC’s Adcock antennas begin swinging all over the country.

Who’s the culprit? Incredibly, it’s a device for drying glue in a Memphis plywood products plant. The plant owner is
ordered to get his faulty equipment back on its own beam, pronto—or else!

Or consider the pesky hum that was fouling up communications and radios in Portland, Ore. To the amazement of FCC's sleuths, the guilty apparatus turned out to be an abandoned short-wave radio set that had been plugged in and operating for two solid years—without the knowledge of the owner. Although still operating, some parts had worn out, starting the dangerous and annoying hum.

The growth of television has increased interference complaints many fold. A viewer in Beaumont, Tex., tired of getting little but snow trying to pick up a distant station, attached a booster to his set. The results delighted him—but not his neighbors. The booster was faulty, and no less than 3000 other TV viewers as far as one mile from the booster found their reception ruined.

The FCC doesn't aim to haul such offenders to court. In fact, its main goal is to get communities to handle these problems themselves. It has encouraged formation of local TV interference committees and has seen 370 of them organized in 351 communities.

In 99 cases out of 100, these TVI committees can eliminate the problem by discussion with the owners of faulty equipment, leaving the highly-trained FCC engineers free to track down the difficult and dangerous cases.

More illegal transmissions are carried on by persons who are too lazy, slow-witted, or ill-informed to pass the FCC examinations for amateur licenses than any other single type.

FCC engineers were taken aback, not too long ago, to find a full-fledged standard broadcasting station, WKGR, operating on 650 kilocycles in Marysville, Ohio. There was nothing secret about it. It carried commercials, had a full staff, was operating more efficiently than many small-town stations with FCC licenses tacked to their walls.

When apprehended, the 19-year-old "manager" was aghast to learn they had been breaking the law. "Gee," said the "business manager," 22, "if we had known we were operating outside the law, we wouldn't have done it." The Commission let them off with a warning after they closed down.

The FCC was tougher on one amateur in Savannah. His transmitter had been interfering with TV reception in the neighborhood, ill feelings arose and he began indulging in profanity over his transmitter. This, the FCC official report said, "came out loud and clear in the midst of a TV program being watched by a neighbor-
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LEARN MORSE CODE

EASILY
QUICKLY
AT HOME!

Here's the fastest, easiest way to learn Morse Code. Proven EYE-EAR method has already taught thousands successfully. Complete course includes: 5 unbreakable 78 rpm double-faced records (10 lessons) in durable album, and instruction book. In a few days... you're an expert!

Sold at all leading radio distributors — or write us!

DEPT. PE-11. INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

CORONA RADIO KITS
EASY TO BUILD • EDUCATIONAL • EXCELLENT RECEPTION
BROADCAST SUPERHET KIT $14.75


Please 812K 2-Band AC-DC Super Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . net $20.75
Globemaster 814K 3-Band Super Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . net $24.75
All kits supplied less wire and solder. Please include 25% deposit with C.O.D. orders. Dept. P-7

CORONA RADIO & TV CO
370 Broadway New York 13, N.Y.

Get Your F. C. C. LICENSE Quickly!

Correspondence or residence preparation for F. C. C. examinations. Results guaranteed.

An FCC commercial operator license means greater opportunities and higher pay. We are specialists in preparing you in a MINIMUM OF TIME, to pass FCC examinations for all classes of licenses. Beginners get 2nd class license in 3 weeks and 1st class in 3 additional weeks. Write for free booklet.

GRANTHAM School of Electronics

INVENTORS
Send for PATENT INFORMATION
Book and INVENTOR'S RECORD
without obligation
GUSTAVE MILLER
114-FE WARNER BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
ASSOCIATE EXAMINER
U. S. PAT. OFF. 1922-1929

Patent Attorney & Advisor
U. S. NAVY DEPT. 1930-1947

PATENT LAWYER
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Basic equipment required: a hot plate, enamel container to hold chassis, lye, rubber hose for rinsing, wire, rod, and gloves.

Dip chassis in hot solution several times. Don't inhale fumes!

Rinse chassis thoroughly with clear water. Repeat the dipping and rinsing.

A "Satin" Finish for Your Aluminum Chassis

You can add a "professional" touch to your equipment by giving a "satin" finish to your chassis. Use a solution of one part lye to ten parts of hot water, stirring with a wooden or glass rod. Use an enamel, iron, or glass container. Do not use aluminum. Suspend the chassis with a piece of iron wire and dip it into the solution.

Do all mixing and dipping out-of-doors or in a well-ventilated spot. Avoid contact with the lye or inhaling the fumes.

"Satin" finished chassis after dipping and rinsing (left) compared with unfinished unit (right).

DESIGNED FOR
Radio Control

* All parts die-cut or shaped for simple construction and easy assembly!
* Complete, easy-to-read step-by-step plans and instructions included! At your local hobby shop now!

Write for new '54 catalog featuring a complete line of model boats and plans—many designed for radio control. Send 10¢ in coin to Dept. PE 1

EASY! BUILD your own Professional Electronic Instruments with EICO KITS! SAVE 50%

- Complete easy-to-follow instructions
- Fully guaranteed

5" PUSH-PULL OSCILLOSCOPE
KIT $44.95 WIRED $79.95

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
KIT $25.95 WIRED $39.95

1,000 Ohms/Fault METER
KIT $12.90 WIRED $14.95

6V BATTERY ELIMINATOR & CHARGER
KIT $29.95 WIRED $38.95

Write now for FREE catalog describing 38 EICO KITS.

www.americanradiohistory.com
GLOSSARY

a.g.c.—Automatic gain control, control of the amplification of an amplifier so that its output is approximately constant in spite of variations in the input signal; especially such control in television receivers to reduce variations in picture contrast produced by variations in r.f. signal strength.

a.v.c.—Automatic volume control (a.g.c. used in radio receivers to reduce variations in sound volume produced by variations in r.f. signal strength).

crystal—1. Rectifying crystal, one which passes electric current more easily in one direction than in the other and thus can be used to change alternating current to pulsating direct current; made of such materials as germanium, silicon, copper oxide, galena, and carbonarundum. 2. Piezoelectric crystal, one which transforms mechanical energy to electrical and vice versa. Such crystals, made of Rochelle salt or barium titanate, are used in microphones and phonograph pickups. When cut to a certain size and shape, a piezoelectric crystal, usually made of quartz, can be used as a resonant circuit, to control the frequency of an oscillator or as a frequency-selective filter.

decibel—A measure of the ratio between two power levels or of a power level with respect to a designated reference level. Basically, the number of decibels is ten times the logarithm of a power ratio. One decibel is approximately the smallest difference in sound power which can be detected by the average human ear.

db of feedback—The number of decibels by which inverse feedback in an amplifier reduces its over-all gain and distortion.

detector—A circuit used to recover an audio or video signal from a modulated radio signal.

elevator—Control surface of an aircraft which regulates its pitch attitude (level, climbing, or diving).

feedback—Returning part of the output of an amplifier stage to the input of the same or a previous stage. Negative (or reverse) (out-of-phase) feedback decreases the gain and distortion of the amplifier; positive (in-phase) feedback increases gain and distortion and may produce oscillation.

frequency response—The relative ability of an amplifier, loudspeaker, or other device to respond to different frequencies.

glow plug—A type of internal-combustion engine used in models, in which starting is assisted by a filament in the combustion chamber, which is energized by an external battery.

harmonic distortion—Distortion consisting of addition of components to the signal whose frequencies are multiples (harmonics) of the original signal frequency. It is produced by an amplifier or other device which is nonlinear (does not give the same ratio of output to input for all input amplitudes).

heterodyne—A difference frequency (beat) produced by combining two frequencies.

Immelmann turn—A maneuver in which an airplane is made to complete half of a loop and then rolled half of a complete turn. (Named after Max Immelmann, World War I German aviator.)

microammeter—A meter for the measurement of current flow, which is calibrated in microamperes, or millionths of an ampere.

milliampere—One-thousandth of an ampere.

modulated—Varied in amplitude, frequency, or some other quality. Radio-frequency signals are modulated in order to carry signals of lower frequency, such as sound or picture signals.

multimeter—A meter which is a combination of a volt meter, an ohmmeter, and (often) an ammeter.

oscillator—A vacuum-tube or transistor circuit or other device which produces an alternating-current power output without mechanical rotation.

plate dissipation—The part of the power applied to the plate circuit of a vacuum tube which does not appear as signal output, but is dissipated as heat in the plate of the tube.

push-pull—An arrangement of two vacuum tubes in an amplifier so that the input signal is applied in opposite phases to the two tubes and the signal outputs are combined in phase. This arrangement reduces even-harmonic distortion.

regeneration—Positive feedback in detectors and amplifiers. Increases gain and distortion and may produce oscillation.

saturate—To reach the maximum possible value of some quantity, such as magnetization in the core of an inductor or current flow in a vacuum tube from cathode to plate.

servo—motor—A special electric, hydraulic, or other type of motor used in control apparatus to convert a small movement into one of greater amplitude or greater force.

superheterodyne—A receiver in which all incoming radio-frequency signals are mixed with the output of an oscillator to produce a heterodyne or beat frequency. The oscillator frequency is variable so that the beat produced with any desired signal can be adjusted to a certain frequency. The beat-frequency signal is led to a fixed-frequency (intermediate-frequency) amplifier, where greater and more uniform gain and selectivity can be obtained than at the original radio frequency.

superregenerative—A type of regenerative detector in which the tendency to oscillation is controlled by a quenching voltage of ultrasonic frequency which periodically allows the gain to increase, then reduces it. The quenching voltage can be produced by the detector tube itself or by a separate oscillator. This type of detector has great sensitivity, but poor selectivity.

transconductance—A characteristic of a vacuum tube which indicates the effectiveness of the grid in controlling the plate current and the all-around effectiveness of the tube as an amplifier.

v.t.v.m.—Vacuum-tube voltmeter, a voltmeter using one or more vacuum tubes to increase the sensitivity of the basic meter movement, so that measurements can be made in a circuit without drawing much current and without disturbing very much the normal operating conditions of the circuit. May also be a combination voltmeter, chmmeter, and ammeter.
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**ADDENDUM**

It has been called to our attention that the "Home-Built Loudspeaker Enclosure," covered on page 34 of our October issue, is now being built commercially by University Loudspeakers, Inc.

**CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE**

(Answers to Quiz on page 99)

1. b 2. b 3. c 4. c 5. c

**HOW SMART ARE YOU?**

(Answers to Quiz on page 104)

1. b 2. d 3. d 4. a 5. a 6. b 7. b 8. b 9. b 10. a
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**THE NEW MODEL TV-11 TUBE TESTER**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Uses the new self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element testing.
- Because all elements are numbered according to wire number in the MERA base numbering system, the user can instantly identify which element is under test. Tubes having tags on filaments and tubes with filament terminations in more than one pin are truly tested with the new Model TV-11 as any of the pins may be placed in the neutral position when necessary.
- The Model TV-11 does not use any combination type socket. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.
- Free-moving built-in chart provides complete data for all tubes.
- Photo Jack on front panel for plugging in either phones or external amplifier will not harm tube or noise due to faulty elements and loose external connections.

**SHIPPED ON APPROVAL**

**NO MONEY WITH ORDER—NO C. D. O.**

Try it for 10 days before you buy. It is completely satisfied send $11.50 and pay balance at rate of $6.00 per month for 6 months—No Interest or Carrying Charges Added. If not completely satisfied, return to us, no explanation necessary.

**MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.**

Dept. D-75, New York 14, N. Y.

**Accountant**

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE LESSON

Executive Accountants and C. P. A.'s earn $4,000 to $20,000 a year. Thousands of firms need them. Write for brochure and sample letter which shows how to become an expert in accounting or bookkeeping.

**LASALLE Extension University, 417 So. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, Ill.**

**FACTORY REPAIRS**

**on All Makes and Types of TEST EQUIPMENT**

Write for Big New Free Catalogue

**GENERAL ELECTRONIC INST. COMPANY**

Dept. PE 98 Park Place N. Y. 7, N. Y.
The ohmic value of a resistor can be determined by means of the color code. There are two standard methods of indicating this value.

In Fig. A, the body (A) and end (B) indicate the first and second digits of the value while the dot (C) indicates the multiplier to be used. The tolerance of the unit is indicated by the end color (D). For example, if the body (A) is green the number is 5; if the end (B) is grey the second number is 8. If the dot (C) is red the multiplier is 100 or two zeros should be added. The resistor is then a 5800 ohm unit. If the end (D) has no color, the tolerance is ±20%.

In Fig. B, the first two stripes indicate the first two digits; the third stripe the multiplier; the fourth stripe the tolerance. Thus, if stripe (A) is green, (B) is grey, (C) is red, and (D) is silver, the resistor is a 5800 ohm, ±10% unit.

Capacitance is given in μfd. Colors have same values as on resistors, except as indicated in tables. Colors (A) and (B) are for first two digits; (C) is for multiplier. (D) is for tolerance. (E) and (F) give voltage rating in hundreds of volts; (E) is used only for ratings less than 1000 volts, (E) and (F) for first two digits of ratings 1000 volts or more. Values of colors for (E) and (F) are same as in resistance values. (G) is class or characteristic of capacitor, (H), (I), and (J) give temperature coefficient. (G), (H), (I), and (J) are not listed in the tables, since this information is seldom needed by the average home builder.

### RESISTOR COLOR CODE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th>MULTIPLIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,000,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOLERANCE CODE**
- Gold—±5%
- Silver—±10%
- No Color—±20%

### CAPACITOR COLOR CODE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20% or 2.0μfd.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3% (RETMA)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2% (RETMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5% (RETMA)</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5% or 0.5μfd.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Capacitance less than 10μfd.*
# STANDARDIZED WIRING DIAGRAM SYMBOLS

## Antennas
- **General Antenna**
- **Dipole**
- **Loop**
- **Ferrite Type**

## Batteries
- **Single-Cell**
- **Multi-Cell**
- **Bell**
- **Buzzer**

## Capacitors
- **Fixed Mica or Paper**
- **Electrolytic**
- **Variable Capacitors Ganged**
- **Trimmer or Padder**
- **Split-Stator**
- **Feed-Through**
- **T-designates Trimmer or Padder**

## Cables
- **Fixed R.F. Coil**
- **Coil with Fixed Tap**
- **Coil with Variable Tap**
- **Iron Core or Choke**
- **Bipolar**

## Crystals
- **Crystal Detector**
- **Piezoelectric Crystal**
- **Fuse**
- **Grounds**
- **Wiring Chassis**

## Headphones
- **Double**
- **Single**

## Jacks
- **2 Circuit**
- **3 Circuit**
- **Closed Circuit**
- **Phone Plug**
- **Pin Plug**
- **Pin Jack**

## Meters
- **Rotary Type**
- **Push-Button**

## Microphone
- **Single Button**
- **Double Button**
- **Capacitor**
- **Dynamic**
- **Velocity**
- **Crystal**

## Pilot Light
- **Neon Bulb**
- **Pilot Light**

## Phonograph Pickups
- **Crystal**
- **Dynamic Magnet**
- **Plug or Socket**

## Power Supply
- **Single-Cell**
- **Multi-Cell**
- **Bell**
- **Buzzer**

## Receivers
- **S.P.S.T.**
- **S.P.D.T.**
- **Push-Button**

## Resistors
- **General**
- **Tapped or Adjustable**
- **Continuously Variable**

## Shackles
- **Bolted Lines Indicates Shielding Could Be Around Any Component or Groups**

## Speakers
- **Electro-Magnetic**

## Transformers
- **Air Core**
- **Iron Core**
- **Air Core Variable**

## Telegraph Key
- **S.P.S.T.**
- **D.P.S.T.**

## Tubes
- **O.D.Q.**
- **Plate**
- **Tube**

## Wires
- **Connection**
- **No Connection**

---
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**ADVANCE! Raise your earning power—learn RADIO-TELEVISION-ELECTRONICS by SHOP-METHOD HOME TRAINING**

**GOOD JOBS AWAIT THE TRAINED RADIO-TV TECHNICIAN**

There is a place for you in the great Radio-Television-Electronics industry when you are trained as National Schools will train you at home!

Trained technicians are in growing demand at good pay in manufacturing, broadcasting, television, communications, radar, research laboratories, home Radio-TV service, and other branches of the field. National Schools Master Shop-Method Home Training, with newly added lessons and equipment, trains you in your spare time, right in your own home, for these fascinating opportunities.

**OUR METHOD IS PROVED BY THE SUCCESS OF NATIONAL SCHOOLS TRAINED MEN, ALL OVER THE WORLD, SINCE 1905.**

**EARN WHILE YOU LEARN**

Many National students pay for all or part of their training with spare time earnings. We’ll show you how you can do the same! Early in your training, you receive “Spare-time Work” Lessons which will enable you to earn extra money servicing neighbors’ and friends’ Radio and Television receivers, appliances, etc.

**National Schools Training is All-Embracing**

National Schools prepares you for your choice of many job opportunities. Thousands of home, portable, and auto radios are being sold daily—more than ever before. Television is sweeping the country, too. Co-axial cables are now bringing Television to more cities, towns, and farms every day! National Schools’ complete training program qualifies you in all fields. Read this partial list of opportunities for trained technicians:

- Business of Your Own: Broadcasting
- Radio Manufacturing, Sales, Service + Telecasting
- Television Manufacturing, Sales, Service
- Laboratories: Installation, Maintenance of Electronic Equipment
- Electrolysis, Cell Systems
- Garages: Auto Radio Sales, Service
- Sound Systems and Telephone Companies, Engineering Firms
- Theatre Sound Systems, Police Radio
- And scores of other good jobs in many related fields.

**TELEVISION TRAINING**

You get a complete series of up-to-the-minute lessons covering all phases of repairing, servicing and construction. The same lesson texts used by resident students in our modern and complete Television broadcast studios, laboratories and classrooms!
BUILD YOUR OWN HIGH FIDELITY CABINETS AND ENCLOSURES

With a cabinet kit by CABINART you get exactly the style that you want. The finish is up to you. You get top-quality white pine or birch—perfect for any finish that you select. And so easy to put together... all you need is a screwdriver.

Paul Klipsch-designed Rebel IV
You can now build your own corner horn speaker enclosure... designed by Paul Klipsch. Identical in acoustic design to assembled units and easily put together with a minimum of tools. Priced for the home-builder in unfinished birch.

12" model... 36.00 net*
15" model... 42.00 net*

Bass Reflex and Equipment Cabinets
The ideal housing for high fidelity components... removable panels make future changes easier. Loudspeaker cabinet acoustically designed for either 12" or 15" speaker. Overall dimensions: 33 1/2" H., 23" W., 16" D. Tuner compartment: 20" H., 21 1/2" W. (inside dimensions), 15 1/4" D. Baffle volume: 6 cu. ft.

Model 80—Equipment cabinet kit... 27.00 net*
Model 8112—12" speaker cabinet kit... 18.00 net*
Model 8115—15" speaker cabinet kit... 18.00 net*

Corner Folded Horn Enclosures
Reproduces a quality of bass heretofore only possible through the use of far more expensive designs.

Model 61 (12" speaker kit)... 19.95 net*
Model 63 (15" speaker kit)... 23.95 net*

*prices higher west and south.

All kits include 3/4" white pine cut to size, baffle precut for 12" or 15" speaker, Saran plastic acousticloth, Kimsul acoustic insulation, assembly and finishing instructions, hardware, plastic wood, sandpaper and glue.

Write for free catalog and name of nearest distributor.

G & H WOOD PRODUCTS COMPANY • 75 NORTH 11th ST., BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.